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Mossy Pecan Marlite has the beauty of rare
hardwood, but is priced to fit anyone's budget.

Marlite paneling is color-coordinated, so Linen
Stripe and Tapestry panels look great together.

HlIVL/AJir T/AV^!fr>r

'

Mediterranean influence is here to stay.
Marlite captures its style in lovely Riviera paneling.

This authentic reproduction is Cathedral Oak
Marlite, a new addition to the Trendwood line.

Four new Marlite wall ideas to make
everybody's job a lot easier.
When you're looking for a really
new and distinctive wall idea, look
at Marlite. We have more than 80
different textures, colors and de-
signs—including the four beautiful
new panels shown above.

And Marlite makes it easier to
create interiors with perfect color
harmony. Our complete line is
carefully color-coordinated. So

there's a solid-color panel to
match the basic color in every
pattern or design. (Marlite is also
available in Fire-Test Panels to
meet building code requirements.)

Marlite makes the builder's
job a lot simpler, too. In fact,
one man can install Marlite Planks
by himself in a jiffy. They're
only 16" wide.

What's new in soilproof, wash-
and-wear wal Is? The answer is easy.
Marlite. See it atyour building
materials dealer or write Marlite
Division of Masonite Corporation,
Dept. 1060, Dover, Ohio 44622.

in. Marlite
cTra™,™ plastic-finished paneling
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New concept for special-care facilities
- a home-like atmosphere.

s drinking fountains were specified because they look better.. .and they last.)

-as Trampas School for the Mentally
rded features extensive use of
tenance-saving materials —redwood
g, copper flashings and downspouts,
;oncrete shakes on the mansard roof
ing wear and fire resistance.

)-date facilities are embodied within
ne-like atmosphere. The 21/2-acre
)us in Lafayette, California, includes
buildings on different site levels,
h harmonize with the country setting.

First impressions are important. As you
approach Las Trampas the feeling is one
of welcome, of progress and happiness.

First impressions are important with Haws
fountains, too. The new Model 3120 square
pedestal design is rugged, handsome, and
built to last. For details write Haws
Drinking Faucet Company, 1441 Fourth
Street, Berkeley, California 94710.

DRINKING FOUNTAINS

Architects:
Perata and Sylvester A.I.A., Lafayette, California
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CUYAHOGA COMMUNITY COLLEGE, Cleveland, Ohio. Honor
award winner in the 1970 Community and Junior College Design
program. The complex was honored for "outstanding handling of
a very limited site in an urban renewal area of the highly
industrialized city of Cleveland." Architects: Outcalt-Rode-Kaplan-Curtis
General Contractor: Turner Construction Co. Twelve Dover
Oildraulic and Electric elevators installed in seven buildings
on the campus by Dover Elevator Co.
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Dover delivers
elevators for award-winning architecture
Performance of award winning caliber helps Dover Ele-
vators get specified for buildings of outstanding archi-
tectural design.
Comparable high-quality and dependability are provided
by Dover in both Oildraulic® and Electric elevators. You
can combine the two types for maximum efficiency and
economy, while dealing with a single elevator supplier.
Dover Oildraulic elevators, with speeds to 200 feet per
minute and travel through six floors, are unexcelled in
the low-rise field. For 30 years they have been more
widely used than any other hydraulic elevator.
Dover electric elevators, geared and gearless, offer the
exclusive Computamatic® control system for fastest
service under all traffic conditions. Solid state devices

are utilized where appropriate for greater reliability and
to reduce maintenance.

Whatever you are building, Dover will deliver award win-
ning cooperation with you on plans and specifications,
and on elevator performance. Write for catalogs. Dover
Corporation, Elevator Division, Dept. B-5, P. O. Box 2177.
Memphis, Tenn. 38102. In Canada: Dover/Turnbull.

the novators

DUKE NUCLEAR LABORATORY, Duke University, Durham, N. C.
Cited as one of 16 outstanding examples of campus design for
the 1970s by College & University Business magazine. The mas-
sive solidity of its design evokes a feeling of security appropriate
to its function. Architect: A. G. Odell Jr. & Associates. General
Contractor: F. N. Thompson, Inc. Dover Oildraulic elevator
installed by Dover Elevator Co.
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MULTIPLE STATION WASHUP SINKS
If it does a better job, it's from Elkay. The line of Elkay stainless steel wash-up
sinks proves it. Multiple station sinks, both island and wall models offer de-
layed, automatic closing, push-button faucets, individual soap dispensers and
automatic temperature controls. Unique design keeps floor clear for easy house-
keeping, maximum user convenience and minimum maintenance. No drip
channel rim prevents spillovers on floor.

front the ELKAY^Jatnify of firsts

-* '

Automatic
temperature
control and

timed shut-off
push-button

faucets,
soap dispensers

included

Model EIWM-7230-6

with access
panels
simplifies
maintenance

Area Code 312-68 M 88
plete mf
MANUFA

Catalog No. IPC-2 or call Customer Service Dept,
NY, 2700 S, Seventeenth Ave., Broadview, 111. 60153

see our catalog in Sweet's
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comment and opinion

NOT IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST: It is not surprising that six national architectural
and engineering societies, among them The American Institute of Architects, have
advised Assistant Secretary of Defense Barry J. Shillito, through the joint Committee
on Federal Procurement of A/E Services, of their unequivocal opposition to a "test"
of a radically new system of architect/engineer procurement by the military agen-
cies. Under the one-year experiment, announced by Pentagon officials on August 24,
the proposals for A/E services are solicited on a two-envelope basis. The first contains
the technical proposals of interested firms; the second includes a price estimate. After
evaluating the technical proposals, a selection board for the military will rank the
firms in order of preference by qualification. Following a review of the price propos-
als, the board may re-rank the firms to reflect price considerations. The test, con-
ducted by the US Army Engineer District, Sacramento, and the Southern Division,
Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Charleston, South Carolina, apply to all
A/E contract awards of $10,000 or more.

Elmer K. Timby, chairman of the professional societies' joint Committee on
Federal Procurement of A/E Services, told Shillito that the experiment cannot have
validity because it does not provide a method of permitting totally objective evaluation
of results, nor does it provide stringently controlled conditions with established
norms over a period sufficient to provide conclusive findings. "Present procedure
recognizes that emphasis upon qualifications and competence in the relatively inex-
pensive design stage is essential to insure economy in the much more costly
construction and operation stages," Timby said. The "arbitrary manner in which the
'test' has been conceived and is, apparently, proceeding precludes any possibility of
even minimal endorsement or approval by any of the six societies," he added.

The AIA holds that to require architects and engineers to submit design solutions
in order to be considered for federal work is an unfair burden on the design profes-
sional and contrary to the interests of the public. A design concept is an integral part
of the total building solution and is arrived at only after careful study, programming
and analysis. To require sketches of proposed design solutions from architects and
engineers before a detailed program is agreed upon by the client and the design
professional is to ask for solutions based upon insufficient information.

To require price competition for A/E services, the AIA maintains, will result
invariably in the cost of these services becoming the dominant factor in the selection
process. Because lower price comes from lower levels of service, the client, in this
case the federal government representing the public, will be the ultimate loser. In
addition, the preparation of a technical proposal with a price estimate of the cost of
design services will result in increases in the total cost of professional services.

In spite of these trenchant arguments, the Department of Defense has initiated
its first project under the new procedure: an Air Force facility in Louisiana. The firms
selected to submit priced technical design proposals, however, declined to do so on
the grounds that the DOD's selection procedure is not in the public interest.

Timby points out that the experiment disregards the intent of Congress, as stated
in a House-Senate Conference Report on the 1969 Military Appropriations Bill, that
the inclusion of price data in negotiated procurement was not intended to modify
the traditional method of obtaining A/E services on a professional negotiation basis
by selecting the best qualified firm for negotiation of the contract. The A/E societies
are willing to reconsider their position, he said, if the DOD will release its committee
study which preceded the action of the experiment and will cooperatively enlist the aid
of the professions in an orderly and objective approach to implementation of its
recommendations. ROBERT E. KOEHLER

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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NEXT MONTH

During the last few years the idea of building
new towns has been thoroughly examined in
the United States and we now have a wealth
of published material on the subject—pro
and con. A British architect/planner, deeply
involved with new towns abroad and with
three here in this country, joins the discus-
sion. Going a step further, he suggests a pos-
sible strategy for the US to follow if there
really is a will among Americans to create
improved environments for millions of peo-
ple. How one new town—Nun's Island in
the Montreal area—was planned, financed
and designed and how it functions is discus-
sed in another article.

Also in November: a Practice Profile on
a small California firm that is engaged in
housing—and prefabricated, at that; an ab-
breviated version of the AIA convention ad-
dress by Ian L. McHarg in which he shows
the architect how the world really works; a
portfolio of Mediterranean villages with ac-
companying text as seen by a practitioner
who spent seven years in studying, photo-
graphing and assembling his material; and
another article in the Practice Aids series,
this one devoted to approaches to the pre-
design phase.

ASIDES

The Institute Page this month is devoted to
an analysis of two documents: the revised
A201 and the new A701. This brings to mind
a statement of principles agreed upon a few
years back by the AIA and the American
Bar Association, a review of which seems to
be timely now. It deals with the "areas
which jointly involve the professional knowl-
edge of both" and attempts "to clarify the
areas of responsibility of both groups."
Particularly pertinent is the following:
"II. The architects shall timely advise the
client to consult a lawyer on legal matters,
and the lawyer shall timely advise the client
to consult an architect on architectural mat-
ters. It is recognized that what constitutes
the practice of architecture is a question
which rests with the legislatures and the
courts, and that what constitutes the practice
of law is a question which rests finally with
the courts.
"III. A. For many years, The American
Institute of Architects has worked effectively
to promote uniformity in contract forms
for use in connection with the construction
of buildings or other structures and has
prepared printed forms designed to promote
that objective. In future printings, the owner-
contractor agreements, the General Condi-
tions of the Contract for Construction and
the contractor-subcontractor agreements
shall carry a statement in substantially the
following form: 'This document has impor-
tant legal consequences; consultation with an
attorney is encouraged with respect to its
completion or modification.'

B. The architect is cautioned not to fur-
nish legal advice and not to appear in a rep-
resentative capacity as an advocate before
a quasijudicial or administrative agency when
substantial questions of law or legal proce-
dure are involved." D
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lonstruclion Mood
or the 70's:

MODULAR
And Simpsi

p
i IK-SHI
ywood fits right

Beautifully. Economically. Easily. Simpson Ruf-
Sawn Redwood Plywood fits a variety of today's
modular construction needs.

Because of its dimensional stability, its high
•j strength-to-weight ratio and its comparative econo-
• my, plywood is ideally suited for modular construc-

tion. But Simpson Ruf-Sawn Redwood Plywood gives
you these added structural and aesthetic ad vantages:
because it is impervious to insect attack, it can be
used inside and out. Because it comes treated with
| a clear water-repellent, it can be installed as is or
? it can be stained or finished to suit the application.
r- And because it is available in a variety of grades and
•? groove patterns, it's versatile.

Simpson has many other products designed for
| today's construction needs. Carved doors, for in-

stance. So when you're looking for economy and
beauty—in modular or conventional applications-
look to Simpson. For more information, see your
Simpson supplier or write: Simpson Timber Co.,
2000 Washington Building, Seattle, Wash. 98101.

1. Ballena Bay Apartments, Alameda, California
Architect: Fisher-Friedman Associates, A. I.A.
Builder: Pan Pacific Development Co.

2. Simpson Carved Doors. Beauty and economy with the
custom-made look.
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Components simply "plug" into support rail
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Introducing VUE . . .
the most flexible low-cost
learning wall system ever devised.

Visual Unified Environment system . . . for an architect it solves the problem of what
to do about walls in an open school. For, VUE combines the flexibility of a room
divider system with the multiple advantages of a structural wall.

As the name implies, the prime purpose of VUE is to keep basic learning tools in
view at all times. It is a low-cost learning wall system. Components are easily attached
to fixed walls with an aluminum support rail, and just as quickly removed, rearranged
or replaced by the teacher. Used as mobile wall units, components can serve as both
dividers and integral parts of the learning situation.

There are storage cabinets, chalk boards, tack boards, reusable learning panels,
racks, counters and more —a l l can be color coordinated with classroom furniture.
Electricity can be installed at any time with conventional wire molds.

VUE opens a whole new area of freedom for architect and teacher alike. Write for
our VUE brochure. Dept. AJ-714, American Seating Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. 49502.

for the Environment of Excellence
AM ERIC/MSI
® SEATING
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outlook

White House Fellows Have an Architect in Their Midst Assigned to Interior

Among the 17 White House Fellows who
began their duties last month is an architect,
the second of his profession to be so ap-
pointed. He is Captain Rodney A. Coleman
of Rosemont, Pennsylvania, a project archi-
tect with the US Air Force Civil Engineer-
ing Corps.

Rodney, like his predecessor, Jack Mc-
Ginty, now a practitioner in Houston, has
been assigned as an aide to the Secretary of
the Interior and is representing the depart-
ment on a working group of the Domestic
Council, a White House Advisory Group.

President greets Coleman as Hudson Drake,
director of White House Fellows, looks on.

The captain is a 1963 graduate of Howard
University where he was a member of the
varsity basketball and baseball teams and
was active in the Air Force ROTC program,
being the recipient of many awards and dis-
tinctions.

Since Coleman's commissioning in 1963,
his work has included the design and con-
struction supervision for numerous renova-
tion projects on Air Force facilities.

Coleman was selected by a Presidential
Commission which made its choices from
among 31 national finalists, recommended by
11 regional panels, after a weekend of con-
versations at Virginia's Airlie House.

This year there were about 1,200 appli-
cants for the program, designed to provide
rising young leaders from business, the uni-
versities and a variety of professions a first-
hand exposure to the top level of the federal
government. During their year in the nation's
capital the fellows receive a salary of up to
$24,500, based on previous education, ex-
perience and earnings.

Persons between the ages of 23 and 36
who are interested in the program should
send their inquiries to the Director, Commis-
sion on White House Fellows, the White
House, Washington, D. C. 20500. Deadline
for applications is December 1.

Apprentices to Benefit from $5,000 Prize
Given Franzen by Building Trades Union

Ulrich Franzen's "ability to organize space
to serve contemporary human needs and his
talent for using materials and forms to bridge
old and new eras of architecture have put
him in the forefront of architecture."

So stated President Thomas F. Murphy of
the Bricklayers, Masons & Plasterers Inter-
national Union in presenting the initial
Thomas Jefferson Award for Architecture to
the New Yorker during its biennial conven-
tion in Washington, D.C.

Franzen, in turn, announced that he
would donate the $5,000 prize which accom-
panied the award to the A. Philip Randolph
Institute for use in its "Outreach" project to
help place young minority group members in
apprentice training programs.

The award will be given every other year
to an architect whose environmental design
contributions are "in keeping with the ideals
of statesman-architect Thomas Jefferson."

In his address to the convention, Franzen,
an AIA Fellow, said, "The job potential of
construction in the next 30 years is stagger-
ing, but it can never be realized if we are a
nation half poor and half rich; it cannot be
realized if we are so protectionist that we

fail to attract those young people who are
willing to lend a hand."

Civil rights leader Bayard Rustin accepted
the donation as executive secretary of the
Randolph Institute and called for a coalition
of trade unions and minority groups to solve
the problems of poverty, race and Vietnam.

AIA Headquarters Project Moves Ahead

Bids will be let in mid-December to pave the
way for a new $7.4 million AIA Headquar-
ters Building, with groundbreaking sched-
uled for around January 1. Institute plans call
for movement to a temporary headquarters
for the two years allocated for construction
of the project, designed by Norman C.
Fletcher, FAIA, and John C. Harkness,
FAIA, of The Architects Collaborative of
Cambridge, Massachusetts.

At the Boston convention, delegates voted
to establish a separate business corporation
which will be able to assume mortgage fi-
nancing commitments to erect the new build-
ing. A nonprofit professional organization,
such as the AIA, cannot assume mortgage
obligations at current market rates under Dis-
trict of Columbia tax laws, according to Max
O. Urbahn, FAIA, of New York, chairman
of the Committee on Institute Headquarters.

Sandstone pillars frame chancel and rich, dark
pews of church destroyed by fire.

Requiem for St. Thomas: A Building
Burns But Its Spirit Thrives in Inner City

Standing against a backdrop of charred ruins,
the sign proclaims: "St. Thomas Parish
LIVES at 1772 Church Street." The address
is that of the rectory around the corner of
what used to be the main entrance to the
Episcopalian church, just east of Dupont
Circle in the nation's capital.

It was best known as the place where
Franklin D. Roosevelt worshipped, but the
edifice also was regarded as a fine example
of Gothic architecture in the English perpen-
dicular vernacular. Designed by Theophilus
P. Chandler, FAIA, of Philadelphia, the 58-
year-old structure with its gray granite walls
and 100-foot tower went up in smoke early
the morning of August 24, the victim of what
officials called "suspicious ignition."

Destroyed, too, were the 22 stained glass
windows, the work of London's Henry Holi-
day, one of the leaders of his craft at the turn
of the century.

The 850-seat church gave a sense of scale
to a residential area which finds itself in a
period of transition. About one-half of the
congregation lives in the Maryland and Vir-
ginia suburbs, but its rector, the Rev. Henry
H. Bruel, was "bringing in the neighborhood"
through work with the Dupont Circle hip-
pies and a VISTA program.

The first Sunday following the fire the
parishioners returned to pray amid the rub-
ble. Wearing a brightly colored vestment
made especially for the service, Father Bruel
said, "It symbolizes the Resurrection." The
worshipers, in turn, seemed to be caught up
in this spirit of hope and optimism, even
while realizing it would be unfeasible to re-
create a Gothic structure.

This led one newspaper reporter to write,
"Maybe the building doesn't matter, after
all." The pedestrians who passed St. Thomas
every day — as did this writer — surely can-
not agree, for a sanctuary has been lost that
can never be replaced, continued on page 12
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It took time,
but m \m now designed
an automatic flush m to
the toughest specifications
intheih
How tough? Well, we were told that the
actuator body and face, plus the trigger
bolt, as well as sill and soflit strikes, all
had to be of drop forged bronze. No
other device has this built-in quality.

The latch bolt had to be
extruded bronze with a nylon
coating to minimize friction
and assure long wear. No
other device has that, either.

In addition, the latch
bolt guide, the latch bolt
safety trip, and the ratchet all
had to be cadmium-plated,
case-hardened steel.

The dead lock had to be
channel-shaped stainless steel.

And all springs had to be
compression type, also stainless
steel.

Those are pretty tough spe-
cifications, even for Von Duprin.
But we met them, and we have de-
signed a long-wearing, smooth-oper-
ating automatic flush bolt that assures

the effortless opening of an
inactive door, without the

need for a handle to push
or a release lever to flip . . .

plus automatic latching for
proper fire protection when the

doors close.
That should be enough

to make Von Duprin your fa-
vorite line. So we'll close with

our favorite line: Think of Von
Duprin devices first. They last!

Von Duprin, Inc. / 400
W. Maryland St. / Indianapolis,

Ind. 46225 / In Canada: Von
Duprin Ltd.
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outlook from page 10

Cincinnati AIA Will Celebrate Centennial
With a Party and an Office of Its Own

Commemorating the 100th anniversary of its
founding this year, the Cincinnati Chapter
AIA will host the annual meeting of the Ar-
chitects Society of Ohio, October 29-31. By
that time, the chapter will have, for the first
time in its history, an office headquarters at
the new Contemporary Arts Center in the
heart of town within sight of the rebuilt
Fountain Square, half a block away. A cen-
tennial celebration party at the center will
wind up the meeting.

The chapter's centennial committee has
prepared a commemorative brochure to be

offered to those attending the ASO sessions.
It will contain sketches of Cincinnati land-
marks by local artist Clinton Orlemann, with
one l l x 15-inch print suitable for framing.
In addition, a display of drawings and
sketches executed by local artists during the
past century will be on exhibit.

It's 75 Years for Albert Kahn Associates,
With a Firm Award and Exhibition to Boot

When the Newcomen Society in North Amer-
ica met in Detroit on September 24, it heard,
for the first time since its founding in 1923,
an architect give the annual address. It was
fitting that Sol King, FAIA, should do so,
for he is president of Albert Kahn Associates
which, during its 75th anniversary, was being
honored by the society.

Like its British counterpart, the American
Newcomen, as it is commonly called, per-
petuates the life and work of Thomas New-
comen (1663-1729) whose inventions paved
the way for the Industrial Revolution. In ad-
dition to the Newcomen Award, the society
maintains a Memorial Library in Business
History near Philadelphia, which is open to
the public for research.

In his address, King, who has been affili-
ated with the architectural/engineering firm
for 35 years, chronicled its history. He
pointed out that a pivotal point in Albert
Kahn's career occurred in 1903 when he was
commissioned by Packard to design a 40-acre
plant in Detroit. The parallel growth of Kahn
and the motor car industry is now legend.

Today, King heads a 300-man organiza-
tion whose projects include industrial com-
plexes, newspaper plants, educational build-
ings, hospitals, parking structures and office
buildings.

What has happened in those 75 years has
been documented by an exhibition, "The
Legacy of Albert Kahn," which will con-
tinue at the Detroit Institute of Arts through
November 1. The accompanying catalog fea-
tures an essay by W. Hawkins Ferry, who
also compiled the illustrations. In the epi-
logue, King writes about Kahn: "His crea-
tive responsiveness to the needs of his time
remains as perhaps his greatest legacy."

Construction Industry Conference Set

The National Construction Industry Arbi-
tration Committee will conduct conferences
in the following five cities this month: Min-
neapolis, Sheraton Motor Inn, the 14th;
Cleveland, Pick-Carter Hotel, 15th; Los An-
geles, Century Plaza Hotel, 19th; Seattle,
Washington Plaza Hotel, 23rd; Boston, Bos-
ton Marriott Motor Hotel, 31st. For further
details, contact E. Robert Cregar, Confer-
ence Coordinator, American Arbitration,
140 W. 51st St., New York, N.Y., 10020.

Deaths

PETER J. COLLINS
Norwalk, Conn.

JORGEN ELMER
Berkeley, Calif.

LYTLE P. LINDEBERG
Seattle

LOUIS PlROLA
Chicago

JOHN LINN SCOTT
Austin, Tex.

Members Emeriti

EDWARD G. CONRAD
Lakewood, Ohio

LOUIS P. JOSSERAND
Houston

R. C. LLEWELLYN
Chicago

HENRY Y. SHAUB, FAIA
Lancaster, Pa.

ROMER SHAWHAN
Pasadena, Calif.

JOSHUA H. VOGEL
Issaquah, Wash.

LEONARD WILLEKE
Grosse Pointe, Mich.
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NIAE Remembers Miss Rother Who Lived
Simply But with Untold Dedication

"As simply as she has lived, with modesty
but with concerned awareness, so has she
died — simply, but indeed leaving a great
legacy of a dedicated job well done and long
remembered." So wrote Arnold A. Arbeit,
AIA, chairman of the board of the National
Institute for Architectural Education, in trib-
ute to Cecylja B. Rother, executive secretary.

In accordance with Miss Rother's specific
wishes, no services were arranged to mark
her passing and her body was cremated. She
had donated her eyes to the New York Eye
Bank. And so on November 10 there will be
"a simple memorial meeting" at NIAE
headquarters at 20 W. 40th Street in New
York City.

"Miss Rother diligently devoted herself to
the organization, originating from the parent
group, then the Society of Beaux-Arts Archi-
tects, to the Beaux-Arts Institute of Design
and finally the NIAE," Arbeit stated. "She
dedicated all her energies and talents for
over 50 years to the education of young stu-
dents of architecture, sculpture and mural
painting. Because of her efforts and assist-
ance to many of the now famous young men
and women, they, in turn, later contributed
to the organization, not only by devoting
their time but also by contributions and leg-
acies which continued the educational func-
tion of the institution."

Miss Rother, who died at the age of 73 on
August 8 after a prolonged illness, emigrated
to this country with her parents in 1904, and
studied ballet but was forced to give it up
because of family objections. A graduate of
New York University in 1921, she later
joined the Beaux Arts Institute as assistant to
Dean Edmund S. Campbell.

Leaving no family, Miss Rother had main-
tained contact with leading architects, stu-
dents and institutions of architectural educa-
tion throughout the world.

German Chancery Becomes American
Legacy for Eiermann, Its Architect

Residents of Washington, D. C., and all the
city's many visitors who appreciate hand-
some and efficient architecture are in debt to
the Federal Republic of Germany for the
"exercise in diplomatic grace" of that
country's chancery located on residential
Reservoir Road. At the time of its dedication
in 1964, Germany's President, Heinrich
Luebke, called the chancery "a diplomatic
workshop of creative design." It was ac-
claimed in the architectural press as "not
only the best of the handful of modern ch^n-
ceries in Washington, but quite probably the
city's best new office building as well."

Egon Eiermann was chosen as architect
because of the skill he demonstrated in the
German Pavilion at the Brussels World Fair
in 1958. Faced with two major problems in
the design of the structure — the placement
of a large office building in a single-family
residential area and the relationship of it to
a steep and sloping hill •— Eiermann turned
problems into assets.

Eiermann, professor at the Technische
Hochschule in Karlsruhe and a member of

the Akademie der Kiinste in Berlin, died
July 19 at the age of 66. In addition to many
industrial buildings and churches, including
the Kaiser Wilhelm Bedachtniskirche in Ber-
lin, he also designed furniture.

Worldly Known Lloyd Morgan Is Praised
As Architect-Teacher-Humanitarian

Lloyd Morgan's influence as an architect
went well beyond the borders of the United
States. In France, he was in charge of "Re-
gion Devaste," a civic planning project for
reconstruction of devastated areas, including
site planning, housing, hospitals and public
buildings. He was honored by the French
Government.

A Fellow of the Institute, Morgan designed

the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, the Barbizon
Plaza, the Sherry-Netherlands Hotel and the
Hotel Pierre, all in New York City; the Mi-
ami-Biltmore Hotel and the Roney Plaza Ho-
tel in Miami Beach; and Parklabrea and
Parmerced, two massive housing projects
built for the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company in Los Angeles and San Francisco.

But Morgan, 78, who died of a heart attack
in Tarrytown, New York, on July 18, was
equally known as a teacher. He taught at
Yale and New York Universities, the Ecole
des Beaux Arts and the Fontainbleau School
in France. For six years he conducted his
own atelier in this country for students who
could not afford architectural school. He was
trustee of the National Institute for Architec-
tural Education. D

Instant sand ctfreet
2*way conversation

betvvetin any 2 points

TA&K-A-PHONE INTERCOM
with the "bmit-Mmfn"

TALK-A-PHONI Intercom has cut work loads from 20% to 50%*-effected savings 0*
thousands of man-hours, simplified office and business routine. Where desired,
replies can toe made at a distance without operating controls; yet other stations can
have complete privacy, Designed to fulfill virtually every office, industrial and insti-
tutional Intercom need. TALK-A-PHONE sets a hi0h standard of achievement in
Intercommunication engineering, Proportioned like a book to Be flat on the d«sk , . .
only3 Inches high. Combines the look and feel of fine grained leather with the strength
and rigidity of steel. Beautifully finished in charcoal gray with brushed chrome panels.
From 2 to 100 station systems, you can do it better and more economically with
TALK-A-PHQNE, Pays for itsetf many times over,

*TALK-A-PHONE ... the accepted symbol of quality and dependability In
Intercom for over a third-of-a-century. "Has Everything, Does Everything."

Intercom tor the Home. Enjoy comfort, con-
venience and peace of rnlnd, Yoy can: • th-
dependently originate and receive Calls to or
from any other room » Answer outside de-ors
from any room » Enjoy radio in any roam *
Listen-in on children, baby or sick room irom
any roo», yet other rooms can have complete
privacy. Distinctively styled. Easily installed.

Intercom For Apartment House. Provides
instant and direct 2-way conversation between
any Apartment and Vestibules—in buildings
of any size. Greater performance with these
exclusive TatWWhorie features; * Ampte
volume without "boom" • Automatic privacy
* Individual volume .selection for each apart-
ment * Built-in Buzzer »1 or 2 talking circuit*.

. AI

TALK-A-PHONE CO., 5013 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60625
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Most people will remember
the Denver Center Building for
its reflections of blue skies.

The owners will remember
the money they saved
on mechanical equipment.

PPG Performance Glass
makes it all happen.
The architect for the new Denver
Center Building chose a PPG Per-
formance Glass for his building.
Solarban"" Twindow9 insulating
glass. The results were exactly what
he had hoped to achieve: A shim-
mering facade that would reflect the
beauty of the surrounding Denver
environment; a surface that would
harmonize with vertical columns of
weathering steel; a masculine, earthy
image for his oil company client;
a virtually maintenance-free building;
and a building "people will remember
they've seen."

In choosing Solarban Twindow
Units, the architect saw a design
medium that could make all this
possible, and more. Working with
the building's mechanical engineer,
he found that the performance
characteristics of the glass would
offset its higher cost by contributing
to savings in HVAC equipment and
capacity costs. The mechanical
engineer states: "The use of these
Solarban Twindow Units enabled us
to cut approximately 50 tons of
equipment out of our mechanical
systems. All this, in spite of the
demanding conditions here in Denver

—we had to deal with the fact that
the sun at this high altitude (5,000
feet) contributes to a lot of instan-
taneous, high heat gain. And the
average number of days with sun in
Denver is about 300. We still expect
the glass to pay for itself in 3 to
5 years in the savings from mechan-
ical system operating costs."

Mechanical system requirements
and costs can be reduced when
Solarban Twindow Units are used
because of the reflective coating
which turns back much of the solar
radiant energy, rather than permitting
it to become a load on the cooling
system. This same low-emissivity
reflective film on the Solarban
Twindow Units (normal insulating
glass constructions with a %" air
space) enables them to perform like
triple glazing in reducing conducted
heat loss during cold weather. And
chilly downdrafts and condensation
are significantly reduced.

Put a PPG Performance Glass to
work in your next building. It can help
realize significant savings in mechan-
ical systems costs, reduce bright-
ness, aid in temperature control or
reflect to enhance the exterior design.

Contact a PPG Architectural Rep-
resentative for technical data or write
PPG INDUSTRIES, Inc., One
Gateway Center, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15222.

Owner: Webb Resources, Inc., Denver
Architect: Muchow Associates, Denver
Mechanical Engineer: Beckett Engineering,

Denver

SOLARBAN(2) TWINDOW
INSULATING GLASS

SOLARBAN REFLECTIVE
SURFACE

BTU \D

CONDUCTED

PPG is Chemicals, Minerals, Fiber Glass, Paints and Glass. So far. INDUSTRIES
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One of the problems in choosing a door
is knowing which door to choose.

There are tall doors, short doors, wide
doors, thin doors, fire doors, soundproof
doors, solid-core doors, hollow-core doors,
wardrobe doors...you're not the first to
have problems deciding on the right one.
Every one of your buildings needs such a
variety of doors. Then codes, design and
cost problems must be considered. And
considering the wide variety of doors avail-
able, who wouldn't have
trouble? There is just too
much material put out
by the manufacturers ,
for you to get through.

So let U.S. Plyw
help make the deci-
sions. Any one of o
Architectural Servio
Representatives
knows all the possi-
bilities for your door ,
specifications. He •
should He spends ^
all his time work-
ing with architects
and is constantly |j
being trained in
door design
and performance. ] \. Plywood

has more people
who know more
about doors than
any other
manufacturer.

And even if you find yourself in a situation
we don't know about, we know where to
find the way out.

If you have a problem with doors, call our
Architectural Service Representative. He's
ready to work with you now.

Just phone, or find your way to the nearest
US Plywood/^= U.S.Plywood
Branch Office. A Division of U.S. Plywood-Champion Papers Inc.

777 Third Avenue. New Yorjf,i.̂ .Y,.«K}lV '

•"£••
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DESIGN
VERSATILITY

Con wee/®
FIVE PLUS FIVE

CEILING
SYSTEMS

more.



Con wed
FIVE PLUS FIVE
CEILING SYSTEMS

FIVE PLUS FIVE MEETS YOUR REQUIREMENTS FOR DESIGN
FLEXIBILITY, AESTHETICS AND BUDGET . . .

• Lighting — Five-foot modular light sources.

• Air Supply—Relocatable air supply devices.

• Partitioning—Modular partition-accepting grids.

• Air Return—Inconspicuous, compatible returns.

• Acoustical — Effective acoustical options.

No single ceiling system can meet every project's require-
ments. That's why Conwed created Five Plus Five . . . a
truly total systems concept encompassing many ceiling
system options. Five Plus Five gives you:

Lighting—not one but FIVE options.

Suspension — not one but SIX choices.

Air Supply—not one but FIVE methods.

Air Return — not one but EIGHT options.

Acoustical — not one but SEVEN choices.

Let the knowledgeable Conwed professional field service
team help you with ceiling plans and problems. For further
information on Five Plus Five Ceiling Systems, see the
Conwed section in Sweets Architectural File (No. -j^-)
or write: Conwed Corporation, Dept. C 5 + 5, 332 Minne-
sota Street, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101.

For information on flexible Conwed 7000 Series Partition
system (shown on front) write Conwed Department C/P
Partitions.

High quality (top right) . . . illustrated by this str iking application
of one Five Plus Five System. Unique ceiling design provides inte-
grated air supply and high, non-glare light levels.

Higher quality (bottom right) . . . represented in (his office re-
modeling project with well illuminated employee work area. Five
Plus Five compatibility with partitioning is apparent.

Highest quality (left) . . . dramatically demonstrated by this cus-
tomer service area in a newly-remodeled bank.

Ceilings created by your imagination can very likely be supplied
by Conwed.

Con wed
CORPORATION

Front Page Photo
PRODUCT: 7000 Series partitions combined with
Five Plus Five Ceiling System.

Left
PROJECT: East Lansing State Bank, East Lansing, Mich.
PRODUCT: Conwed 5 + 5, bays of 60"x60" regressed
splays (perforated) 3'x3' fixtures.
ACOUSTICAL CONTRACTOR: Larry Brooks & Asso-
ciates

Circle 145 on Information Card.

Top Right
PROJECT: Western State Bank, St. Paul, Minnesota
PRODUCTS: Conwed 5 + 5, 30"x60" vaulted fixtures,
ventilating grid and semi-concealed lay-in panels.
ACOUSTICAL CONTRACTOR: Hauenstein Burmeister

Bottom Right
PROJECT: Barber-Colman Corp., Rockford, Illinois
PRODUCT: Conwed 5 + 5, 30"x60" air delivery fix-
tures, low profile air fittings, 30"x60" fissura panels.
ACOUSTICAL CONTRACTOR: Continental of Rock-
ford
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TERNE . . . FORM, COLOR, FUNCTION
From a functional standpoint, Terne metal has a durability measured in
generations rather than years, and its inherent affinity for both form and color
permits any visual roof area to become a significant component in design.
These characteristics are probably sufficient in themselves to explain Terne's
increasingly important role in contemporary architecture, but they are further
enhanced by relatively moderate cost.

FOLLANSBEE
FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORPORATION • FOLLANSBEE, WEST VIRGINIA

School of Nursing
and Morrison Hall,
Sharon General Hospital,
Sharon, Pa.
Archi tect :
Brooks & Redfoot,
Sharon, Pa.
Sheet Metal Contractor:
The Woodward Company,
Warren, Ohio
Photographs: Frank S. Pavliga
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Glaverbel Grey.
Blocks Out Everything But the View.

Makes the inside of a building feel as good as the outside looks.

Glaverbel
GLAVERBEL (USA) INC., 75 PLANDOME ROAD, MANHASSET, NEW YORK 1103O

GLAVERBEL CANADA LIMITED, 155O MAISONNEUVE BLVD. W., MONTREAL 1O7, P.Q.
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JUST NATURALLY ATTRACTIVE.

The quiet appeal of natural rock. Your
choice. Your next building design can have
it with Mirawal's aggregate facing—Miraroc.
Miraroc faced panels are extremely light-
weight. Tough. Versatile enough to fit any-
where. And cost considerably less than pre-
cast panels. The aggregate is permanently
bonded to asbestos board by a special
epoxy formula.

Choose your Miraroc facing on either non-
insulated veneer or insulated panels.Choose
a standard or specify the aggregate you
want. For more details on Mirawal, see
Sweet's Architectural File, Section 20b, or
write Kaiser Aluminum—Mirawal Products,
P.O. Box 38 A, Port Carbon, PA 17965.

MIRAWAL PRODUCTS

KAl
MIRAWAL with aggregate MIRAROC facing is now being used to handsome advantage on the L. M.
Berry and Company Building ("B" Addition) in Dayton, Ohio. Architect: David Titsch and Associates.

ALUMINUM
Circle 121 on information card
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Basketball Field House, in background, part of a new $1.9 mi/lion
Health and Physical Education Complex at Pan American College,
Edinburg, Texas. Architect: Kenneth Bentsen Associates, Houston,
Texas.

When Pan American College opened its 1969-70 basketball
season in its beautiful new Field House, TROPHY" Gym
Seal and Finish was on the floor.

Completion of the new physical education plant was the
culmination of a 19-year dream for Pan American Athletic
Director James A. Brooks, who went to Edinburg when the
school was still a junior college with 320 students. In 1952,
the college became a four-year school and Brooks' athletes
began making themselves known. Basketball Coach Sam
Williams twice took his team to the NAIA finals, winning the
championship in 1963.

As in nearly 20,000 other gyms, arenas and sports com-
plexes, TROPHY Seal and Finish was selected for the
basketball and other wood sports floors. TROPHY forms a
hard, smooth, slip-resistant, glare-free surface that is
chosen most for championship play. It also offers un-
equalled wearability, beauty and ease of maintenance.

HILLYARD SPECIFICATIONS MANUAL
FOR EVERY FLOOR YOU SPECIFY.

Write for your copy today. Loose-leafed and numbered, each file
will be kept up to date for you. Also ask, at no obligation, for the
expert advice and assistance of a certified Hillyard architectural
consultant.

Circle 119 on information card
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HILLYARD
FLOOR TREATMENTS
ST. JOSEPH, MISSOURI U.S.A.

Totowa, NJ. San Jose, Calif.
Minneapolis, Minn. Dallas, Tex.

Boston, Mass.
IN CANADA: Calgary, Alberta

London, Ontario

The most widely recommended and
approved treatments for every surface
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A Look at Two Documents

As part of its continuing program to provide
practitioners with current practice docu-
ments, the AIA has published the 12th edi-
tion of its General Conditions of the Contract
for Construction (A201). Although changes
in the new edition may be described as minor
when compared with the reorganization that
occurred four years ago, there are improve-
ments in several important areas which de-
tail the rights and responsibilities of the
owner and contractor more precisely and
which better define the architect's role dur-
ing construction. To maintain a consistent
relationship among related documents, the
changes in the General Conditions with re-
gard to the architect's responsibilities as the
owner's agent during construction have been
paralleled in the 1970 edition of the Owner-
Architect Agreements (B131, B231, B331).

The major innovation in the 12th edition
of the General Conditions is the debut of a
new document called Instructions to Bidders
(A701). Although the General Conditions is
a contract document, it contained require-
ments that the contractor had to meet prior
to his signing the contract. The AIA had
been aware of this situation, but declined to
remove portions historically contained in the
General Conditions until such provisions
could be accomplished satisfactorily else-
where. These requirements are more properly
stated as conditions of bidding. The new doc-
ument, Instructions to Bidders, was written
to contain them. Thus an improvement is
afforded the General Conditions. The two
areas affected involved subcontractor ap-
proval and the requirements for furnishing a
Performance Bond and Labor and Material
Payment Bond. Furthermore, Instructions to
Bidders contains other standard provisions
related to bidding which should demand a
minimum of modification when used in con-
junction with a properly prepared notice to
bidders or advertisement for bids.

A major factor in the development of both
documents was the cooperation between the
National Documents Review Committees of
the AIA and the Associated General Con-
tractors of America. Many of the improve-
ments in the 12th edition of the General Con-
ditions resulted from discussions between
these two committees based on experience in
using the llth edition. The AGC has

by ARTHUR T. KORNBLUT, AIA
Administrator

Department of Professional Services

approved both the 12th edition of the Gen-
eral Conditions and Instructions to Bidders
for use by its members. This represents a
major achievement in the use of standard
contract language and should result in fewer
costs arising from unforeseen contractual
contingencies.

Documents A701 and A201 have comple-
mentary provisions and are intended for
joint use in the Project Manual. The follow-
ing items were included in the previous edi-
tions of the General Conditions but are now
in Instruction to Bidders:
• Certain provisions relating to the submis-
sion of information regarding subcontractors
(Ref. A701, paragraph 8.1; and A201, para-
graph 5.2).
• Provisions relating to the Performance
Bond and Labor and Material Payment Bond
(Ref. A701, paragraph 9.1; and A 2 0 I , para-
graph 7.5).

If General Conditions is used with instruc-
tion to bidders other than document A701.
such instructions should contain adequate
provision for those items.

One of the more substantive changes in
the new edition of the General Conditions is
in Article 2: Architect. The provision which
enabled the architect to stop the work has
been deleted. The architect has the right to
reject work which does not conform to the
requirements of the contract documents and
to demand any testing or inspection in ac-
cordance with subparagraph 7.8.2. By delet-
ing the "stop the work" provision, potential
liability has been avoided in those circum-
stances in which the architect could be found
negligent for failing to exercise his right to
stop the work. By retaining the right to reject
work, the architect can properly perform his
duties as the owner's agent.

There are other revisions which may be
characterized as minor, such as a revised
provision for the procedure to be followed
if a subcontractor is rejected.

The development of Instructions to Bid-
ders, the continuing effort to maintain high
quality contract documents and the constant
effort to evaluate the effects of judicial deci-
sions relating to such items as the "stop the
work" phrase all point up the value of the
12th edition of General Conditions of the
Contract for Construction. D
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The environment

arc

Redwood

They work together

Panic in San Anselmo.

Moderate-cost, student housing is going up in a

well-established residential neighborhood.

The residents rebel. Their beautiful, tree-lined streets

about to be marred by some ticky-tacky eyesore.

But times have changed.

* nd redwood lias helped change them.
*'

The finished apartment complex is striking. Redwood's

~ ain blends beautifully with the environment.

Actually adds warmth and texture to it.

But redwood does more than merely fit into the

environment. It creates an environment of its own.

Aesthetically, it combines the best of man and nature.

n; redwood's natural beauty.

•ut the beauty of redwood.

CALIFORNIA
REDWOOD
ASSOCIATION Write Dept. AJ for free portfolio "Special Applications of Redwood"

617 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111 • MEMBER MILLS: Boise Cascade Corporation • Georgia-Pacific Corporation
Arcata Redwood Co. • Simpson Timber Co. • Miller Redwood Co. • The Pacific Lumber Co. • Willits Redwood Products Co.
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International Sanitary Supply Association
Dept. A.I.A., 5330 N. Elston Ave.,
Chicago, Illinois 60630

Name

Title

Firm

Address

City

Area of Interest:

State Zip

U Commercial D Institutional Q Industrial
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Quantity Reprints
of AIA Journal Articles

Available by special order to help you
pass along important information.

In a recent survey conducted among
architectural magazines by an outside
organization, the AIA JOURNAL ranked
No. 1 as having the most significant edi-
torial content. There are numerous arti-
cles that our architect-readers might like
to pass on for easy reference and wider
distribution among their employees, cli-
ents, business and civic leaders and
others. The job can be done — very
easily, inexpensively — by simply order-
ing reprints.

Copies of any recent or current AIA
JOURNAL article usually can be shipped
to you within 10 days after receipt of
your order, which must be in writing.
Prices vary in accordance with length
of the article and the number of reprints
desired (minimum order: 100 copies).
Arrangements can be made to accom-
modate title sheets and other special
requirements at a small additional cost.

Add'l
100 100

$ 32.00
56.00
96.00

120.00
185.00
272.00
350.00

$ 3.50
5.00
8.00

12.00
16.00
21.00
27.00

Ipage
2 pages
4 pages
6 pages
8 pages

12 pages
16 pages

Special prices, on request, for quan-
tities over 1,000. We pay delivery costs
when payment is sent with order. Post-
age or other delivery costs will be billed
on charge orders.

IMPORTANT: Reprints are for free
distribution, not for resale. Address your
order for reprints or your inquiry to:
AIA JOURNAL, 1735 New York Ave.
N.W., Washington, B.C. 20006.
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Designing for
Educational Technology

Modular tables

Media module
with TV receiver

Chalk and
. Tackboards

ALTERNATE SEATING
ARRANGEMENTS

Screen for
Overhead
Projector

This article has been prepared to guide the architect through
the available resources on planning and designing for educational
technology. Although not a how-to-design-it manual, it is hoped
that the data will provide the architect with a foundation upon
which to base his quest for facilities that will truly enhance the
kinds of learning the new technology provides. Such is the change
of pace in education today that some of the information may be
outmoded already.

The material was developed by David S. Haviland and
William F. Winslow, staff members of the Center for Architec-
tural Research, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, with the cooper-
ation of The American Institute of Architects Committee on
Architecture for Education, and adapted for publication by Betty
J. Ritter, AIA.

A bibliography is appended that is purposely noncompre-
hensive, noting only a few sources for the architect's use.
Throughout the article, numbers in parenthesis following a pub-
lication title refer to the bibliography listing.
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One of the most pervasive changes in education in recent years
has been brought about by the development of a potent educa-
tional "technology." Where the educator once depended upon
words and chalk to communicate, educational technology now
provides him with a vast array of resources with which to do
the job. Projectors, recorders, television, teaching machines,
audio labs, dial-access systems and computers are being utilized
to communicate new experiences to both individual and group
learners in the contemporary school and university.

Buildings and spaces for education must respond. If we
believe that the physical environment can help or hinder what
transpires within it, and if we believe that communication is at
the very heart of education, then we must provide facilities that
will permit — indeed, enhance — effective communication.
This is no simple task. Many developments in educational tech-
nology are relatively recent and new potentials are seen nearly
every day.

Ideally, educational planning for the technology should be
largely completed and documented before the architect under-
takes schematics. More often, however, it is not, and the archi-
tect may find himself in the precarious position of making
educational decisions. To avoid undue burdens during the early
design stages, an educational specification and media plan
should be developed long before pencils are put to paper.

Educational Specifications: Wise educators recognize the
value of developing an educational specification before proceed-
ing with any commitment to facilities. Beginning with a statement
of the institution's educational philosophy, the spec details the
kinds of learning situations the school provides its students.

A good educational spec looks at each learning situation
carefully: How can the goal be best accomplished? How should
the learners be grouped? What kinds of experiences should be
included? What teaching techniques will be used? How much
time is needed? What kinds of instructional resources are re-
quired? What personnel is anticipated?

One learning situation may rely on didactic lecture, another
on a field trip and still another on the use of educational technol-
ogy to bring a variety of experiences to the student. In some
cases, the instructor may wish to pace the class carefully through
a lecture and in others let the individuals pace themselves through
programmed instruction. In some situations, the information can
be presented verbally; in others, drawings, films or models may
be required. Simply put, the learning systems idea asks: For any
learning situation, what is the best combination of techniques
and resources to do the job?

Why are the learning systems so important to the architect?
Because it says that there is no one best way to handle all learning
situations. Television is no more the final answer than is large-
group instruction. The educational institution that adopts the
new learning systems may have many different kinds of communi-
cation going on under its roof, and the environment must be
designed to accommodate them all.

The architect, of course, does not write the educational spec.
Because he is the ultimate interpreter, however, he should work
with the educator to see that he is provided with the required
information. So far as educational technology is concerned, the
architect should 1) get involved early; 2) impress upon the
educator that the choice of instructional resources has direct
physical implications for the school facility; and 3) encourage
the educator to develop a media plan.

Media Plan: The media plan describes the kinds of instruc-
tional resources that will be used and how they will be used in
various educational situations within the proposed building. As

the building program takes shape, the media plan should, for each
space in the proposed facility, provide answers to such ques-
tions as the following:
• What kinds of learning situations will take place there?
• What kinds of instructional resources will be used at the outset
— and as far into the future as the educator dares to predict?
• When will the various resources be used — all the time or just
once in a while? For long or short periods?
• Which resources must be built into the space and which can be
brought in as needed?
• Where will equipment and materials come from? Who will
bring them, load materials and operate equipment?
• What kinds of resources (if any) will be distributed to the space
via cable or other distribution network?
• What kinds of controls must be provided?

Every educational institution will approach the utilization
and support of instructional resources in a different way. One
may set up a program that is heavily decentralized with a full
complement of equipment and resources in every learning area;
another will place emphasis on central provision of equipment,
software and professional support. But no matter what the ap-
proach, it should be detailed in the media plan before the archi-
tect begins work on schematics.

The various spaces in which media may be used include:
• large-group presentation spaces, such as lecture halls, audito-
riums and communication centers
• small- and medium-group presentation spaces, such as class-
rooms, seminar rooms, conference areas and meeting rooms
• individual learning spaces, including independent study areas
and carrels
• special purpose spaces, such as audio laboratories, science
rooms, shops and other occupational areas
• flexible and open-plan areas
• resource centers
• media support areas.

Each of these space types has distinctive characteristics,
requiring individual consideration during educational planning,
programming, schematics, design development and production
of construction documents.

Media in Large-Group Spaces

Designing the large-group teaching space is one of the most
complex tasks facing the designer of educational facilities. The
threefold need to communicate effectively to large groups, to use
many forms of media in the communicative act and to accomplish
this in a pleasant and comfortable environment serves to com-
plicate the issue. Because many students are involved, and be-
cause the financial commitment to large-group space is often
high, there is very little margin for error.

Planning: Fortunately, much research has been done on the
large-group teaching space. Planning and design guidance is
available and, backing this up, dozens of large-group rooms have
been built. What works and what doesn't is known; the architect's
task in designing these spaces is to interpret and apply the expe-
rience in a meaningful way.

As group sizes increase to 40 or 50 people, the character of
the communication begins to change; as the size approaches 80,
100 or more people, the changes become definite. More emphasis
is placed on the presentation of information, less on the presen-
tation-and-discussion format. To make presentation as effective
as possible, the large-group teacher often employs a wide range
of visual and audio-visual media such as:
• projected images (often using several to make points, form
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comparisons, etc., and coming from slides, films, film clips, lan-
tern slides or opaque materials)
• projected blackboard, such as that provided by the overhead
projector (conventional chalkboard loses its effectiveness in
large-group spaces)
• television (on monitors or projected on screens)
• models or other three-dimensional devices
• audio materials, either off the air or from tapes or records.

The very nature of large-group instruction suggests that
the instructor may be using several of these techniques during a
single lecture, often employing them simultaneously. To assure
that the facilities will respond to these patterns of use, the archi-
tect should make sure the media plan spells out:
• which media will be used and which may be used simultane-
ously in the educational experience
• which media will be built-in and which will not
• whether front, rear or a combination of both projection ap-
proaches are desired
• who will actually control the media used
• which types of technical support will be provided for each
learning space.

Each of these issues can have major design implications and
they should be faced during the development of the media plan.

The use of media is crucial to large-group instruction. Even
where educators claim that current use is minimal, history proves
that introduction of media into large-group situations is inevi-
table. While specific decisions about choice of media rightfully
belong to the client, the architect can usually assume that most
large-group teaching spaces will, if not immediately, be media
oriented. This assumption by the architect will insure that he
will not "design out" the future use of media.

Programming: Basic issues in programming a large-group
space are how much space should be provided and whether it
should be shared with other uses — dramatics, speeches, forums,
motion pictures.

Other concerns during programming include:
• size (media-oriented spaces are rarely larger or smaller than
their nonmedia counterparts)
• supporting spaces (the kinds of supporting spaces result from
educational and administrative decisions on how media are to be
used; these decisions should be reflected in the media plan)
• interrelationships (interrelationships of the supporting spaces
also evolve from the media plan).

One of the functions that the architect often assumes during
programming and schematic design stages is that of advising the
client about media possibilities; to assist this function (see the
bibliography for several summary publications, specifically 10,
12, 17,24, 28, 37, 61).

Schematics: Basic issues include:
• Shape: The real determinant of the shape of large-group rooms
is the sightline. To enable the designer to create a space in which
every viewer can see the images presented, data has been devel-
oped about the optimum viewing area (OVA). The OVA relates
to projected images so they are not too close, too far away nor
too far off to one side. Figure 1 summarizes information about
the OVA and how it is determined by rule of thumb. For addi-
tional technical information, the designer may consult the bibliog-
raphy (36, 37, 65 and 69). Other influences on room shape will
be wall and ceiling configurations for acoustic purposes.
• Display surfaces: Where a number of display surfaces will be
used, the front of the room should be laid out tentatively during
schematics. Display surfaces should be arranged for best viewing
and maximum flexibility of use. The long "throw distance" of

Figure 1

OPTIMUM VIEWING AREA (OVA)

Minimum Viewing Distance — 1
This is largely influenced by problems with eye scanning when
viewers sit too close to images. If "W" is the width of the image,
a "2W" rule of thumb is usually used.

Maximum Viewing Distance — 2
This is influenced by the type and legibility of the image, its con-
trast, the presence of motion and other factors. Some of these
are characteristics of the medium used; others relate to the
projection system (projector, optics, screens, lighting) used. Usual
beginning rules of thumb:

Overhead and opaque projector — 3W to 6W
Motion pictures — 6W to 8W
Other projection — 6W

Projection systems can be chosen which alter these figures.

Edge Angle — 3
An edge of 40° is about the minimum for distortion. Not all screens
are effective at 40°, however. Special narrow-angle (i.e., large-
edge angle) screens may provide certain advantages (such as
more light in the room or a less powerful projection system), but
they also decrease the viewing angle.

Vertical Viewing Angle — 4
This angle should not exceed 30°.
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the overhead projector (Fig. 2) often poses special problems that
should be resolved at this point.
• Location: Probably the most important aspect of large-group
rooms because of the sheer volume of traffic they receive. Internal
room circulation, access (preferably from the rear) and flow of
students from lounge and toilet areas should all be considered.
Windows are generally a liability in media-oriented large-group
rooms, and most authorities recommend that they be avoided
whenever possible.
• Adjunct facilities: The rear projection area requires the most
careful consideration during schematics (Fig. 3); too often it is
simply leftover space. The architect must tentatively lay out the
required projectors and make sure that their projection beams
can get to the screen. There are many ways to avoid the "straight
throw" situation, but these may have certain disadvantages. The
media coordinator or audio-visual dealer should be contacted at
this point for information about specific equipment.

Design Development and Construction Documents: Even
though many of the significant decisions are made during sche-
matics, the large-group room still demands much from the archi-

Figure 2

OVERHEAD PROJECTOR

w

The most common overhead projectors have a 10" x 10" aperture
and a standard 14" lens. This often means that the projector must
be located very close to the first row of seats:

5' screen 7.0' throw distance
6' screen 8.4' throw distance
T screen 9.8' throw distance
8' screen 11.2' throw distance
9' screen 12.6' throw distance

10' screen 14.0' throw distance
One solution which allows those in the front rows to see is to
raise the screen vertically. But as this happens, it must be tilted,
or the image will be distorted. In any case, the screen must not
be raised too high. Remember the maximum vertical viewing angle.

Figure 3

REAR PROJECTION LAYOUTS

' Viewers

A. Single mirror

B. Double-faced mirror

C. Rotating mirror

tect during design development and the production of construc-
tion documents.
• Lighting: Must be carefully designed to allow good viewing.
When media are rear-projected, light can be left on in the room,
but a second, lower lighting level should be considered (Fig. 4).
Stray light on the screen must be minimized and special spot-
lighting of some areas of the room may be in order.
• Seating: Allow each viewer good sight lines to the various
display surfaces. As many seats as possible should be placed in
the OVA; check code restrictions, however.
• Acoustics: Sound systems must be carefully selected and re-
lated to the acoustic design (acoustical errors in large-group
rooms are compounded by many listeners).
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• Front-of-room layouts: Should be developed in detail, with
locations of all projection components (projectors, screens and
projection "beams") laid out to scale.
• Control systems: What controls will be provided, how will they
work and where will they be located?
• Climate control: Always important.
• Projection area: Layouts should be finalized, including any
required minor adjustments in wall locations.
• Wiring and conduit requirements: Locations, quantities and
sizes will pose a problem if several media are to be controlled
remotely or if a student-response system is to be installed. Selec-
tion of specific media components should be made at this point
so that power and wiring requirements can be determined.

Many of the listed references provide specific guidance on
these issues. Figure 4 points up some of the design concerns.

While it is not necessary to build a new structure to provide
a large-group room, the complicated nature of this kind of space
suggests that if renovation is chosen, it must be carried out with
extreme care. Educational Facilities with New Media (24) pre-
sents some case studies in renovation; The High School Audito-

rium: 6 Designs for Renewal (31) explores specific renovation
proposals (see also 2, 48, 57 and 71).

Many educational institutions are forced into creating multi-
use and divisible large-group rooms and auditoriums. The ins and
outs of this approach, along with 17 examples of existing installa-
tions, are presented in EFL's Divisible Auditoriums (17).

An emerging facility type, often called the "communications
center" or "lecture hall center," combines several large-group
rooms and the required technical support facilities into a single
structure. Particularly adaptable to colleges and universities that
use large-group instruction, communications centers are presently
being built at many institutions. New Building on Campus: Six
Designs for a College Communications Center (49), an EFL
publication, explores the thinking behind the communications
center and presents six proposals for such a center submitted in
an architectural competition. Since that time, the State Univer-
sity of New York has developed A Bulletin Outlining Planning
and Design Criteria for the Communication and Lecture Hall
Centers as Planned for SUNY (23). Based on the design guid-
ance developed in the Bulletin, SUNY is now operating or con-

Figure 4

MEDIA AND ROOM CHARACTERISTICS

Front of the room: Where a number of display surfaces will be
used, the front of the room should be tentatively laid out during
schematics. Display surfaces should be arranged for best view-
Ing and maximum flexibility of use. The long "throw distance"
of the overhead projector (Fig. 3) often poses some special
problems which should be considered at this point.

Location: Probably the most important aspect of locating large
group rooms is the sheer volume of traffic they receive. Internal
room circulation, access (preferably at the rear) and flow of
students from lounge and toilet areas should be considered.
Windows are generally a liability in media-oriented large group
rooms, and most authorities recommend that they be avoided
whenever possible.

Adjunct facilities: The adjunct facility requiring the most careful
consideration during schematics is the rear projection area: Too
often it is simply a piece of leftover space.
The media complement in a rear projection area determines Its
size and shape. The architect must tentatively lay out the required
projectors and make sure that their projection beams can get to
the screen. There are many ways to avoid "straight throw" situa-
tions, but these may have certain disadvantages. The media
coordinator or audio-visual dealer should now be contacted.

Interrelationships: If these are carefully spelled out in the pro-
gram, they should raise no design problems. The probable flow
of materials and equipment among these spaces, however, re-
quires that they be carefully considered.

Media type

Overhead
projection

2" x 2" slide
projection

Film
projection

Fllrrtstrip
projection

314 "x 4"
projection

Television
projection

Opaque
projection

Television
receivers

Projection characteristics

Front only; throw distance usually
1.4W; efforts should be made to
prevent keystoning.

Front or rear; remote control pos-
sible; usual throw distance is 2W,
but can be shorter if special optics
are used, or much longer to provide
for front projection from the rear
of the audience.

Front or rear, but remote control
is expensive; throw distance about
2W.

Front or rear; remote control dis-
tance may be limited; throw dis-
tance about 2W.

Front only; no remote control.

Room lighting

Full room lighting; stray light on
screen to a minimum.

Reduce to intermediate level during
rear projection; may have to nearly
darken during front projection un-
less special screen is used; keep
stray light on screen to a minimum.

OVA characteristics

Minimum distance = 2W; maxi-
mum distance = 3W (or 4W - 6W
if typewritten material can be
avoided); edge angle = 40° mini-
mum.

Minimum distance = 2W; maxi-
• mum distance = 6W (can be in-
creased to 8W where motion is
present); edge angle = 40° mini-
mum.

Depending on brightness of image,
may have to darken room during
rear projection.

Will have to darken room.

Can be used in fully lighted room
if there is no glare on tube face
from fixtures.

Minimum distance = 4W;
mum distance = 12W.

maxi-
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structing five of these centers, each containing media-oriented
lecture rooms seating from 60 to 480 people (see also 5, 24,
27, 28, 47 and 57).

There are a number of well designed large-group rooms in
existence. The following list is hardly exhaustive, but it does
suggest some that are worth a personal visit:
• The Lecture Hall Centers of the State University of New York
(15 centers, many of them exemplary; contact the State Univer-
sity Construction Fund, Albany, for details)
• Lawson Hall, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
• Newhouse Communications Center, Syracuse University
• Sir George Williams University, Montreal
• Scarborough College, Scarborough, Canada
• Miami-Dade Junior College, South Campus, Miami
• Orange Coast College, Costa Mesa, California
• Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York (particu-
larly Sage Building, rooms 138 and 139).

Media in Small- and Medium-Group Spaces

For many years, the "medium" group of 25 to 35 learners
was the mainstay of American education. Although many pro-
grams now provide for variable groups and individual learning,
the medium group is still a potent force. However, the self-con-
tained classroom that always housed the medium group is seen
less and less; if used, it is usually conceived of as a space in which
many kinds of experiences take place.

Many of these experiences involve educational technology,
both old and new. The teacher may use overhead, slide, filmstrip
and film projectors, as well as television and other group media.
Individuals and small groups within the medium group may use
programmed learning devices, portable projectors and portable
audio apparatus.

Similarly, many educators are adding small groups, semi-
nars, conferences and team project sessions to their programs.
Media use in these situations usually parallels that of the medium
group practice.

Perhaps the most distinguishing characteristic of media use
in all of these situations is its casualness. Bringing in a projector
to show a film is no longer a special occasion that disrupts the
group; the use of a wide range of equipment is becoming a
common and continuing experience.

Architecture must respond to this trend. It is difficult for any
teacher to use instructional media casually if it requires a major
environmental adjustment — moving seats, setting up equipment,
stringing together extension cords, etc. In a nutshell, the medium-
or small-group space should allow the teacher to use the media
as quickly and simply as possible.

If small and medium groups are to be housed in discrete
spaces, there are two general approaches. First, design the space
specifically for media, particularly presentation media (projection
and television). Here the display surfaces are built in and rear
projection may be used. These kinds of spaces are often created
for formal education, training and conference uses. Second,
design the space for temporary and casual use of the media. In
this case, equipment is stored and set up when needed. Using
lightweight portable equipment, this kind of arrangement is seen
more frequently at the school rather than the college level, but
trends indicate more general applications.

Where the first approach is taken, the planning, program-
ming and design guidance parallels that for large-group media
rooms. While most of the literature in the field does not empha-
size the medium- or small-group space, the precepts developed
for the larger rooms can be used.

Where the second approach is chosen, the architect must
consider how each of the media may, indeed, be used. If media
are not "designed in" to the space, the architect must make sure
that they are not "designed out."

Planning and Programming: Because small- and medium-
group spaces are often not designed as true audio-visual spaces,
media implications are sometimes disregarded during planning
programming. Three questions about the use of media in these
spaces should be answered in the media plan and appropriately
interpreted in the facility program:
• Permanence: Will there be permanent built-in media installa-
tions, or will a temporary or semi-permanent solution be chosen?
If the latter, careful thought must be given to how media will
actually be set up and used. One approach that seems to work
for small and medium groups is the use of a self-contained cabinet
(or "media module") that provides projector, mirror system and
rear projection screen. There are many commercial versions avail-
able. The publication Educational Facilities with New Media
(24) details one that can be built in the school (Fig. 5).

Figure 5

SELF-CONTAINED MEDIA UNIT

A self-contained media unit can be built in the school if help is
available. The media module here is adapted from Educational
Facilities with New Media by Alan C. Green et al.
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• Circulation: Where media will be built in, the program should
include necessary provisions for front or rear projection space.
If media are not to be built in, the program should provide for
any implications that the distribution and use system may place
on the facility: Will there be a central place for storage (and other
support) functions? How will equipment and materials be dis-
tributed (by hand, mail, carts)? What routes will be most heavily
traveled (possibly calling for few or no changes in floor levels
along the route)? If media cabinets are to be used and shared,
which spaces will share them? In other words, the flow of media
through the facility will have significant effects and should be
carefully documented in the program.
• Distribution: If TV, dial-access or other kinds of media distri-
bution are to be used, there may well be important implications
for organization of the building. The last section of this article on
"Media Support Facilities" discusses these problems in greater
detail, providing more specific information.

Schematics: As mentioned under programming, the archi-
tect creating small- and medium-group spaces should be guided
by the general principles of large-group room design. Some spe-
cific considerations include:
• Optimum viewing area: important in the smaller room as well
as in the large-group space — students must be able to see.
• Because the group is smaller, the problem of shaping the space
to fit the OVA is usually not so critical as it is in larger rooms.
If the size of the screen becomes an issue, placing it in a corner
of a square room to better accommodate the fan-shaped OVA
may be the answer.
• The small- or medium-group room rarely offers the opportu-
nities for display that can be designed into larger rooms; conse-
quently, front-of-room design is less critical. If several media are
to be used, however, display surfaces should be considered.
• If media are to be constantly used, large windows remain a
liability.
• The size of the group usually precludes the need for stepped
or sloped floors.

Design Development and Construction Documents: Once
again, it is suggested that the design team use the large-group
room design considerations as a checklist. Many of the problems,
such as the need for airconditioning, may disappear; and others,
such as acoustic design, may become less crucial. They all should
be considered, however.

Again, a word of caution about lighting because experience
shows that this aspect of design development is continually
underemphasized in media rooms. If it is desirable to have the
room lighted during presentations, an intermediate lighting level
should be provided. The problem of light and glare on screens,
television monitors and other display surfaces demands careful
attention.

Because we have more classrooms than any other kind of
space in our schools, it stands to reason that many of these rooms
will be renovated rather than replaced. When renovating for
media, the architect should ask such questions as:
• Will the renovated space allow good viewing? Will existing
structural members get in the way?
• Can light be adequately controlled?
• If distributed media are to be accommodated, can cabling be
run without too much trouble?
• If an elaborate media complement is envisioned, what power
supply changes may have to be made?

Awareness of these issues comes from common sense and a
feeling for the kinds of demands that the new technology makes.
The educator can be of considerable help to the architect.

Media and Independent Study

Everywhere one turns there is talk of "individualization."
Recognizing the value of individual pacing and the worth of the
Socratic dialogue, many educators are attempting to implement
various approaches to the individualization of instruction.

At one time, this took the form of limited special groupings
and individualized schedules for exceptional students. Now, as
educators find ways of handling individual differences of students,
the character of many programs is changing.

While it is generally accepted as a worthwhile goal, the
implementation of individualized curricula is a slow process, one
which does not happen overnight. It can, and probably will, hap-
pen over a number of years, however, and any institution moving
in this direction would be advised to consider the implications for
facility planning and design.

Most approaches to individualization have some common
aspects:
• As often as possible, the student is encouraged to work at his
own rate. In the primary years, this is likely to involve "pack-
ages" of instruction put together either commercially or by the
teacher, or a combination of the two; in the older grades, much
of the student's work is of his own choosing.
• No matter how individualized a program is, students do not
accomplish all of their work alone. Seminar, medium- and large-
group meetings are a fundamental part of the program. Most edu-
cators feel that their students should be presented with a wide
range of learning experiences.
• Media play an important role in individualized programs. The
teacher cannot directly participate with every student at each
moment of the day, but the student can make, use of a variety
of resources and informational tools.

Planning and Programming: As the institution departs from
more traditional approaches, its educational specification be-
comes more and more important. As will be seen, the issue of
individualized learning is one that shapes the architecture of a
school and should be faced squarely before the architect begins
to draw. Accordingly, the educational spec and the accompany-
ing media plan should answer these questions:
• Which learning situations will be geared to individual rates and
capacities? Will they take the form of simple enrichment or reme-
dial work, actual units of independent progress or an entirely
nongraded approach?
• What types of student, student teacher or student visitor group-
ings will accompany individualization? What will be the role of
the seminar, the conference, the medium group, the large group?
• What types of resources will the student utilize: books and
other hard-copy materials, programmed texts, portable projec-
tion or audio equipment, special kits and miniature apparatus,
television, dial-access audio or video and computer-assisted in-
struction?
• What will be the use-patterns for these resources? When will
they be used? How often? In what way? By whom?
• Where will these activities take place? In individual spaces? In
group spaces? In complete privacy? With access to small-group
areas? To resource areas? To teacher areas?

The last group of questions is especially cogent for the archi-
tect. As schools move toward individualized learning, the inde-
pendent study activity begins to replace the medium group as the
focal point of the student's learning experienoes. This is more
than a matter of semantics. In the traditional school, the 25- to
35-student classroom is the basic building block of the school.
It is the "home base" with which the student identifies and to
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which most learning activities are related. When the student
begins to work independently, the individual study station neces-
sarily replaces the classroom (see 9, 13, 14, 26, 38, 48, 51, 63
and 76 for general planning).

Schematics: To physically accommodate independent study,
the designer should be aware of two important issues:
• The role of independent study in the student's daily life. This
includes a determination of physical focal points in the school
and of what is needed to support these, followed by appropriate
translation into design.
• Student comfort in the independent study situation. When the
student is left alone, he develops a heightened awareness of his
surroundings; the architect must design accordingly.

Study rooms, cubicles and carrels may be located in special
rooms, in pockets of space or scattered throughout the school
plant. Broadly speaking, there are four types of independent
study stations:
• The traditional "dry" station with no electrical outlet and no
provision for any electronic resources.
• The "wet" carrel containing either a built-in piece of equip-
ment (projector, tape recorder, etc.)or a convenience outlet.
• The "wet" carrel connected to a schoolwide audio, audio-video
or computer distribution network. (This includes stations for
dial-access and computer-assisted instruction. Sometimes a num-
ber of these stations are packaged together into a self-contained
distribution network). For further details, see the following sec-
tion, "Media in Special-Purpose Areas."
• Special-purpose carrels that may also provide air, gas, water
and waste service.

The first two types of stations present few problems during
schematics. If, however, students will be asked to bring resources

and equipment to these stations, the architect must consider
where the equipment will be stored, how the student will check
it out for use and bring it to the station.

The third type of station poses a particular problem during
schematics. If the station is to be wired into a central distribu-
tion system, long and complicated wiring runs can be avoided by
clustering this type of station and allowing uncomplicated wiring
access to origination spaces.

Design Development and Construction Documents: Once
the broad decisions have been made, the designer can begin to
create study environments and/or select them from commercial
literature. Cubicles or spaces may be built into the building, or
self-contained study stations or carrels may be utilized. The latter
choice is probably the most frequent.

Carrels can be provided in all shapes, sizes and dispositions.
They may be assigned to one student or they may be shared;
they may be dedicated to a particular learning activity (dial-
access of missed lectures, for example) or they may accommo-
date a number of divergent functions; they may be purchased
or "homemade." Most of these decisions evolve from the educa-
tional spec and the media plan. Once they are made, there are a
number of studies and design proposals for carrel types that may
be used by the architect. Ralph E. Ellsworth and Hobart D.
Wagener have co-authored a book, The School Library: Facilities
for Independent Study in the Secondary School (20), in which
they discuss the library as a teaching laboratory and the kinds of
carrels that may be included. Several prototype carrel designs
are presented on pages 53-69 and carrel arrangements are illus-
trated. A bibliography is included. Study Carrels: Designs for
Independent Study Space (7) explores carrel design criteria and
presents 11 prototype solutions.

Figure 6

PORTABLE MEDIA AND THEIR USES

Media Use patterns Broad implications and sources of information

Portable projectors and teaching
machines

Student brings both the material to
be used and the device for showing
it with him to the station.

Portable audio equipment

Kits and miniaturized apparatus
for science, electronics, etc.

Desktop computers

Student brings both the material to
be used and the device for listening
(or recording) with him.

Student brings kits of material with
him. Sets up and operates apparatus
as required.

Machines usually already at the sta-
tion. Student brings work or program-
ming problems to the machine.

Most portable equipment is lightweight, relatively noise-
less and does not require reductions in lighting level.
Equipment range can be seen in NAVA Directory; manu-
facturer material should be consulted.

Station must be designed to accommodate both the
equipment and work space while using the equipment.

Relation of use spaces and storage spaces (where stu-
dents pick up materials and equipment) is important.

Same requirements as above, unless users will be speak-
ing (recording). In this case, acoustical isolation be-
comes a real factor.

Depends on kinds of apparatus used. Most place no
demand on station (except possibly a convenience out-
let). Science kits may require water and waste (miniature
laboratory). Consult manufacturer materials.

Adequate work area (in addition to the space consumed
by the machine) is important. Acoustical isolation may
be necessary.
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An understanding of planned-use patterns coupled with a
familiarity with the media to be used will provide the architect
with a good base for designing facilities for independent study.
Figures 6 and 7 offer some general direction by examining the
two broad categories of media use for independent study: built-in
or portable equipment.

Media in Special-Purpose Areas

In addition to areas for general learning activities for groups
and individuals, schools may use a wide range of media in
special-purpose learning situations. These include development
of language, speech and other audio skills such as transcription;
taping and replay of practice teaching, dramatic events and other
evaluative efforts (several seminaries use video tapes to evaluate
"practice preaching"); taping and replaying of athletic events;
magnification of events and processes for science and vocational
courses; development of manual skills, such as use of office ma-
chines; and observation and evaluation of students and teachers
in a variety of situations.

In short, educators are finding that almost any kind of
learning activity may have a "media potential." Where this is
recognized and incorporated into the media plan, it follows that
many kinds of spaces also may have media potential. This notion
of media potential gives added importance to the media plan.

Because the roles of media are so diverse, it is hard to un-
cover specific planning and design guidance for special-purpose
spaces. We therefore offer here a brief overview of three of the
most frequently encountered media-oriented special-purpose
learning spaces: audio laboratories, shop and laboratory areas
and areas used for observation and evaluation.

Audio Laboratories: Traditionally referred to as the "lan-
guage lab" and often oriented to the development of language
skills, the audio lab is also used for instruction in speech, dra-
matics, transcription and other verbally related skills. In addi-
tion, the audio lab can be used to dispense audio instruction in
any discipline.

Audio labs come in a variety of shapes and sizes, with any
number of special features. They may be audio-passive (listen
only), audio-active (listen and respond) or audio-comparative
(listen, respond and compare responses). Most labs contain a
series of student stations and one or more program sources. More
elaborate setups also include a variety of instructor-operated
controls.

The selection of the lab type should be made by the edu-
cator because different types of labs meet different educational
objectives. The media plan should note the desired lab type:
• A wired installation with student stations, program sources and
possibly an instructor console wired together. The program
sources may be at the console, at the student station or in a cen-
tral repository.
• A wireless installation where audio information is carried on
an audio loop and picked up by wireless headphones (sometimes
used for instruction of children with hearing problems).
• A wireless installation where portable audio equipment is
placed in student stations, or where students check out equipment
and tapes from a central storage place.

Another issue which the media plan should clarify is the
relationship between the audio lab and other audio-visual com-
ponents. If the school will be using television, distributed audio
or dial-access systems, the media plan should note if the lab will
be tied into the network. Even though this is an educational or
administrative decision, it may have architectural implications.

A significant consideration during planning and program-

ming of audio labs is the need for adjunct or supporting areas.
Where labs have instructor consoles, there are sometimes advan-
tages to placing them in a separate control room. The questions
of who makes the master tapes, where they are made and stored
and where other lab materials are stored should be answered in
the media plan and the necessary adjunct spaces included in the
program.

Suggested layouts of packaged labs can be obtained from
manufacturers; these layouts usually place few restrictions on
schematic design. The literature, however, emphasizes the audio
aspects of the lab. If the educator wishes to use the lab situation
for lectures and visual presentations, the design criteria for me-
dium- and large-group rooms should be superimposed on the
manufacturer's requirements. The architect, placing the lab sta-
tions in an OVA, may find it necessary to place the stations on
stepped floors or to add a secondary lighting level, as discussed
previously. Educational Facilities with News Media (24) pre-
sents a case study solution for such a lecture-laboratory (see also
8, 12,25, 32 and 52).

Shop and Lab Areas: Educational technology, particularly
television and video tape recorders, is used to magnify demonstra-
tions and experiments so that a large number of students may
watch, to allow viewers to observe dangerous situations or to
observe situations where their presence may be disturbing and
for recording material for later reuse. The activities originate
from areas as diverse as chemistry labs, auto mechanics shops,
home economics labs, data processing centers, office practice
areas, gymnasiums and auditoriums.

The primary medium is usually television. An internal sys-
tem which picks up and transmits images from, one space may
be used, or several spaces may be part of a larger origination-
distribution system.

In any case, the architect should understand from the media
plan the possible roles of media; establish locations for cameras,
recorders and receivers, keeping in mind the tenets of good view-
ing; and see that the proper electrical components are included
in the construction documents.

Areas for Observation and Evaluation: Activities observed
may run the gamut from athletic and dramatic presentations to
speech classes, practice teaching and observation of students or
teacher behavior. The latter is a common occurrence in schools
for children with physical or learning disabilities.

The media plan should provide information about who or
what will be observed, which media will be used, whether the
observers are to be concealed or remote and how and where the
recorded information will be played back and evaluated.

One issue in programming is whether special space is re-
quired for observers and observation equipment. If a camera
(with no recorder or with a remote recorder) is all that is re-
quired, can it be set up in the same room or will it require an
adjacent space? If an adjacent space is necessary, must it accom-
modate people as well as equipment? How many? Will they
require separate access? Will they talk, discuss, take notes? Will
there be a technician to see that the scene is recorded, or will
others monitor the observation, perhaps discussing the events
among themselves?

Depending on the mode of observation, design may hinge
on either of two points: how best to conceal the camera or how
best to provide the necessary adjunct area. The publication
Facilities for Education in VA Hospitals (25) presents sche-
matic design solutions to the latter problem.

The architect must be careful to include in the construction
documents the service to camera, recorder and monitor locations,
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Figure 7

BUILT-IN MEDIA AND THEIR USES

Media type Use patterns Broad implications and sources of information

Projection equipment

Audio equipment

Television equipment

Dial-access audio or audio-video

Student will most likely bring material
to be viewed with him.

Student will most likely bring material
to be listened to (or recorded on) with
him. Audio may, however, be distrib-
uted via an audio loop, broadcast
band, etc.

May simpiy be a TV receiver (for re-
ceiving broadcast instruction), or may
also include a video tape recorder for
playback of video materials brought
by the student.

Student comes to the station and calls
up a ready-stored audio or video tape
program by dialing a pre-established
number. Headphones used for audio
and a TV receiver for video.

Location of equipment (to provide good viewing, gain
ample work surfaces, prevent glare, etc.) is most im-
portant since users will not have the opportunity to
move it.

Acoustical isolation becomes important if user is to
speak and record.

Computer input/output equipment Student may use a printer typewriter
or a CRT typewriter device for devel-
oping, debugging and running com-
puter programs.

Location of equipment and display surfaces are most
important unless there is some flexibility in changing
them. Glare a particularly significant problem.

TV distribution systems may impose some restrictions
of location, clustering, etc.

Same general problems in designing the study station
for audio and TV equipment.

Additional space will be required for central location of
tape decks, materials storage and switching equipment.

Distribution system may impose some restrictions on
location, clustering, etc.

Computer terminal equipment does not require the pre-
cisely designed environment that the central processing
equipment does, but manufacturer recommendations
should be studied. Acoustics will be a problem with
some terminal hardware.

as well as access to the schoolwide TV origination-distribution
system, if there is one. If the activity being observed is greatly
detailed, then lighting should be given special consideration so
viewers can see the details clearly. The principles of studio light-
ing may be applicable here.

Media in Flexible and Open-Plan Spaces

Emphasis on educational technology and a desire for flex-
ible or open planning are far from incompatible objectives. In
fact, they often spring from a common educational objective to
provide learners with maximum possibilities. Because media do
have strong implications for design, the media plan, as always,
should spell out the when, the what, the where and the how of
media use.

When media are to be used in flexible or open-plan spaces,
the best design approach is to make sure that the opportunity
for setting up projection apparatus or using self-contained cabi-
nets is not designed out by changes in floor levels or other archi-
tectural features. As suggested for other space types, it is best
to lay out typical media setups during schematic design.

Media in flexible or loft-type spaces present some thorny,
but hardly insoluble, problems:
• Lighting: If the selected projection media cannot be used in a
fully lighted space, it will be necessary to include a lighting sys-
tem that can be adjusted to relocated partitions (in the flexible
plan) or that can be controlled in modular units (in the open
plan). In the latter case, however, it will rarely be possible to
provide a completely darkened area.
• Acoustics: This is, of course, a general problem in open plan-
ning. The greatest problem with media use is in distributed audio.
Ceiling canister speakers that direct the sound downward may be
used to partially contain sound in one area (carpet the floor
where this is done). For smaller groups, headsets or several low-
volume speakers can be used; these solutions greatly multiply the
number of cords, however.
• Storage: There should be some place to store equipment and
materials when not in use. Some storage should be out in the
open space area, in cabinets, for example, for handy access.
• Power: Since most media require electricity, 120V, AC power
should be available everywhere in an open plan.
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Resource Facilities

Probably no educational facility is being innovated more
than the good old library, now called variously the instructional
materials center, instructional resource center, perception core
and a hundred other names.

Several developments in education are focusing attention on
the resource center. There are new kinds of resources and the
ever-multiplying store of information and the new technology
being developed to provide access to it; there is individualized
learning, with its greater dependence on resources, and the grow-
ing emphasis on the library as use rather than storage space.

Perhaps more than any other educational space, resource
facilities reflect the educational philosophy behind them. The
library may be a single room or may be dispersed throughout the
school. It may orient its services only to the school or may serve
the community as well. While these decisions are made by the
educator, they do have architectural implications. The architect
should, therefore, turn to the media plan for answers to the fol-
lowing kinds of questions before he begins to design:
• What kinds of media will be involved? Built-in or portable?
• Who will use them and how will they obtain them? Are provi-
sions needed for small-group viewing and listening?
• Which media will be restored in the center?
• Will resources be produced or maintained in the center?

Probably the most difficult part of integrating the new com-
munications technology into the resource center is the electrical
requirement: outlets, power, special voltages and distribution
systems. The media manufacturer's representative is a good
source for this information.

Where educators anticipate the development of media dis-
tribution systems, initial provision for the necessary conduit
should be considered. If an extensive system is planned, cable
trays or wiring baskets should be incorporated into the initial
solution, since they are difficult to add later.

The impact of computerized information retrieval systems
on resource center planning appears to be taking two forms:
storage and retrieval of bits and pieces of information and reduc-
tion of entire resources (books, catalogs and other printed ma-
terial) to microforms — microfilm with attendant microfiche
equipment, aperture cards, etc.). At this time, it appears that
computerized storage and retrieval of complete resources will
neither be feasible nor entirely desirable. For this reason, we can
expect that future educational resources will probably be dealing
as much with resources as they will with computerized storage of
information about those resources. It is safe to say, however,
that many of those resources will be in miniaturized form.

The greatest potential of library automation stems from the
separation of the user from the actual collection. The user will be
able to have access to automated card catalogs and indices from
points outside of the collection; this will not only permit decen-
tralization, but it will affect the circulation within the library.
Placing more and more archival information on microforms will,
of course, also decrease the amount of storage space needed (see
publications 27, 33, 35, 45, 46 and 60).

Media Support Facilities

To use the new technology most effectively, a school must
provide also certain kinds of support activities. Depending on its
educational program, a school may need to provide any or all
of these activities:
• production of graphic materials, overhead transparencies,
slides and photographs

• film processing
• still photography
• motion picture photography and production
• relaying or taping off-the-air radio or television broadcasts
• origination of radio or television programming (from studio,
remote location, recorder)
• taping of various activities and events
• distribution of radio and television throughout the school
• dial-access of audio, or audio-video, information
• overall media administration and coordination
• professional consultation services
• in-service media education
• preview or audition of materials and equipment by teachers
• equipment maintenance and repair
• central storage of equipment and materials
• central computer.

Media support can be accomplished in many ways. Some
schools rely on a centralized approach where talent and materi-
als are closely grouped for efficient interaction. Others prefer to
decentralize their support activities, placing them out where the
teachers and students are. In any case, educators who rely heavily
on media are finding that they must develop systematic support.
It often starts with the hiring of a media coordinator and may
grow into an elaborate combination of professional and technical
staffs, with a wide variety of production, origination and distri-
bution capabilities.

There may be also several levels of support:
• a production unit, within the teacher's department, for over-
head transparencies, drawings and other simple graphics
• an equipment repository for several departments
• a schoolwide center for the production of more elaborate
graphics as well as some photographic and slide work (this center
may include a professional A-V staff)
• a districtwide television network with origination and taping
facilities in a center that serves several schools
• a regional media center for the collection and distribution of
materials, special equipment and literature relating to A-V use
(may provide professional consultants and conduct in-service
training in media)
• a superregional media research, development and evaluation
center.

Because support patterns are so varied, it is difficult to find
reference materials devoted to their planning and design. There
is guidance available for planning some of the more specific space
types, such as studios, TV origination areas and control rooms,
but even these are general in scope. After all, there is no ideal
studio or control room — these grow out of a client's specific
needs. And these spaces cannot be put together into the ideal
unit until the support program has been detailed carefully.

For the purposes of our discussion, the many varieties of
supportive services can be grouped into several broad categories:
photography and graphics production, motion picture production,
TV production, dial-access programming, computer operation,
A-V operation and maintenance and, finally, administration and
coordination.

Photography and Graphics Production: The amount of
graphic and photographic materials that is produced "in-house"
varies from school to school. Some institutions rely heavily on
commercially prepared visuals, charts, displays, models, slides
and photographs. Others feel that the convenience of in-house
production areas encourages the teacher to develop more useful
material. Using the in-house production areas, the teacher can
draw, ink and letter large visuals, dry-mount and paste materials,
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prepare overhead transparencies and make use of a primary
(large character) typewriter.

Some schools prefer to consolidate several in-house produc-
tion areas into a schoolwide facility that provides some profes-
sional help, relieving teachers of some of the production tasks.

Motion Picture Production: Only a few educational institu-
tions get into motion picture production on any real scale. Where
they do, they should seek advice and resources in the field of
filmmaking; few documents in the educational facilities field de-
vote much attention to it. Motion Picture Production Facilities of
Selected Colleges and Universities, by Don G. Williams and
Luella V. Snyder (70), presents a status report of who was doing
what in the early 1960s. Although it deals with programs rather
than physical facilities, it could help both educator and architect
by supplying leads to other programs and facilities.

Television Production: Because TV is, by nature, a distribu-
tion system, it follows that schools using TV will require some
system of spaces — spaces for origination, distribution, control
and reception. The kind and arrangement of space, however,
depends on the scope of TV use envisioned. Some schools limit
TV use to a few sets that receive standard commercial or educa-
tional station broadcasts. Others use internal systems, with a
camera that transmits directly to receiver or recorder. Still others
plan, produce, distribute and record their own programs. Re-
quired spaces may include studios, control areas, set production
areas, dressing rooms, staff offices, maintenance areas and storage
for equipment and video tape.

The media plan should give specific answers to the following
kinds of questions:
• Where will programs originate: off the air, live from studio,
live from remote locations, from prerecorded tapes?
• How sophisticated will the central engineering and control sys-
tem be? How complicated?
• Is expansion predicted?
• If the school will originate its own material, what support will
be required: technical help, graphics, professional consultation?

The design of television spaces is an exacting science. Prob-
lems of viewing, acoustics, lighting, power cabling, access, cli-
mate, to suggest just a few, require that the designer approach
his work with extreme care. A number of television and lighting
manufacturers publish guidance material on layouts of studios
and technical areas. There are also some general reference
sources that can provide a starting point; but once he reaches
the design stage, the architect should seek competent advice.

Another concern of the architect designing the TV facility
is the need for flexibility: how best to design a building that will
permit a truly flexible arrangement of cabling, to allow new origi-
nation and distribution points in the future? This is a complex
issue and one that does not appear to be handled well in most
reference sources. Most consultants today do not recommend the
"empty conduit" approach if the conduit is firmly fixed in place
— as it usually is. A method that is finding more acceptance is
that of providing trays or wiring baskets in major circulation or
chase areas; when new sets or cameras are added, it becomes
merely a matter of going through a wall (perhaps through a pre-
designed sleeve) and running any necessary surface cable. In any
event, a qualified TV professional should be consulted if the
architect has not faced this problem before.

Dial-Access Programming: The central support area for
dial-access systems accommodates the program sources (audio
tape decks and/or video tape decks), the processing unit that
accepts requests for programs and the switching apparatus that
sends programs to the requesting stations. Because the installation

of such a system represents a large-scale commitment, most edu-
cators select manufacturer and system early in the planning proc-
ess. Once the general specifications for the system are set (num-
ber of stations, program sources, etc.), the manufacturer can
quickly provide an equipment layout as well as environmental
requirements for the central support area.

The primary input to a dial-access system is the tape deck.
More elaborate systems may include film, slide and filmstrip
chains for converting these media to television. They may include
also (or at least have access to) audio and video recording facil-
ities for creating new programs on tape. Dial-access systems re-
quire support activities by a technician, so he must be accom-
modated, too.

Because dial-access is a distribution system, it presents
heavy demands for cabling which should be investigated early
in design because they may suggest more economical ways of
arranging learning spaces. For additional information on dial-
access systems, see 3, 14 and 76.

Because there are few systems installed, there is probably
no substitute for personal contact with those who are operating
them. One of the more ambitious programs is in the West Hart-
ford (Conn.) Public School. Under the leadership of Dr. Ira
Singer, West Hartford developed a system in renovated space that
has been incorporated into newly built space.

Computer Operation: As schools develop systems of com-
puter-assisted instruction and allow students use of computers for
various learning tasks, educators are beginning to consider the
need for remote terminals throughout the building. Whether these
terminals are supported by an in-house computer is, of course,
up to the school administration. One approach is to provide the
in-house computer and use coaxial cable to connect it to terminals
up to 2,000 feet away. A second approach is to time-share a
larger computer remote from the school; in this case, a telephone-
distribution network is all that is needed. If the computer is pro-
vided in-house, then the necessary support areas (administration,
programming, dispatching, off-line operations and storage)
should not be overlooked.

A-V Operation and Maintenance: The number and location
of maintenance areas will depend upon the requirements of the
media plan. Obviously, where classrooms (particularly large-
group rooms) are designed for frequent media use, it may be
desirable to locate a technician area within easy reach. Here, the
technician can assist in setting up materials, load machines and
generally help out when needed in addition to performing every-
day maintenance. One common misconception must be pointed
out: that these areas can be shared with rear projection regions.
This is never satisfactory because of lighting and sound conflicts.

Administration and Coordination: The basic problem here
is not the planning and design of these spaces but seeing that they
are included in the program in the first place. For example, when
a school plans to originate its own television programs, the need
for studio and control space is evident from the start. And if the
school is to produce its own graphic materials, any programmer
will be sure to include some production space. What is often
neglected is space for administration and general support. De-
pending on the media plan, space may be required for reception
and secretarial services, administration and staff work, consulta-
tion with individuals and groups, media preview and audition,
visiting lecturer preparation and the reception of materials and
equipment.

To make the overall media system work, this kind of space
must be planned from the start. There is a limit to what can be
accomplished in hallways and converted classrooms! Q
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Mel Gooch received a measure of fame
when he dared battle city hall. He wrote
about his experience in a letter to the Los
Angeles Times. It received front page cov-
rage. As Gooch reports, "The aftermath
was more interesting than the math itself."
In addition to receiving many letters and
telephone calls, he was invited to appear
on three television shows and to give one
radio interview. The story was picked up
by the Associated Press and went every-

where "except some remote areas in the bottom of the Grand
Canyon." His boss, Victor Gruen, FAIA, even read the story in
a European paper.

After such heady success as a tongue-in-cheek writer, Gooch

reports that he has learned the following lessons: "1) Everyone
in southern California reads the Los Angeles Times, which should
provide comfort to the Chandler family since every nickel helps.
2) The 'David and Goliath' syndrome is as much alive today as
it always was. The little guy who contends against the big guy —
and wins — is ever the hero. 3) There is reaffirmation for me
that government (in Los Angeles anyway) is constructed in such
a way that a small property owner with a small complaint can,
by virtue of his right as a citizen, appear before the highest author-
ity in one of the largest cities on earth and be heard. If his cause
is just, there is good chance he will be given satisfaction. My store
of Molotov cocktails now repose on the shelf in the garage, de-
fused, until that right has been taken from us."

In case you live in the bottom of the Grand Canyon, here
is Gooch's letter to the Times.

How to Cement Relations with City Hall by MEL
My name is Mel Gooch. I live in Woodland Hills, commute every
day to my office, cut the grass on Saturdays and vote the Demo-
cratic ticket whenever possible. No one in Woodland Hills ever
protests anything. No reason to. Until recently . . .

That's all changed now. I have protested. I have protested
to the City of Los Angeles, one of the great cities of the world,
and what's more, I won.

Neighbors now speak to me — as far away as three or four
houses up the block. They talk of the "Gooch Resolution" and
how it will affect people's lives for generations to come. The story
is more fascinating each time I tell it.

About eight or nine years ago, the telephone company
installed a trunk conduit in the parkway along my side yard.
A small section of the sidewalk was cracked and eventually fell
away. It measured about 5 square feet.

Some months ago, I received notice from the Department
of Public Works that the broken sidewalk needed repair. Not 5
square feet but 50 square feet. And I was given two choices:
A) repair it myself, to city specifications, or B) the department
would make the repair and I would be charged for the expense.

Old-fashioned arithmetic compelled me to accept alternate
B. I didn't agree that modern technology had progressed to the
point where it was necessary to remove 45 square feet of per-
fectly sound concrete in order to repair five, but I still couldn't
beat the arithmetic. How much could it amount to? The going
rate is 50 cents per foot, maybe 60 cents, for a total of $25 or
$30. I can drop that much taking time off to arrange a permit.

In due time, the crew arrived. They chopped out the 50
square feet, the forms and . . .

That's when it all started. They poured the fresh cement on
the afternoon of October 31, 1969! Halloween!

The combination of hundreds of mischievous goblins and
50 square feet of fresh cement produced the inevitable result. By
10 p.m. the slab was a shambles. I spent the next two hours with
wire brushes and cold chisels attempting to scratch out names,
epithets, footprints, tic-tac-toe games and assorted passages from
the Book of Isaiah.

And then I got the bill. $90! Which works out at a whopping
$1.80 per foot. Or, if one considers the original 5 square feet
which really needed repairing — I'd rather not. The bill also
stated that if I wished to contest anything I could attend a hearing
at room such-and-such, Los Angeles City Hall.

Our family council voted 7-0 that I should attend the hearing
no matter what the cost in lost work time. An important principle

was at stake and, it is our right and privilege to protest what we
consider to be a poor product at an outrageous price.

A lady met me at the door of room such-and-such and dis-
cussed my case with me. It would do me little good, she explained,
to appear at the hearing for this is a routine practice. The depart-
ment's costs are established, no changes are ever granted and,
after all, it was only a matter of $90.

But to back down now was impossible. I was delegated by
six others—my wife and five children—and I had only one vote.

It was only then that I found out that room such-and-such
was the Los Angeles City Council chambers, and I would have
to speak to the council itself: to all those famous people I have
heard so much about.

My turn finally came, and I stood before that august assem-
blage. I told my story just as it had happened. When I mentioned
Halloween, I thought those august gentlemen would fall from
their chairs. And the audience laughed even louder.

When it was over, Councilman Bradley stated that he was
in full sympathy with my cause. He proposed that hereafter the
Department of Public Works cease all sidewalk repairs on all
October 31sts. It was immediately voted upon — and it passed!

I was told that the department would replace the damaged
sidewalk, but I would still be required to pay the $90.

So what's $90? I had spoken to the City Council of Los
Angeles, one of the great cities of the world. I had exercised a
citizen's privilege of stating my views before the governing au-
thorities of the land. 1 had witnessed the lawmaking process and
had seen a real resolution passed on my account. It was an exhil-
arating experience, one that every citizen should have. At home
the vote was 7-0 that I had done well indeed. It was worth $90.

A week or so later, a kindly gentleman from the Department
of Public Works called my wife to ask if Mr. Gooch would
consider an adjustment in price, rather than replacement of the
slab. A quick vote was taken — 7-0 in favor. The man said he
would call back in a few days and tell us the reduced price.

He called. The bookkeeping procedure at the department
is too complicated, he said. The system is computerized and
somehow associated with the property tax statements and there
is no physical way my $90 bill can be reduced — except to strike
it completely from the books and make no charge at all.

Would Mr. Gooch consider just forgetting the whole thing
and try to get along with the sidewalk as is? The vote: 7-0 in
favor. The sidewalk is not really that bad. So you see, it pays to
be a good citizen. [J
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Is a
Graphic

Master Plan
Really

Necessary?
by JOHN KEWELL, AIA

Here the intriguing question is raised as to whether the definitive
master plan can be replaced by more flexible guidelines of qual-
ity that are enforced by ordinance. The author, a member of the
AIA Committee on Design, shares an idea which was generated
following a meeting in Chicago when attention was directed to
the so-called air rights over the 50-acre Illinois Central sorting
yards. The final report of the committee will be reviewed this
month and will be ready for publication shortly thereafter.

The question of whether a master plan is an obsolete concept
was raised by the presentations made at the meeting of The
American Institute of Architects Committee on Design, pro-
ducing some food for thought. (Although conclusions of the
committee must be submitted to the board for approval before
they are published, if at all, as an official position of the Institute,
this is in no sense a minority report but simply an idea stimulated
by some nonsecret information without pretext at anything as
lofty as AIA policy.)

For the third year now, the committee, among its other
work, examined a design issue of national significance. In 1968,
it was Copley Square in Boston; in 1969, the 64-story thing
proposed on top of Grand Central Station in New York. The
committee's chairman in 1969 was Jean Paul Carlihan, AIA,
who made such a magnificent presentation to the New York
Landmarks Commission that its president credited the Institute
with having made the major single contribution which enabled
the commission to stand up to the tremendous pressures it faced
and decline permission to build "the thing." In 1970, it's the
development of what is still referred to as the "air rights" over
the 50-acre Illinois Central sorting yards on a site which is the
heart of Chicago: a rectangle measuring six blocks from the
lakefront on the east to Michigan Avenue on the west, and from
the Chicago River on the north to Randolph Street on the south.
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This site is just north and east of the Loop, which has the
same problems as downtown Los Angeles and for the same rea-
sons, and just south, across the river, from the part of Michigan
Avenue onto which the elegant stores have moved in the past
three decades since I did my graduate work in Chicago under
Moholy-Nagy. An appropriate development of this site could
create, in addition to a fine environment for working and living
on the site, not only cohesion between the parts of Chicago
north and south of the river, but also an influence on the trend
of major business development. As such an opportunity is rare
and the scale is impressive, a good solution could set a pattern.
The issue, therefore, was felt to be of national importance.

The chairman of the Committee on Design, Ralph P.
Youngren, AIA, of Chicago, had really done his homework. He
had distributed copies of a handsome and detailed booklet de-
scribing the proposed project to his committee a week before
the meeting. He had provided a meeting room on the 27th floor
of a building adjoining and overlooking the site. He had arranged
for presentations by everybody who is anybody, and by nightfall
we had received more information about the air rights project
than most people in Chicago.

Mr. Kewell is the principal in the Los Angeles architectural/engineering
firm of John Kewell Associates.

The stories unfolded by knowledgeable men piece together
and condense to this: The air rights project was conceived some
years ago for the space over the Illinois Central sorting yards.
The rails are now mostly gone and the projects under actual
development stand on fee simple; so "air rights" is becoming a
misnomer.

Much study culminated in the booklet mentioned. Entitled
"Illinois Central Air Rights Development: Guidelines for De-
velopment of the Randolph Terminal Properties," it was pre-
pared for the Department of Development and Planning, City
of Chicago. It contains guidelines, the core of which is a list of
detailed requirements for "Quality of Development." The guide-
lines envision about 9 million square feet of office space, 1.25
million of retail area and 19.5 million square feet of housing for
35,000 residents with a "maximum number for families with
children." Detailed in the booklet are 12 commendable items,
such as "building placement and platform development must re-
late to and complement existing structures" and "landscape
elements . . . must provide a sense of unity."

The guidelines also provide for a three-level podium: serv-
ice on the bottom, through-traffic street tie-in on the intermediate
and local traffic on the upper level. A pedestrian walkway, hung
below the upper level, "must physically link the Lakefront Park,
Michigan Avenue, the Chicago River and Grant Park (to the
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south) for direct and easy pedestrian access." The rapid transit
system is to be extended to a station at bottom podium level,
linked to the pedestrian walkway.

Under the "Standards of Chicago's Comprehensive Plan,"
140 acres of park are required for the 35,000 residents. Six of
these acres are in a park in the middle of the hoped-for residen-
tial area and most of the rest on a fill in the lake, to be made.

So far, so good. A noble vision of civilized quality environ-
ment. If you are troubled by the density, think of the $200 per
square foot — yes, foot — of land.

Critics are doubtful that the quality requirements are being
met, especially in such areas as the view of the development
presented by three-level roadways facing north, south and east,
or in the preservation of view from all structures. And the provi-
sion of the park-on-fill is uncertain. The pedestrian walkway is
required but not located. It is to be provided to fit the project as

it develops and will hopefully pass enough sunken plazas so as
not to be a tunnel. The street pattern is approximate, building
sites are not determined and the zoning is "predominantly resi-
dential" on the lake side. The only thing that is really certain is
the three-level podium and the six-acre park.

The extent to which the quality requirements will be en-
forced is the $64 question because there is, in short, no "master
plan and beautiful birdseye," and there is not likely to be any.
The architects of the developers have, more or less on their
own, made some studies which look like the kind of master plan
that is so pretty in the magazines. These studies are, however,
quite unofficial, and the couple we saw had been "superseded."

Our past leads our first reaction to be: There ought to be a
graphic master plan. An unkindly critic could say that whenever
a customer shows up, they cut off a hunk for him. Maybe so. But
implications of callousness do not fit this picture. All parties in-
volved are making a genuine demonstrated effort toward the
good. The city went to much trouble to develop the guidelines,
and the developers must be commended for accepting them.
The architects are doing their best to meet the "quality" charac-
teristics of the guidelines which require them to try to anticipate
surrounding development. But they patiently explained that
when a client for whom you are doing a couple of million-square-
foot buildings will not commit himself to a total site master plan
which defines streets and building sites, you can't ram one down
his throat.

However, as 70 percent of the funds for the podium and
work other than the actual buildings will come from various
levels of government, this leverage is expected to assist in ob-
taining the desired quality; for example, making the pedestrian
walkway what the guidelines intend it to be. Even if some of the
criticism of this particular case may prove valid, such as the
claim that letting the first three buildings use up half the office
allowance will make it impossible to abide by the allowance, the
question is inescapable whether the type of approach to this
project, rather than lacking something, is not, instead, actually
a step in the right direction.

After all, the realty and construction industries have tacitly
admitted for some time that the beautiful birdseyes may be
needed to sell major developments, but they are actually eye-
wash. Ten or 20 years later, when it is finally completed, no
development resembles the birdseye.

The semirigidity of what we are used to seeing in a graphic
master plan with definite streets and "possible" buildings is a
crutch. It is a convenient system of almost physically existing
fences which, if followed, will hopefully insure the quality orig-
inally intended. It is mighty tough, however, for the business
community to commit itself to such fences a decade in advance.
Perhaps the kind of master plan which is more realistic as the
scale becomes ever larger is, instead, a set of guidelines of qual-
ity spelled out and really enforced by ordinance. And the prob-
lem of achieving continuing quality without the crutch of the
semirigid master plan would be the architect's coming challenge.

If the definitive master plan is compared to the "how-to-do-
it" type of specifications, then master planning by quality require-
ments describing what the accomplishment must be like com-
pares to the "performance" type specifications. To replace the
definitive master plan with standards of quality would call for a
very high level of design and great capability on the part of the
architect to create a good environment, even while mixing land
uses and modifying circulation patterns to fit the needs of the
situation as the future presents it. Life may get tougher — but
even more interesting! []
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A year has passed since The American Institute of Architects
established Production Systems for Architects and Engineers
(PSAE). Here is a review of what has been accomplished with
its first production system, MASTERSPEC, and an evaluation
of the services PSAE offers architectural/engineering firms.

The purpose of PSAE is to provide production services, with
the advantage of automation and on a national level, to A/E
firms. Higher quality systems can be developed by this method
than any individual office could possibly prepare and maintain.
Furthermore, cost advantages can also be achieved; these are
seen to be significant for the individual office which might other-
wise attempt to develop and operate its own systems of similar
nature.

PSAE's first system, MASTERSPEC, has been funded by
the Institute. The area of specifications was chosen, after careful
consideration, as the one of greatest need. Also, this area was
recognized as the best basis from which other coordinated sys-
tems could be developed. Chicago was chosen as the base for
operations because it offered technical capability and expediency.
A staff of specifiers with experience in automation of specifica-
tions was engaged to launch the system; preparation has been
underway since August 1969.

CLM/Systems, Inc., computer consultants with specifica-
tion automation experience, was engaged to provide the com-
puter program. Simplicity and economy of operation have been
key goals in the selection of automation techniques.

Following the initial efforts required to design the system,
the PSAE staff has concentrated on preparation of masters. The
highest priority sections in the principal architectural and struc-
tural divisions were developed first (divisions 3 through 10 of the
Uniform System). The coverage has now spread to division 2
and will soon include sections in divisions 11 through 14. Next
year will find progress in mechanical and electrical sections,
divisions 15 and 16.

The present coverage for architectural, structural and civil
sections is approximately 72 percent for normal projects (left).
Although only one-fourth of the total indexed sections is written,
it supplies almost three-fourths of the normal book content. This
is simply because they are the sections used most frequently on
the majority of projects. It should be noted that this percentage
of coverage only creeps up slowly as the writing of new sections
progresses beyond this point. This is the nature of master specifi-
cations; 100 percent coverage is never achieved. There is always
the likelihood that a small percentage of the spec book on any
major project will need to be manually prepared.

There is no reason to believe that the merger of automated
and manually prepared text is in any way objectionable. Even if
the formats and type fonts are not exactly the same, the job of
conveying the requirements to the construction industry is not
hindered. It is unlikely that the notes on the drawings will match

Mr. Scbruben is president of Production Systems for Architects and
Engineers, Inc. Further information regarding subscription, etc., is avail-
able from PSAE, 343 S. Dearborn St., Room 1709, Chicago, 111. 60604.
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The Table of Contents
of the PSAE system is
used as an order form
(right). Each section
required is marked up
by the user (next page,
above), who deletes,
adds and revises as
necessary and for-
wards it to the nearest
data processing cen-
ter. This in turn sends
completed printout
back to the user (next
page, below).

V "
the specification printing, or even match each other on the draw-
ings. Yet both must be read hand in hand by the same person.
Furthermore, very few persons concern themselves with the
entire book at one time. Typically, a reader is concerned with only
one section or related group of sections at a time.

Here Is How

When an office enters into a yearly subscription agreement
with PSAE, it receives a bound set of completed MASTER-
SPEC sections, or "Reference Catalog," as well as instructions
and other information. The fee is nominal, related to office size.

PSAE maintains the master content, which is operational
on computers at a number of franchised data processing centers
across the country, as well as a stock of up-to-date copies of
every operational MASTERSPEC section. The latter are sent to
the user for editing as needed; a minimum fee is charged on each
project for this paper handling. The Table of Contents of the
system (part of which is shown above) is used as the order form
for copies of sections. This is the first step in editing the system
for a project.

The user marks up each section to match his project re-
quirements, deleting unwanted choices, revising text as necessary
and inserting new requirements not contained in the master
(across page, above).

After completion of the markup process, including review,
this project specification draft is sent to the nearest franchised
data processing center. This center codes and keypunches ma-
chine readable input, makes the computer run, gets the project
specification printout from a high-speed line printer and returns
it directly to the user (across page, below). The user pays a fee
for this data processing, based on the number of pages printed
out for the project.

At the user's office — after inserts have been checked for
accuracy — reproduction and distribution proceeds in the nor-
mal manner. The project master from the data processing center
is a hard copy on white paper (for photo offset, Xerox or similar
reproduction). With a build-up in volume of processing, a direct
offset paper plate will be offered as an optional form of printout
from the computer.

Here Is Why

Of all the major features and goals of the MASTERSPEC
system, the most frequently misunderstood — and sometimes
criticized — point has been the automation. This is understand-
able since few offices have had any experience with automation
of specifications beyond the automatic typewriter stage. Automa-
tion does require a special effort on the part of many users in
adjusting office procedures in order to benefit fully from the
system. Furthermore, the transition period to MASTERSPEC
cannot be instantaneous. To expect this would be like planning a
trip to the moon without having experienced outer space.

The most basic advantage for virtually every user results
from the speed of converting compiled decisions into a printout
of final project specifications. Many of the traditional delay prob-
lems are overcome. As an example, it is not necessary in this day
and age to tell a client: "Your project will be delayed about two
weeks in bidding because we have only three spec typists •—• and
one is sick, another on vacation." Or to say to the typists: "We
are going onto a 12-hour day for the next eight days; don't worry
about proofreading, we will issue an addendum to correct typo-
graphic errors." Or to say to a government agency: "We cannot
improve the completion schedule of this project's documents by
three weeks since we have another project already committed for
completion at that time, and all our spec typists are busy."

The point is, it doesn't make sense to have the complete
output of a firm's effort revolve around the productivity of a few
spec typists. In most localities, it is unlikely that a large pool of
experienced spec typists will be available through an agency,
particularly not at a cost better than that of automation. Like-
wise, it is obvious that there is no cost advantage in maintaining
three times the average number of spec typists required for con-
tinuous work just to avoid crises at peak load periods. With labor
costs of all kinds rising faster than other costs, the outlook for a
continuation of manual specification typing is not encouraging.

Automatic typing represents, at best, "half a loaf" of advan-
tages over manual typing. The cost of buying or renting equip-
ment is substantial, particularly if used only for spec typing.
Practically no degree of sophistication beyond manual typing is
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Protect other surfaces and equipment from being damaged by the
application, over-spray, fall-out and dusting-off of sprayed-on
insulation. Remove excess and spillage promptly.

Apply insulation full thickness over entire substrate as shown.
Exercise care to spray material completely into inverted corners,
and to build up work to full thickness at projecting corners.
Cover substrate in a monolithic blanket of uniform density and
texture.

Do not cover electrical box cover plates with insulation.
Also, install temporary bolts projecting 4" from threaded
inserts to be used for support of adjustable hanging "Clouds"
and special light fixtures, which will be installed after
installation of sprayed-on insulation.
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feasible with automatic typewriters. However, the most serious
problem is that each office must be equipped with its own master
tapes — a very ineffective and unresponsive mode of automation
for voluminous material. Even simple routines, such as automatic
deletion of notes to the specifier, are difficult to achieve.

The desire to hold back the entire printout of decisions until
the last minute, so to speak, can only be realized with experience.
With automation, even the complete review process can be con-
cluded, with corrections made, before printout of any portion.
This more nearly parallels the drawing process and makes coor-
dination easier.

Although spec writers and typists have performed their
tedious tasks admirably in the past, two factors of change have
been on collision course for several years. First, with shorter
work weeks and different attitudes toward overtime and sweat-
shop routines, there is less flexibility for adjustment of manpower
to schedule requirements. Second, the content of contract docu-
ments continues to become more voluminous and intricate. Also,
clients have become accustomed to computerized performance
for other similar services and cannot help but wonder what's
wrong with the architectural profession.

With MASTERSPEC, help is never a problem. Should one
processing center have an equipment failure or a backlog of
work, a project may be sent to any of several other centers.

Perhaps second to the speed of performance advantages is
the basic error-free performance that can be expected from a soft-
ware/hardware system, as opposed to the cutting/pasting/typing
proofreading/correcting routines of traditional processing. The
system provides "flags" at locations where the master content
has been changed or supplemented to meet project requirements.
This permits the specifier to proofread only his unique input,
relying on the equipment and system to produce error-free text
directly from the master, when unchanged.

Although of less importance, the consistent format of ma-
chine printout is worthwhile. It is efficient in paper usage and
provides many nominal refinements, such as project name and
date on every page, right margin justification and line numbers.

Aside from the project-use advantage of automation, the
basic automation is essential for the ease of building and updat-
ing the master. In general, offices have not been very successful
in maintaining a master without some form of automation. It is
needed to ease the process of correcting initial input — which
never ends — and of updating this at reasonably frequent inter-
vals. If this isn't done, the contents take on the nature of
"canned specs" and soon fall into disuse.

Here Is How Much

The major potential for savings in most offices through the
use of MASTERSPEC is not found in a comparison of manual
typing costs with data processing costs. Technical labor is the
actual source of real economic gain, and a major item is a reduc-
tion in the need for conversation between team members. The
consensus of offices which use their own systems is that a 50
percent reduction of specification-oriented technical labor is
feasible with an "optimum" master specification system. How-
ever, no one has yet been able to achieve this margin because an
optimum master system has not been made due to the cost.

Here is how the potential for savings on technical labor
exists: Let us assume that a medium-sized firm has 10 projects
a year, averaging $2 million, that will be processed by MASTER-
SPEC. These will each generate a fee of $120,000, of which
$50,000 is required for all technical labor.

Traditional specification-oriented technical labor would be

5 to 8 percent of $50,000, or $2,500 to $4,000. With MASTER-
SPEC, it is recognized that the amount of spec-oriented technical
labor can be reduced to 2.5 to 3.5 percent, or $1,250 to $1,750.
Savings on technical labor would then be $1,250 to $2,250.

MASTERSPEC edited copy plus data processing may cost
up to $0.50 per page more than traditional cut-and-paste proce-
dures for writing, typing, proofreading and correcting. The extra
cost in this case would be $250, which leaves a net savings per
project of $1,000 to $2,000. For the medium sized firm this
would amount to $10,000 to $20,000 yearly.

The above savings are related to specifications costs alone
but do not account for better overall office efficiency, increased
proficiency, improvement of production schedules, decreases in
errors and omissions and similar benefits.

Current subscription cost for MASTERSPEC (40 persons)
is $350. For the individual firm which wants to develop and
maintain its own system at a similar level of operating profi-
ciency, the yearly subscription fee for MASTERSPEC should be
compared to an in-house overhead cost of $100,000 to $250,000
per year, depending on the scope of A/E services provided and
the range of project types prepared for.

The major economic point of the entire venture forces us to
recognize that the average office cannot individually afford to
develop and maintain a worthwhile master system. Even the very
largest office will have to stop somewhat short of the optimum
development in order to break even on investment versus savings.
However, through a coalition of hundreds of offices, a system
can be developed to the highest feasible level of proficiency so
that all users will optimize their savings. The figures available
from many offices indicate categories something like this:
• A 15-man office, in order to improve its performance and save
something like 20 percent on spec-oriented tech labor (which
would amount to approximately $4,000) might spend $5,000
per year to prepare and maintain certain crucial master specifica-
tion sections (a net loss of $1,000 per year).
• A 150-man office might break even in a similar but expanded
endeavor by spending $65,000 yearly on masters to save $65,000
yearly on project spec-oriented tech labor (representing a labor
reduction of 35 percent for project specifications).
• A coalition of 100 offices (1,500 tech persons) might be able
to spend $250,000 per year on an automated master specification
system ($2,500 per office) and reduce each office's project spec-
oriented tech labor by 45 percent ($9,000 average per office),
totaling $900,000 reduction. This amounts to a net saving of
$650,000 ($6,500 average per office).
• The MASTERSPEC system, projected with 1,000 subscribers
(15,000 tech persons), will be able to spend $500,000 per year
on development and maintenance of the system ($500 per office)
to produce a 50 percent reduction in project spec-oriented tech-
nical labor ($10,000 average per office) totaling $10 million
reduction of costs in the construction industry. This amounts to
a net saving of $9,500,000 ($9,500 average per office).

Questions that spring up related to these four examples are:
Why should the medium and small offices have to suffer eco-
nomic losses in order to gain the advantages of an automated
master specification system? Why should each large office strug-
gle on alone, just breaking even? Why should numerous coali-
tions spring up on a nonuniform basis, competing with each
other and settling for "half a loaf" of economic gain? Why isn't
one uniform master system, sponsored by the profession itself,
the logical solution to maximum proficiency, maximum strength-
ening of the profession and maximum economic gain for all?

In the above figures, for the 15-man office, there is a sub-
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stantial difference between spending $5,000 to save $4,000 and
spending $500 to save $10,000.

Here Is the Future

In addition to economic savings and the direct improvement
of office practices through automation, a number of other sub-
stantial advantages can be gained from a national specification
system controlled by the profession.

There is an obvious improvement realized in the project
specification book when working from a carefully maintained
master in lieu of cutting and pasting from an earlier project. The
specifier is forced to consider all reasonable choices, including
newly available materials and systems. From this base he is
certain to make technically superior decisions, give closer atten-
tion to construction costs and coordinate the entire range of
materials and systems for the project more carefully. He is also
equipped to do out-of-town projects far better than possible
through any other process.

The national system, through its representation of a large
dollar-volume of work, is able to implement the profession's
interests vastly better than any single office has been able to by
itself. The Institute, without this system, has been limited in its
involvement with certain other interests in the construction in-
dustry. In particular, national manufacturers and trade associa-
tions can now be communicated with directly on an equal basis.

Last summer, the Institute and the Construction Specifica-
tions Institute reached an agreement regarding MASTERSPEC.
The system will be submitted to CSI for distribution to appropri-
ate existing committees working on the subject for their infor-
mation, evaluation and comment. These comments will be sub-
mitted to PSAE.

The Automated Open End Specification System (COM-
SPEC) now being prepared by Stanford Research Institute for
the CSI Research Foundation will be made available for PSAE
review together with CSI staff.

When its program is firmly established, PSAE will consider
a composite directorate representing the AIA, CSI, Consulting
Engineers Council and other organizations interested in the qual-
ity and nationwide uniformity of construction specifications.

Over and above the initial advantages automation offers at
present, there are additional long-range ones which will be im-
plemented from time to time. One is the automatic printout of
project information such as a listing of required shop drawings,
the table of contents for the specification book, a list of all major
materials required, a keyword alphabetic index and similar items.

Through the use of new equipment, it may become feasible
for individual offices to prepare their own machine-readable
input. This would enable them to maintain their own unique
additions or revisions to the universal PSAE master.

Of utmost importance is that automation provides a basic
means of integrating the master specifying system with other
master production systems to be developed by AIA/PSAE.
These are projected to include construction cost estimating,
automated implementation of standard details and routines for
scheduling requirements such as doors, frames, hardware, room
finishes and mechanical equipment performances. The combina-
tion of all these will provide the basis for possible development
of other systems spreading into the design and construction
phases. This ultimate capability will place the architect in a
renewed position of strength in the building industry.

Even in the areas of format and the manner of producing
printout, there is much room for improvement through auto-
mation as hardware/software systems keep pace with the

growth of MASTERSPEC. As an example, an option could be
provided whereby the printout would be returned to the user
in double-column format on 10x13 pages, ready for reduction
to SV^x l l during reproduction. The reduction in paper require-
ments is obvious, along with improved readability. The output
of the computer might also be transmitted directly to the archi-
tect's office via telephone. There, it will be captured on micro-
film from a high-speed video tube telephone device, then re-
produced directly from the microfilm.

In the speculation of what is possible and economically
feasible in the years to come, only one thing is certain: We will
never realize the benefits of future developments unless we
proceed through intermediate levels. Again, we simply cannot
get to the moon in one giant step.

Considering all the ramifications of MASTERSPEC, it is
clear that the success and timetable now rest primarily with the
AIA membership and others in the building construction profes-
sion. The Institute has established ambitious goals, including the
need to learn how to make progress through actual use of the
systems.

Approximately 300 firms are now subscribers, varying in size
from small firms and one-man spec consultants to the very largest
A/E firms. At this time, the average subscriber has 17 technical
persons on his staff. The total technical manpower with access to
MASTERSPEC is already over 5,000. Projections indicate that
this is about 15 percent of five-year growth; or 5 percent of the
available market.

About 25 percent of the subscribers have advanced from
level 1 use (reference document) to level 2. This is the stage of
receiving sections from PSAE stock for actual project editing,
with or without use of automation. Ten per cent of the user firms
have also sent one or more projects through data processing (level
3 automation). These early users of the complete system have
made an invaluable contribution to its development, allowing
both PSAE and its automation consultant to determine needed
adjustments and proceed with plans for the future. Most of them
will continue with full use of the system.

It would have been possible, but not necessarily advanta-
geous, for the Institute to have funded and staffed the project at
several times the present level. However, a deliberate and sure-
footed development of the project was chosen, allowing ample
time for the natural evolution of progress, yet minimizing the total
investment required to produce a self-supporting enterprise.

The possibility of looking outside the profession for support
of the venture during its development and implementation has
been repeatedly turned aside. The thought has been that complete
control must be maintained by the profession. Furthermore, out-
side costs such as for data processing are being held to a minimum
by maintaining good competition in the franchises for such work.

The funds loaned PSAE by the Institute will soon be needed
for other purposes. The money will be returned as soon as the vol-
ume of MASTERSPEC use has reached a level which permits
repayment.

In addition to the relationship between finances and early
use of the system, there is a much-needed relationship between
user feedback and early use of the system. Everyone agrees that
the venture should progress no further than necessary before
the results of feedback from users begin to have a direct effect
on every aspect of the system. This is felt to be the most de-
sirable way, as well as the most economical, to serve the interest
of the profession. The need to use feedback as a means of im-
proving the system will diminish as it becomes larger and more
completely established. Q
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Is the Roof About to Fall In?
by BERNARD J. GRAD, FAIA

Concerned with "runaway" inflation, a veteran practitioner
sounds a warning to US architects everywhere.

Most responsible architects are currently concerning themselves
with the many problems that accompany the challenge of building
for our exploding population. The most frustrating issue we face,
however, is the impact that runaway inflation is having on con-
struction costs.

The big picture is simply this: The demands of the nation are
so great that there is too much to be built with too tight money
with too little skilled labor and too few contractors who want to
compete in a market that is so filled with the specter of disaster
that the very foundations of the construction industry are on
quicksand.

All of us affiliated with the industry are coping with the par-
adoxical dilemma of responding to the challenge of the future by
using tools of the past. With few exceptions, we are still building
the same way that we did centuries ago. One major reason is the
stranglehold that the craft unions have on the industry to the de-
gree that their policies and jurisdictions are restraints to innova-
tion. Moreover, government, management and labor are engaged
in a hand-in-glove arrangement for the convenience of each to the
detriment of our society.

In the spring of 1969, labor succeeded in negotiating a three-
year contract on a nationwide basis which resulted in an hourly
wage for the various skills of better than $10 an hour. This will
mean that, instead of previous yearly cost escalations of about
5 percent, the cost of construction will rise at the rate of about 1
percent per month for the next three years.

To further complicate the labor cost picture, efforts are now
being made to open the unions to outsiders, the black minority in
particular. Even if this goal is reached by union acceptance, the
cost of apprenticeship and on- or off-job training plans have yet to
be defined, let alone worked out, so that the impact on job costs
can be known. Only now are these forces coming into focus, and
architects are therefore faced with so many intangibles that their
responsibilities to their clients in establishing and controlling costs
are in jeopardy.

Let it be stated here that architects have always considered
the ability to determine and control costs as one of their prime re-
sponsibilities. The reputations of many firms have been built on
their sensitivity to the many factors in the marketplace which bear
on costing, and nothing provides more satisfaction to both clients
and architects than good buildings which have been designed and
constructed within the budgets.

There has been no special trick which would make it possible
for architects to accomplish these basic services for their clients.
By experience they know within reasonable ranges the cost of the
types of buildings they were accustomed to designing. They kept
current with the costs of materials and labor and were aware of
what was going on in the marketplace. The free competitive proc-
ess was in action. There were sufficient contractors, subcontrac-
tors, manufacturers, vendors, suppliers, mechanics, skilled and
unskilled, to meet the demands of the country. Maybe there were
tight spots, but generally the knots loosened, and the wise clients

and exeprienced architects were on the lookout, scheduling work
to avoid those bad times.

For those of us whose careers have embraced the past four
decades, we have run the gamut of economic ups and downs. We
had a taste of the joy ride to the dizzy heights of the late '20s.
Then we struggled and managed to survive the economic decima-
tion that took place during the Depression of the early and middle
'30s. After a brief recovery, we went through the years of World
War II. Through the late '40s and even during the Korean War,
we were keeping pace with the job of controlling the costs of our
designs. The following 15 years of steady uphill economic growth
further increased our problems in the area of costs. Nevertheless,
we could still design buildings within our clients' budgets and meet
the requirements of a sound pro forma statement wherein capital
produced a reasonable return for the investor, be he an entre-
preneur in the office building field or a university expanding its
facilities for educational purposes. So much for the past and our
capabilities to scientifically control costs when the components
were known.

Today, we have the same task of responding to our clients,
and the numbers we are coming up with should be the concern of
all. In recent months, the press has reported project after project
which has exceeded its budget, some by as much as 100 percent.
These escalations have literally shocked public officials as well as
those responsible for the original cost estimates. What is more dis-
tressing is that private investors in all segments of our economy
are being faced with the same runaway inflationary costs.

What should be of the greatest concern to all of us who make
up the construction industry is that we are on the inevitable road
to economic unfeasibility if the present trend continues. How far
can the client be pushed in swallowing continuous inflationary
costs before he reaches the elastic limit of feasible investment?
Office buildings which in the recent past could be built for be-
tween $ 18 and $26 per square foot, depending upon size and qual-
ity, are now budgeted between $25 and $40. Hospitals now cost
between $55 and $60, and so it goes in all categories. How many
tenants are there like those in New York City who can pay up to
$20 per square foot for office space?

The danger signals have already appeared in the offices of
many architects throughout the country. We find ourselves being
whipsawed between commitment and reality. But what is happen-
ing to architects is relatively unimportant compared to the re-
sistance now being evidenced by our clients. They are fast reach-
ing the day when they will not be able to afford the cost of erect-
ing new buildings.

In the cold light of reality, it is time to act — not talk —
about costs. These comments are not intended to be an indictment
against a particular sector of our industry but a signal of what is
happening in the daily lives of architects throughout the land.
What a calamity it would be that with all of our knowledge and
ability, we would be contributing to an entirely unnecessary eco-
nomic collapse of our basic industry because of default. fj

Mr. Grad, a partner in the firm of Frank Grad & Sons, Newark architects,
is author of Adventure into Architecture.
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This study of the housing situation in Hunt-
ersville, a neighborhood in Norfolk, Virginia,
was undertaken by third-year architectural
students at Hampton Institute. Their solu-
tions to the area's dire housing needs were
developed over a period of a semester with a
series of reviews with the Huntersville Neigh-
borhood Housing Committee and the Nor-
folk Department of City Planning. It marks
the third consecutive year of such studies by
Hampton students in conjunction with these
community organizations.

Undoubtedly, one of the most pressing prob-
lems facing American cities today is inade-
quate housing. The national housing needs of
26 million units within a decade were estab-
lished in 1968. This figure does not in itself
differentiate between quantitative needs and
the degree of poor housing conditions.

Furthermore, the figure does not begin to
describe the dismal character and atmosphere
that follow such poor housing when highly
concentrated, or the accompanying social
conditions. Nor does it reveal the direct cor-
relation between shortage of housing, bad
housing and low income.

The Huntersville neighborhood falls with-
in the boundaries of the Norfolk Model Cities
program. From the data compiled by the
Norfolk Department of City Planning, the
nature and extent of physical and social prob-
lems is quite explicit. Of the 90 neighbor-
hoods or planning districts of the city, Hunt-
ersville ranks third by prevalence of physical,
ninth by prevalence of social problems. From
the specific housing standpoint, 1940 dwell-
ing units out of a total of 3,616 within the
neighborhood, or 53 percent, are substand-
ard. More than 50 percent of these are con-
centrated within the area of this study.

The above conditions are further rein-
forced by the fact that 82 percent of the
neighborhood's total dwelling units were built
prior to 1939. Thus the substandard housing
can be eliminated and the trend abated only
by 1) new housing and 2) a program of re-
habilitation to prevent other older housing
from becoming substandard.

From the social standpoint, 1,081 families
out of 2,214, or 48 percent, have incomes
under $3,000. The unemployment rate is 61/2
percent. Over 50 percent of all individuals
of age 25 and over have less than eighth grade
educations. In the neighborhood as a whole,
2,215 dwelling units, or 73 percent, are

Learning —
While Teaching

the
Community

by JAMES HALL III

renter occupied. Within the area of this study
the renter occupancy rate is even higher. The
correlation between bad housing and comple-
mentary adverse social conditions can be
readily seen.

One element that is awkward to document,
if not impossible, is the existing rent price
factor versus the quality of housing gained in
return. This relationship, buttressed by the
high percentage of rental categories and
shortages of sound housing, is indicative of
the housing plight of the lower income resi-
dent. Some 90 percent of the property in the
study area is owned by private landlords.
This percentage can be equally applied to the
remaining areas of the neighborhood zoned
medium and high density. The opposite ap-
plies to the area of the neighborhood zoned

low density, where the same percentage
would reflect homeownership. It is also in the
low density area that sound housing is found.
Thus the relationship between homeowner-
ship and sound housing can be deduced.

The 1960 census showed the population of
Huntersville to be 10,800, which at present
can be considered the minimum number.
This number becomes meaningful only when
related to the neighborhood density. Of the
90 neighborhoods or planning districts of
Norfolk, Huntersville has the second highest
density with 31 dwelling units per net resi-
dential acre. The density of the neighbor-
hood is three times that of 67 other city
neighborhoods and five times that of 36. The
average density of the city is 7.3 dwelling
units per net residential acre. Therefore, any
increase in the density of the Huntersville
neighborhood has to be carefully considered
in terms of the balance relative to the re-
mainder of the city.

Community services — the supporting ele-
ment of a neighborhood — are as lacking as
the housing situation. Indoor neighborhood
recreation space is nonexistent. Outdoor rec-
reation space is basically lacking. Several tot
lots or vest-pocket parks have been built re-
cently within the neighborhood. The concept
of opening up the interior of a residential
block for recreational purposes has proved to
be sound and successful in a number of cities.
The purpose is to allow small children direct
access to play space without the interference
of vehicular traffic. However, to be effective,
each residential block with dwellings without
private yards should have such a play space
if the thesis of adjacent play space is to be
gained. Also, since the play space is rela-
tively small, additional recreational space
must be provided for older children.

The extent of social services, as now ex-
emplified by a temporary neighborhood cen-
ter, is primarily nil due to the limited scope,
resources and facilities of the center. The
center, as presently constituted, cannot begin
to treat the social ills or problems of the
neighborhood as outlined above.

At present, two elementary schools exist
in the neighborhood, both located at its ex-
tremities. A major city arterial has to be
crossed to reach one of them. Each of the two
is old and the accompanying recreational fa-
cilities are basically inadequate.

Prior to the beginning of this study, an
attempt to develop an attack on these prob-
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lems was in its formative stages. This effort,
General Development Planning, was being
spearheaded primarily by the Norfolk De-
partment of City Planning in conjunction
with the Huntersville Neighborhood Housing
Committee. It had produced 1) an analysis
of the problems, 2) neighborhood objectives,
3)a designated GDP project area and 4) a
proposed land use plan, accepted by the
neighborhood. It was at this point that this
study began.

The GDP project area comprises 30 acres
with 540 existing dwelling units and involv-
ing approximately 2,000 people. The area of
this study includes the GDP project area and
the high density area adjacent and directly
south, or an additional 11 acres with 355
dwelling units and about 1,300 people. The
total area of this study, then, is 41 acres in-
volving 895 dwelling units and about 3,300
people.

In many instances, the development of an
area has resulted in the exclusion of previ-
ously existing residents due to the cost of the
new housing versus the income of the previ-
ous residents. This has caused destruction of
old neighborhoods with new residents replac-
ing the old.

This study will attempt to alleviate this
condition by emphasizing low cost and home-
ownership by 1) utilizing to the greatest ex-
tent prefabricated major components and 2)
employing factory produced housing units.
These two avenues of approach could also
provide possible means of "sweat equity" to-
ward purchase of the dwelling unit as well as
on-the-job training for the unemployed.

The use of factory produced housing units
in low density zoned areas is an accepted
fact. Studies and proposals have also been
made whereby these units are used in medium
density zoned areas by stacking one unit on
the other; the lower unit supporting the next
upper unit. Another possible means will be
investigated in which these units will be em-
ployed as townhouses in the area zoned me-

dium density but with a more pronounced
individual unit effect. This effect will extend
the individual homeownership atmosphere of
the low density area of the neighborhood.

In addition to the factor of lowered cost,
these units would provide an answer to the
relocation problem always associated with
unit development of relatively large areas.
With proper planning, no disruptions of fam-
ily life would occur; only a move from a
blighted dwelling to a new one.

The second approach, use of prefabricated
major components (floor systems, wall sys-
tems, combinations), is the minimum step
that can be taken toward lowering the cost
of housing. Mass production of component
parts in a central location provides a savings
in construction time and materials. Both ap-
proaches are in keeping with the thinking of
Operation Breakthrough. Of the three teams
participating in the study, one will concen-
trate on the use of factory produced units,
two on prefabricated major components.

The study will, in general, proceed within
the established GDP framework but will pro-
pose modifications where needed. Though
emphasizing low cost housing, the overall
goal will be to create an environment for liv-
ing — for the aged, for families with and
without children and for single individuals.
Inherent to this goal will be to maximize
choice between homeownership and rental
categories.

As an attempt to attack the social as well as
physical problems, 12 acres have initially
been designated as a Neighborhood Center
Complex with a neighborhood center facility,
elementary school and recreation space. This
complex will serve the entire neighborhood.
One of three shopping areas is proposed in the
general vicinity of the complex. The acreage
used for these needed community facilities
will decrease residential land use originally
available for housing. This loss of approxi-
mately 200 dwelling units will be considered
during the study.

The elementary school is proposed to re-
place the two existing schools. For a neigh-
borhood of this magnitude, 10,800 people,
several schools dispersed conveniently
throughout would be the proper solution.
However, due to the pattern and location of
decay and the land most readily available,
the feasibility of the proposed location be-
comes more apparent. This study will concur
with this proposal as basically sound. How-

ever, another solution, equally plausible, is
to provide two schools, constructing a new
one and upgrading one of the existing ones
while eliminating the other adjacent to and
across the arterial. A third possibility, though
somewhat more difficult, is to provide land
for another school on a brewery site — an
industrial island in residential water.

Existing major arterials and public trans-
portation to and from the neighborhood are
essentially adequate and will be recognized
as remaining. However, a segment of an ad-
ditional arterial dissecting the neighborhood
is planned adjacent to the proposed elemen-
tary school and neighborhood recreation
space. This would duplicate the condition
faced by children attending the existing
school. This study will not recognize the pro-
posed arterial.

Existing residential streets in the study
area require major improvements and the
majority are without sidewalks. As in most
old neighborhoods, many more streets exist
than are necessary for ample and convenient
movement. This excessive vehicular pave-
ment decreases available community space
and hampers, unnecessarily, proper planning
for housing.

New vehicular circulation patterns will be
studied in conjunction with the planned unit
development. Utility services are available
from the city.

The overall goal is to provide an environ-
ment for living. Therefore, the concept
evolves from the following objectives:
• Total community living: facilities for the
aged, families with and without children and
single individuals.
• Assuring that all or the bulk of existing res-
idents can continue to reside in the area.
• Maintaining, if possible, the existing rela-
tive density.
• Maximizing choice of housing — home-
ownership and rentals, individual townhouse
units, garden apartments, high rise, condo-
minium or cooperative housing.
• Recognizing the need of community facil-
ities and using this space to serve as a central
point for the Huntersville neighborhood.

Mr. Hall, assistant professor with the Division
of Architecture, Hampton Institute, Virginia,
was class design professor of this study. Stu-
dents at Hampton elected Mr. Hall as the out-
standing architectural teacher of the year, and
he was subsequently presented with a $500 prize
by the Virginia Chapter AIA.
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• Relating the scale of proposed new con-
struction to the existing which is to remain,
maintaining an optical order throughout the
neighborhood.
• Allowing for needed community space and
savings in development cost with clusters of
multiple housing.
• Recognizing existing principal arterials
and nodes but planning for a separation of
pedestrian and vehicular movement.
• Negating the "project imagery" associated
with low cost housing developments and pro-
ducing an "imageable" urban environment
or neighborhood.

Such sessions, with the Huntersville Neigh-
borhood Housing Committee and the staff of
the Norfolk Department of City Planning,
were held at periodic intervals during the

study. As preliminary proposals were made,
feedback and reactions were received and
taken into consideration. These sessions led
eventually to the proposed solutions.

In addition to providing an opportunity
for meaningful exchange, the review sessions
became a reciprocal learning experience be-
tween the students and the staff of the plan-
ning department. The Huntersville housing
committee gained and learned by being di-
rectly involved in and exposed to the many
factors surrounding housing and observing
several possible means of solving the same
problem, and also by witnessing extensive
studies — so extensive that most city agen-
cies and professional consulting firms cannot
normally provide anything similar.

No study such as this can provide all the

TEAM 1: Sidney Chachere, Calvin Nelson,
David Swan

MEDIUM DENSITY AREA —18 ACRES
Existing units — 540; 19 units per acre
Proposed units — 216; 12.7 units per acre

Prefabricated townhouses
2-story, stacked units
Number by type Square teet Approximate

per unit cost per unit
44 4-bedroom units 1,250 $9,500-10,000
30 3-bedroom units 1,250 $9,000-9,500
14 2-bedroom units 1,000 $8,000-8,500

Garden apartments, 4-story buildings.
(prefabricated major components)
Number by type Square teet Approximate

per unit cost per unit
32 3-bedroom units 1,225 $4,500-5,000
32 2-bedroom units 860 $4,000-4,500
64 1-bedroom units 705 $2,800-3,300

HIGH DENSITY AREA —11 ACRES
Existing units — 355; 32.2 units per acre
Proposed units — 502; 45.6 units per acre

Highrise buildings, 7 and 10 stories
(factory produced, modular stacking)
Number by type Square teet Approximate

per unit cost per unit
162 3-bedroom units 1,250 $9,500-10,000
44 2-bedroom units 1,250 $9,000-9,500

176 1-bedroom units 625 $5,000-5,500

Garden apartments, 6-story buildings,
(prefabricated major components)
Number by type Square teet Approximate

per unit cost per unit
40 3-bedroom units 1,225 $4,500-5,000
60 2-bedroom units 860 $4,000-4,500
20 1-bedroom units 705 $2,800-3,300

Existing composite density of study area—21.8
units per acre; proposed—29.1 units per acre

TEAM 2: Arthur Jackson, Donald Lane, Maurice
Unthank

MEDIUM DENSITY AREA —18 ACRES
Existing units — 540; 19 units per acre
Proposed units — 239; 14 units per acre

Townhouses, 2-story attached units
(prefabricated major components)
Number by type Square teet Approximate

per unit cost per unit
42 4-bedroom units 1,600
32 3-bedroom units 1,400
21 2-bedroom units 910

$13,700-14,200
$12,700-13,200

$8,500-9,000

Garden apartments, 4-story buildings,
(prefabricated major components)
Number by type Square teet Approximate

per unit cost per unit
72 3-bedroom units
36 2-bedroom units
36 1-bedroom units

HIGH DENSITY AREA —11 ACRES
Existing units — 355; 32.2 per acre
Proposed units — 664; 60.3 per acre

Highrise buildings, 8 and 12 stories,
(prefabricated major components)
Number by type Square feet Approximate

per unit cost per unit
260 2-bedroom units 995 $6,000-6,500
260 1-bedroom units 480 $3,200-3,700

Garden apartments, 4-story buildings,
(prefabricated major components)
Number by type Square teet Approximate

per unit cost per unit
72 3-bedroom units
36 2-bedroom units
36 1-bedroom units

Existing composite density of study area—21.8
units per acre; proposed—37.15 units per acre
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TEAM 3: Alexis Felix, Nancy James

MEDIUM DENSITY AREA —18 ACRES
Existing units — 540; 19 units per acre
Proposed units — 249; 14.6 units per acre

Townhouses, 2-story,
(prefabricated major components)
Number by type Square feet Ac/proximate

per unit cost per unit
42 4-bedroom units 1,500 $13,000-13,500
35 3-bedroom units 1,320 $12,000-12,500
28 2-bedroom units 890 $8,500-9,000

Garden apartments
144 units

HIGH DENSITY AREA —11 ACRES
Existing units — 355; 32.2 per acre
Proposed units — 432; 39.2 per acre

Highrise buildings, 8 and 12 stories,
(prefabricated major components)
Number by type Square feet Approximate

per unit cost per unit
104 3-bedroom units 1,040 $6,500-7,000
104 2-bedroom units 936 $6,000-6,500
104 1-bedroom units 598 $4,000-4,500

Garden apartments
120 units

Existing composite density of study area—21.8
units per acre; proposed—26.9 units per acre

answers to all the housing and environmental
problems existing within a neighborhood.
This study proposes several concepts which
can be applied in Huntersville, each indicat-
ing, besides the overall goal already men-
tioned, not only provisions for housing but
also for adequate surrounding community
space — the difference between living versus
pleasurable living.

The efforts to alleviate the adverse condi-
tions in the Huntersville neighborhood began
with the GDP effort initiated by the Norfolk
Department of City Planning, the first stage.
This study represents the second stage.* The
third and final stage rests with the City of
Norfolk on the one hand and the Hunters-
ville neighborhood on the other. The city
must be responsive to the needs of the neigh-
borhood; the neighborhood must be, in it-
self, a responsible entity. These two comple-
mentary ingredients can provide the impetus
and means for change. A varied number of
tools exist under the Federal Housing Act
for attacking the problems of a neighbor-
hood; though inadequately funded, they do
exist.

People, as a group and as private citizens,
influence the status of their neighborhood
and may make this sharply felt when fully
aware of bad versus good environments and
the quality of well planned neighborhoods
versus those normally seen and those nor-
mally planned.

The behavioral scientists state that two
factors shape the human during his develop-
ment: heredity and environment. Of these
two, environment is the most influential. The
home and its immediate surroundings encom-
pass the greatest share of the individual's en-
vironment, physically and socially. It is here
that the individual is shaped, positively or
negatively. It is also here that human worth
is either inflated or deflated. Individual dig-
nity cannot be legislated or veneered; it can
be only allowed to grow. A sound living envi-
ronment can provide that tillage. D

* Subsequent to the completion of this study, the third-
year design class undertook a detailed investigation and
analysis and prepared a program for the development
of a Neighborhood Center (social services and recrea-
tional facility) for the Huntersville neighborhood. This
program was used by the Norfolk Model Cities Agency
for preparing an application for a multimillion dollar
grant to develop a series of neighborhood centers
throughout the City of Norfolk, including the Hunters-
ville neighborhood. Last May, the Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development appropriated $2 million for
the Huntersville center.

Emergence
of a

New Professional

by JOHN P. EBERHARD, AIA

A Master in Architecture in Building Systems
Design is now available, with a curriculum
that encompasses analysis of man's physio-
logical, psychological and social needs.

It is frequently remarked that architecture is
no longer playing a valid role in our society,
that it has become effete, that it is no longer
leading technology but being led by it.

Architecture, at least in the abstract, is the
total body of practice which unites art, sci-
ence and technology in the realization of
those artifacts which in our culture are called
buildings. Architecture cannot be invalid,
but it can be badly practiced in the sense that
society has badly matched its potential —
either artistically, scientifically or technologi-
cally — to its needs and aspirations.

Architects today are effectively related to
only a small portion of the buildings that we
build; they are seldom involved in the pri-
mary decisions which affect our built envi-
ronment such as the deliberation of govern-
ment bodies, the formation of building codes
and regulations and the management of the
corporations which manufacture the mate-
rials and products that are eventually assem-
bled into buildings.

Our new School of Architecture and En-
vironmental Design at the State University
of New York at Buffalo is a result of our
conviction that the designers of the future
will include a new professional, trained in
the systems approach to design problems.

The graduate program of our school will
therefore go beyond normal architectural
curriculum. The school's graduate program
will offer a Master of Architecture in Build-
ing Systems Design.

Building systems design represents a new
approach to the design and production of the
constructed environment and is now emerg-
ing as a significant direction for professional
development. Unlike more traditional design
professions, this approach encompasses all
the interrelated processes that a society or
organization uses to produce its entire con-
structed environment, rather than limiting its
scope to the design of individual buildings or
building complexes.

The hallmark of building systems design is
the systematic analysis of man's physiological,
psychological and social needs and the devel-
opment of mechanisms to enable us to meel
these needs through the physical environment,
The body of knowledge presently available
for meeting these needs will be examined
and expanded by the program.

The core of the two-year academic pro-
gram is the practicum, a flexibly structurec
laboratory course organized around the an-
alysis and development of real problems ac
cepted from outside sponsors. This is de
signed to be a continuum of responsibility
Initially, students work as team members un
der experienced faculty leadership, progress
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ing to individual project responsibility. Dur-
ing the final semester, each student will lead
a research team of undergraduates from our
own school as well as from other parts of the
university and will present a report of this
research project as his master's thesis.

In the course of the practicum, outside
consultants are asked to help project teams
resolve issues and to describe the current
state of the art in their professions. Candi-
dates learn to determine when outside con-
sultants are needed, where such consultants
may be found and how much of the project
budget it is wise to expend for their services.

Additional courses are offered in qualita-
tive and quantitative measurement tech-
niques like those used in operations research,
linear programming, systems engineering, be-
havioral science concepts and management
concepts.

The graduate program represents the pri-
mary thrust of our school, but we also have
two undergraduate programs underway. One
program is a major in Environmental De-
sign. This major is not aimed at any single
existing professional route. Hopefully, peo-
ple who participate in the major will become
psychologists, sociologists, lawyers, archi-
tects and a whole new set of professionals not
yet institutionalized with names. This pro-
gram, leading to a Bachelor of Arts in Envi-
ronmental Design, is intended to represent a
major, but not a professional degree.

This introduction to environmental design
will provide a systematic survey of our en-
vironment including man's place in and rela-
tionship to it, as well as the processes of con-
trol and monitoring employed by man in his
quest for enrichment. The stressed point of
view is ecological, wherein man is perceived
as subject to the same balance-seeking laws
which control the environment in which he
lives. The goal is an understanding of urban
ecosystems, so that purposive problem-solv-
ing efforts may be designed and implemented.

The second program is an evening pro-
gram given through our Millard Fillmore
College which will make it possible for peo-
ple working in professional firms to receive
a Bachelor of Architecture degree.

The intent of this program is to provide an
education which will equip graduates to han-
dle the numerous and complex facets of con-
temporary architectural practice. There are
three principal "tracks" of studies, passing
through three phases. The tracks are archi-
tectural technology, architectural design and
architectural humanities. The phases are in-
troduction, integration and specialization.

Architectural technology refers to the
"hard" sciences and disciplines utilized in ar-
chitecture, such as engineering. Architectural
humanities refers to the "soft" sciences and
disciplines utilized in architecture, such as
history, sociology, economics and law. Archi-
tectural design is defined as the bringing to-
gether of architectural technology and archi-
tectural humanities to solve a given problem.
The period of introduction provides a broad
survey of those three areas, providing a basis
for further study. The period of integration

Mr. Eberhard is dean, School of Architecture
and Environmental Design, State University of
New York at Buffalo.

emphasizes the bringing together of the three
areas as a working process. The period of
specialization offers the student the opportu-
nity to develop his particular interests in any
or all of the three tracks, through the choos-
ing of electives.

We have also begun to organize continuing
education seminars for those professionals
who received their formal education some
time ago. These seminars, in the form of sum-
mer institutes of various lengths, will center
on the theme of building systems design. We
would hope in this way to contribute to the
development of new skills for environmental
design professionals not just in their forma-
tive years but in the total spectrum of their
lives as well. D

All About
Student Foreign Exchange

Programs

Although the advantages of such programs
are quite apparent as far as the students are
concerned, it is perhaps less obvious that a
range of benefits extend to participating ar-
chitectural firms as well. Here is how.

In the past several years, a number of firms
in the United States have become actively in-
volved in exchange programs and have wel-
comed foreign students into their offices for
three to 12 months of practical training —
American style. These experiences have
been described by many happy architects.
Their most enthusiastic comments are usu-
ally about the favorable impact on office
morale and spirit which results from these
experiences, particularly evident in young
members of the firms. The architects also
mention success in providing the foreign vis-
itors with opportunities to observe and be-
come involved in the various responsibilities
of office practice, as well as many facets of
American life after office hours.

How do architectural offices in the US link
up with interested foreign students, and how
do architectural students in our universities
link up with receptive foreign architectural
firms? With the help of IAESTE — the Inter-
national Association for the Exchange of Stu-
dents for Technical Experience.

IAESTE is a European phenomenon, cre-
ated in 1948 by universities and industries of
nine countries to build international ties after
World War II. Today, it boasts component
organizations in 41 countries throughout the
world, including TAESTE/US, a nonprofit
educational corporation.*

Aims of the association are 1) to train
advanced students of architecture/engineer-
ing and the sciences in the professional prac-
tice methods and industrial techniques of
other countries; and 2) to build a foundation
for international understanding and goodwill
among these potential leaders and the host
firms, companies and institutions. Technical
experience in the sense of the aims of the as-
sociation refers to experience through on-the-

* IAESTE/US, 866 United Nations Plaza, New York,
N. Y. 10017; R. M. Sprinkle, executive director.

job training to supplement college and uni-
versity education.

How does the exchange program function?
Each member country collects offers of train-
ing positions from professional firms and in-
dustrial and other organizations, along with
expressions of interest from students who
have the desire and ability to participate in
the program. Each firm indicates its specific
needs while each student indicates a choice
of three foreign countries and his related lan-
guage abilities.

At the IAESTE annual conference, which
is held in January, representatives of the 41
participating countries gather, armed with
training position offers and data on qualified
trainee applicants. At this time IAESTE per-
forms its most difficult task: exchanging the
offers and matching them with the qualifica-
tions of applicants. Subsequently, back-
ground information on each "matched" stu-
dent is sent to the appropriate receiving firm
for review. The firm retains the final decision
to accept or reject the nominated foreign
trainee. On the rare occasion of an unaccept-
able match, IAESTE is usually prepared to
nominate another applicant.

In the receiving countries, IAESTE also
arranges for necessary permits, lodging and,
in many cases, for social and cultural pro-
grams during or after the period of training.
In the sending countries, the association in-
sures the traveling students against illness
and accidents.

Offering firms are expected to pay each
trainee enough to cover the cost of living
during the actual training period. In addition,
it pays a small administrative fee to IAESTE
for its services. Student trainees pay their
own transportation but can take advantage
of special travel facilities arranged by
IAESTE in the sending country.

IAESTE/US has exchanged a number of
architectural students in each of the past sev-
eral years. In 1969, for example, there were
16 placements in US architectural firms out
of a worldwide total of 266. Until this year,

"Our experience with IAESTE trainees
has been most productive. We took
our first trainee on a basis of being
willing to cooperate in an attractive
sounding but — for us — untried pro-
cedure. Very soon we discovered that
the gains from this program exceeded
our expectations. Our young foreign
employees were most conscientious
and eager; they were communicative
and friendly and they had ability.
They subtly increased our own grasp
of the educational and professional re-
sources of their nations, while at the
same time they learned something of
ours. When they left, it was apparent
that both they and our firm had bene-
fited; we continue to remain friends
and, in a sense, associates, as their
professional lives mature and gain
scope and experience in their native
lands and international endeavors."

KAMLAH L. JOHNSON, AIA
Curtis & Davis

New York/New Orleans
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however, there has never been a cooperative
arrangement between IAESTE/US and The
American Institute of Architects or ACSA.

Actually, ACSA administered an inde-
pendent exchange program beginning in the

"Twice in the last four years, we have
participated in the IAESTE program.
In both cases, it has been a successful
venture for the firm; we have benefited
from the students' contributions to the
spirit of the office, and each of the
students has been capable of produc-
tive, meaningful work. We hope that
they have benefited as well, through
being exposed to a different kind of
work experience than that available in
their own countries, due basically to
the different professional procedures.
We have encouraged travel as an
added experience and at times insti-
gated group trips that have been most
enjoyable for all concerned. Through
IAESTE, we are provided the vehicle
for bringing young people into the of-
fice with a variety of backgrounds; it
also allows us to participate in provid-
ing opportunities both for national and
foreign professional students to gain
invaluable experience that will un-
doubtedly affect their future careers."

W. H. BARNETT
Vice President

Stevens & Wilkinson, Inc.
Atlanta

early 1960s and operating through the sum-
mer of 1968. It was then committed to the
development of a workable and active pro-
gram for the betterment and cultural broad-
ening of architectural students and a few
highly dedicated ACSA committeemen do-
nated a vast amount of time and effort in ad-
ministering the program. The primary prob-
lem encountered was the lack of a broad base
of operation in various countries; as a result
it was essentially an exchange of students
from US schools with students from the Ar-
chitectural Association School of Architec-
ture in London. For this reason, it was de-
cided late in 1969 that a link with IAESTE/
US should be developed. Under this arrange-
ment, ACSA will promote the program in its
member schools, the AIA will promote it in
its component organizations and in architec-
tural firms; IAESTE will be administrator.

Although a few students and firms partici-
pated in the IAESTE/US program last year
as a direct result of this new cooperative ar-
rangement, the program announcement came
too late to have much effect. The program for
summer 1971 will serve as the first real indi-
cation of the project's potential in architec-

ture. Interested firms and students must be
identified no later than December 15, 1970,
for the 1971 program.

Given the fact that there is rarely a time
when IAESTE/US has encountered a short-
age of willing student applicants, the most
serious problem facing the organization is a
consistent deficiency in the number of par-
ticipating US architectural firms with a re-
sulting shortage in the number of available
training slots. In all probability, this is par-
tially due to a lack of knowledge or under-
standing of the program. But there is also a
prevailing lack of interest among US archi-
tectural firms and an unwillingness to try the
untried. In past years, several heads of ACSA
schools have sought support from local archi-
tectural firms but only a handful have been
successful.

IAESTE statistics for 1969 present the sit-
uation clearly. The total number of architec-
tural placements in the US requested by for-
eign countries was 62; IAESTE/US was able
to provide only 11 actual openings, whereas
a total of 28 US architectural students were
placed in other countries. It is most fortunate
that IAESTE/US was able to complete ar-
rangements on such a lopsided basis, but a
similar situation cannot be guaranteed every
year. According to Robert M. Sprinkle,
IAESTE/US executive director, his organi-
zation must maintain a close balance between
students received and students sent in order
to remain credible on the IAESTE exchange
market.

Therefore, the IAESTE exchange program
is essentially reciprocal in nature. The num-
ber of US students fortunate enough to be
placed in a foreign country is largely depend-
ent on the number of offers available from
US firms.

The track record is very poor indeed. In
order that we may provide chance-of-a-life-
time foreign experience opportunities for
more of our most promising architectural
students, more architectural firms will have
to become involved.

So now you're informed of the program
and its benefits to firms and students alike.
The rest is up to you. JAMES E. ELLISON

What's Happening
in

Architectural Education

Campus Notes. Princeton University's new
program, leading to the degree of Master in
Public Affairs and Urban Planning, is a co-
operative venture of the Woodrow Wilson
School of Public and International Affairs
and the Princeton School of Architecture and
Urban Planning. Dr. Paul N. Ylvisaker, for-
mer New Jersey Commissioner of Commu-
nity Affairs, will serve as professor of Public
Affairs and Urban Planning and will play a
prominent role in the advanced-degree pro-
gram, which is aimed at preparing students
for key positions in public and private careers
involving the formulation of plans and poli-
cies in urban areas.

SB Sidney L. Katz, FAIA, is appointed
acting dean of the School of Architecture at
Pratt Institute. For more than 20 years, Katz
has been on Pratt's visiting faculty.

SB Martin D. Gehner, AIA, heads the De-
partment of Architecture at Iowa State Uni-
versity. Gehner, who was on the faculty of
the University of Connecticut from 1967,
succeeds Raymond D. Reed, AIA, who
asked to be relieved of administrative duties
in order to devote more time to teaching.

3B The University of California at Los
Angeles' School of Architecture and Urban
Planning now offers a three-year Master of
Architecture program for bachelor-degree
holders desiring a professional degree in ar-
chitecture or urban design; a two-year Master
of Arts program for those interested in devel-
oping research programs in architecture or
urban design; and a Master of Arts and Ph.D.
in planning.

SB Bertram M. Berenson, AIA, is director
of the University of Nebraska School of Ar-
chitecture. Formerly professor and director
of the Division of Architecture at Hampton
Institute, Virginia, Berenson replaces Profes-
sor Homer L. Puderbaugh, who has returned
to teaching.

SB DeVon M. Carlson, AIA, will remain
on the University of Colorado faculty as a
professor of architecture at the end of this
school year after retiring as dean of the
School of Architecture — now the College of
Environmental Design. Carlson has been
with the university for 27 years.

Three university faculty members are di-
rectors of the new curriculum in environmen-
tal design: Robert W. Kindig, AIA; Dwayne
C. Nuzum; and John M. Prosser. The College
of Environmental Design will gradually re-
place the present five-year undergraduate
program with a four-year undergraduate and
two-year graduate program. The graduate of-
ferings will include an option in urban de-
sign. As funds and space become available,
graduate programs in landscape architecture,
urban and regional planning and interior de-
sign will also be available.

33 A combined degree program leading to
a Master of Architecture and a Master of
Business Administration is now available at
the School of Architecture, Washington Uni-
versity, St. Louis.

3B The University of California Extension,
Berkeley, has re-established its certificate
program in city planning, designed to provide
educational opportunities for persons whose
professional development can be enhanced
by specialized continuing education. The pro-
gram, open to qualified students throughout
the US, is a combination of correspondence
instruction, tape recorded lectures and semi-
nars. The courses: the Growth of Cities and
the Development of City Planning; the Plan-
ning Function in Local Government; Re-
search Methods and Plan Making; Planning
Implementation and Programming.

A major Ph.D. program specializing in ar-
chitectural research has also been established.
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Eleven students, mostly with professional ex-
perience, are working toward the new degree
in the Department of Architecture.

SB The studies in architecture and urban
design, formerly in the School of Humanities
and Sciences, Stanford University, Califor-
nia, have merged with the environmental en-
gineering program of the Department of Civil
Engineering to form a new undergraduate
and graduate level program in environmental
engineering and design. Courses are offered
in environmental planning, urban and re-
gional design, pollution control, water re-
sources and transportation systems.

SB Southern Illinois University, Carbon-
dale, now offers bachelor's and master's de-
gree programs in the Faculty of Technical
and Industrial Education, aimed at preparing
technical teachers for secondary and voca-
tion schools and for associate of technology
or science degree programs.

3Bt The Department of Architecture in the
School of Design, North Carolina State Uni-
versity, Raleigh, and the Department of City
and Regional Planning, University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, have developed a
joint program in urban design. This will fit
into existing programs in both departments
and also into the developing graduate pro-
grams in landscape architecture and product
design at the School of Design. The program
will lead to the proposed degree of Master of
Urban Design for graduate students in the
School of Design at NCSU and will be avail-
able to graduate students pursuing degrees
in City and Regional Planning at UNC-CH
with an area of specialization in urban de-
sign.

In general, applicants with academic dis-
tinction in almost any field and with capabil-
ity and desire to enter the program will be
considered. For further information, write
Peter Batchelor, Director, Urban Design Pro-

gram, North Carolina State University, Ra-
leigh, N. C. 27607.

Off-Campus Notes. An Architectural and En-
vironmental Research Center, developed
with the guidance of the Environmental De-
sign Workshop of the School of Architecture
and Urban Planning at the University of
California at Los Angeles, has been launched
by the architectural firm of Welton Becket &
Associates. Dr. Harvey Perloff, dean of the
School of Architecture and Urban Planning
at UCLA, is coordinating that school's par-
ticipation in the center, which has quarters
adjacent to the Becket firm's West Los An-
geles offices, while Louis Naidorf, AIA, vice
president of Welton Becket & Associates, is
its director.

Objective of the center, in addition to pro-
viding a more complete service to clients, is
also to share findings and data with the archi-
tectural profession at large, according to
MacDonald Becket, AIA, president of the
Becket firm. The five major goals of the pro-
gram are:
1. to create a mechanism for testing poten-
tially useful alternatives to current profes-
sional methods and information handling
techniques
2. to act as a forum for the exchange of
ideas, for the discussion of new directions
for the Becket firm and for the profession
3. to evaluate the actual performance of
completed projects in comparison with the
design objectives
4. to study emerging architectural problems
to be better prepared for the future
5. to establish an information center with
the means to correlate and disseminate the
data resulting from the center's studies.

Basic research projects for the Becket
firm will include environmental simulation
studies, urban design studies, urban systems
analysis, behavioral studies and futures stud-
ies. Studies currently underway are new direc-
tions for architecture as a profession; emerg-

The Welton Becket Research Center, Los Angeles. MacDonald Becket (right) and Louis Naidorf.

ing building types and forms; and impact of
societal and technological changes on the
construction industries.

Gaming, the technique of dealing with
problem solving processes in graphic dis-
plays, and systems analysis with the aid of
computers are among the many techniques
the research teams will employ.

33 Bernard J. Grad, FAIA, is appointed
chairman of a State of New Jersey advisory
committee which will study the possibility of
establishing a school of architecture in that
state. Grad is also chairman of a similar
committee sponsored by the New Jersey So-
ciety of Architects, which has been striving
to establish such a school in the state for
several years.

Continuing Education. An AIA-sponsored,
New York State Association of Architects-
hosted PDP seminar on Building Systems
will be held in New York City on November
14. Albert Dietz, professor of Building Engi-
neering at MIT, will present his analysis of
systems available in Europe and the US.
Write AIA Headquarters or NYS/AIA, 441
Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017.

86 An architectural refresher course is of-
fered November 5-7 by the University of
Wisconsin. Intended especially for persons
preparing for the state board architectural
examination, the sessions will focus on ma-
terial related to all seven examination sec-
tions. Write Raymond C. Matulionis, pro-
gram director, University Extension, 432
N. Lake St., Madison, Wis. 53706.

SB The llth Acoustical Training School,
conducted by Michael J. Kodaras and Rob-
ert Lindahl, will be held November 9-10 at
the Dearborn Inn, Dearborn, Michigan. Ses-
sions will be devoted to general principles of
architectural acoustics; sound transmission
loss, acoustical correction of rooms; indus-
trial noise; and noise control of air condition-
ing, heating and ventilating equipment. Write
Kodaras, 75-02 51st Ave., Elmhurst, N. Y.
11373; or Lindahl, 2261 Winthrop Road,
Trenton, Mich. 48183.

SB The Transportation Research Institute
of Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, is
initiating a professional program in urban
transportation systems. The six-week course,
directed toward professionals in transporta-
tion and related fields, begins October 5 and
continues through November 13. Following
a four-week lecture series at Carnegie-Mel-
lon, participants will go on a two-week study
trip of transportation facilities in Canada
and Europe. Contact William W. Ellis, di-
rector of Special Education, Transportation
Research Institute, Carnegie-Mellon Univer-
sity, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213.

3B "System Building: A Technique of
Analysis and a Method of Construction" is
a course offered by the Real Estate Institute
of New York University's School of Contin-
uing Education. The course, directed at ar-
chitects, engineers, builders and those inter-
ested in construction, examines definitions of
the systems concept; the progress of systems
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building abroad is contrasted with US devel-
opments; and activities of government agen-
cies. Write the university's School of Contin-
uing Education and Extension Services, Di-
vision of Business and Management, 1 Fifth
Ave., Suite 2K, New York, N. Y. 10003.

Environmental Education. "America: A New
Synthesis," the 1970 Slide Show Competition
winner of The American Institute of Archi-
tects, examines physical, social and psycho-
logical problems in our environment. Billed
as an education tool, the presentation is used
for private and group showings. Contact
David I. Grist, Fenton G. Keyes Associates,
321 S. Main St., Providence, R. I. 02903; or
Philip Francis, Box 1041, Providence, R. I.
02901.

SB Thomas A. Norton, AIA, of Norton
& Hume, Stamford, Connecticut, is doing
what too many people are just thinking
about doing: speaking before elementary and
high school students about environmental
planning. Making his time available to as
many schools as possible, Norton feels that
a sensitivity to our environment must be
communicated to the young if we can ever
hope for improvement.

Fellowships, Awards, Grants. The 1971
AIA/AIA Foundation Scholarship Program
has been announced. Undergraduate and
graduate students should apply through ac-
credited schools of architecture; interns,
practitioners and educators should apply di-
rectly to the AIA. Deadline is December 15.
Awards, to be announced in March 1971,
range from $300 to $3,000. For details, write
AIA Headquarters.

SB Twenty to 25 AIA/Ford Foundation
scholarships are again available for disad-
vantaged students who have demonstrated an
aptitude and interest in the study of architec-
ture or related disciplines, who can obtain
admission to a college or university for such
study and who do not have the necessary
financial resources to enter school. Potential
applicants must be nominated by an AIA
member or chapter, a CDC, a school head
or professor, or by such community groups
as the Urban or Neighborhood Service Cen-
ters, etc. Deadlines are: nominations — No-
vember 15, 1970; final applications — Feb-
ruary 15, 1971. For complete details, write
AIA/Ford Scholarships, AIA Headquarters.

36 The Institute of International Educa-
tion is recruiting candidates for US Govern-
ment Awards under the Fulbright-Hays Act
and for grants offered by foreign govern-
ments, universities and private donors. Can-
didates must have a bachelor's degree or
equivalent before the grant's beginning date

and, in most cases, be proficient in the lan-
guage of the host country. Those enrolled at
a college or university may get application
forms from their Fulbright Program adviser;
others should write IEE, 809 United Nations
Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10017, or its nearest
regional office. Such are located in Chicago,
Denver, Atlanta, Los Angeles, Houston,
Washington, D.C., and San Francisco.

SB Michael A. Goodman, FAIA, profes-
sor of Architecture at the University of Cal-
ifornia, Berkeley, has received the Berkeley
Citation for distinguished achievement and
notable service to the university.

SB The Architectural League of New
York has named lohn M. Bailey Jr. winner
of the Arnold W. Brunner Scholarship for
his proposal to study and prepare for publi-
cation a historical and critical evaluation of
advocacy planning and an assessment of the
effective future roles and responsibilities of
the design professions in the processes of
urban and environmental design. Bailey, di-
rector of the Community Design Center at
the University of California Extension, is co-
founder of ARCH and was its assistant di-
rector from 1965-68.

SB Incentive grants of $100 to $1,000 for
projects which enhance our man-made sur-
roundings, preserve unique natural or his-
toric areas or develop innovative solutions
to specific environmental problems are of-
fered by America the Beautiful Fund, a non-
profit conservation organization. Projects
with sustaining community or university
support, with a potential to become proto-
types and with commitments beyond the
planning and design stages have the greatest
chance for support. Individuals with training
or capability in planning, architecture, land-
scape architecture, design, natural resources
or ecology may obtain further information
from or send an outline of their' projects to
America the Beautiful Fund, 219 Shoreham
Building, Washington, D. C. 20005.

SB Jose R. Bernardo, AIA, of New York
City has recently been awarded one of the
10 Cintas Fellowships for the year 1970-71.
The fellowships are given to young creative
artists of Cuban citizenship or lineage in the
fields of painting, sculpture, literature and
architecture. Administered by the Institute
of International Education on behalf of Cin-
tas Foundation, Inc., the awards carry a
$3.000 stipend. The fellowships were estab-
lished by funds from the estate of the late
Oscar B. Cintas, former Cuban Ambassador
to the United States.

SB The National Trust for Historic Pres-
ervation has awarded one-year fellowships to
a specialist in 19th century Colonial Revival
architecture, Louis S. Wall, and to a student
of urban planning, Myra F. Harrison. The
fellowships, which carry stipends of $7,000
each, are open to students who have com-
pleted at least one year of accredited gradu-
ate work in history, architecture, archeol-
ogy, city planning, American civilization and
culture, or environmental studies, including
landscape architecture. For information,

write Frederick Haupt or Sabin Robbins,
NTHP, 748 Jackson Place N.W., Washing-
ton, D. C. 20006.

Publications. The 1970 Directory of Engi-
neering College Research and Graduate
Study, published by the American Society
for Engineering Education, is a guide to re-
search and graduate programs at 190 major
engineering school in the United States,
Canada and Puerto Rico. The directory de-
tails $258 million in engineering college re-
search for 14,706 projects, tabulates faculty
and students engaged in engineering re-
search, areas of research, and research ex-
penditures. A separate breakdown of engi-
neering-related research by other university
departments is also given. Copies at $7
each, $3.50 to students, are available from
ASEE, Publications Sales, Suite 400, 1 Du-
pont Circle, Washington, D. C. 20036.

Also from ASEE and worth noting is the
March 1970 "Effective Teaching" issue of
Engineering Education. Advocating audio-
tutorial, programmed, computer aided self-
paced and individualized instruction, the Ef-
fective Teaching issue, though written pri-
marily for engineering educators, can be
used by all college educators interested in
improving their teaching. Copies are $1.25
each, see address above.

lit A Directory of University Urban Re-
search Centers, published by the Urban In-
stitute, provides information on university
urban research centers' past and current
projects, staff size, relationship to their uni-
versities, sources of support, fields of re-
search and publications. Organized alpha-
betically by university and with indexes for
location of information by states, by centers
and by directors of the centers, the directory
is available at $3.50 each from the Urban
Institute, 2100 M St., N.W., Washington,
D. C. 20037.

8B The Construction Education Directory
lists 40 schools that offer four-year BS degree
programs in construction or in a construc-
tion option of civil engineering, as well as
architectural and engineering programs for
which there is some opportunity to elect con-
struction courses. Designed as an aid fot
secondary school guidance counselors, the
directory is $1.25 a copy from the Associated
General Contractors of America, 1957 E St.
N.W., Washington, D. C. 20006.

3B Current Index to Journals in Educa-
tion, a monthly, features bibliographic cita-
tions and annotations for articles concerned
with the field of education. Write for sample
copy or information to CCM Informatior
Corporation, 909 Third Ave., New York
N. Y. 10022. Subscription is $34 a year.

The program in real estate and urbar
development planning at the American Uni
versity has reissued a brochure describing
the range of 1 8 individual course offerings
information on faculty, ways of financial as
sistance, etc. Copies are available from Dr
Maury Seldin, director of the program, a
the American University, Washington, D. C
20016. C
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Architect: Flatlow, Moore, Bryan and Fairburn
Contractor: Del E. Webb Corporation

Montgomery moves people
fast (1000 fpm) and high at
Rosenzweig Center, Phoenix

Third Center Hi-Rise is the newest addition to the devel-
opment of Rosenzweig Center by the Del E. Webb Corpo-
ration. This dramatic high-rise tower features column-free
tenant floors, each containing 12,000 square feet of rent-
able space.
Five Montgomery 1000 fpm gearless passenger elevators
provide Third Center Hi-Rise with the fastest, most efficient
elevator service in Phoenix. The high-speed Montgomery
elevators are controlled by Montgomery ESP Measured
Demand group supervisory control system with ZS Zones
of Service. This Montgomery system constantly evaluates
and anticipates probable traffic demand to provide the
most efficient response to changing traffic patterns. With
the completion of this fourth installation of Montgomery
elevators at Rosenzweig Center, Montgomery moves peo-
ple on 18 high-rise elevators in three buildings of The
Center.

Circle 164 on information card

Montgomery Elevators
in this building are
protected by
Montgomery Preventive
Maintenance.

montgomery
ELEVATORS/ESCALATORS
POWER WALKS & RAMPS
Montgomery Elevator Company, Moline, Illinois 61265
Montgomery Elevator Co. Ltd., Toronto, Canada
Offices in principal cities of North America
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It had to be 100% waterproof,
•m •> • -Iand it is.

ARCHITECTS: The Offices of Golemon & Rolfe and Pierce & Pierce
ENGINEERS: Engineers of the Southwest
AUTO-GARD APPLICATOR: Gulf Waterproofing Co., Inc., Houston, Texas

Take the case of the 300,000 square foot, third
floor parking area at the new Houston Interconti-
nental Airport, for example.

It has to be 100% waterproof because it covers
all the passenger terminal area and air line ticket-
ing facilities.

After extensive research, airport architects and
engineers chose our Auto-Gard waterproof-
ing system to do the job.

We're proud to say Auto-Gard is performing

perfectly in the huge terminal.
It not only protects the passenger area from

moisture, but from dripping car grease, oil and
other contaminants, too.

Auto-Gard works because it's a Neogard fluid ap-
plied elastomeric system with Neoprene waterproof

membranes that bond to the floor in seamless
continuity.

Maybe you could use a system like Auto-
Gard yourself.

THE NEOGARD CORPORATION A subsidiary of JONES-BLAIR COMPANY P.O. Box 35288, Dallas, Texas 75235
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SATELLITE SEATING:
IT TURNS QUIETLY

TO MEET ANY SITUATION.

Flexibly designed to meet multi-media in-
struction demands.

New Satellite Seating lets students pivot
noiselessly toward projection screens or
monitors, letting instructors switch from one
medium to another. Has continuous working
area, plus provisions for student response.

Only the finest materials are used to guar-
antee the kind of seating that will look good,
for years. As for colors, they are chosen for
maximum design flexibility to achieve a total
decorator effect.

For more interesting details on Satellite
Seating, send for our Fixed Seating
Systems catalog. Write Heywood- /S^\, Gardner, Massachusetts fi

or Orillia, Ontario, Canada. V



FOR AIA MEMBERS

Special Pre-Publication Offer
$6 below list price

f

The New 6th Edition of
Ramsey and Sleeper's

ARCHITECTURAL
GRAPHIC

STANDARDS
Prepared by the American Institute of Architects.
Chairman, Editorial Advisory Committee, Harold D.

Hauf, FAIA. Editor, Joseph N. Boaz.

COMPLETELY REVISED under the direction of Institute headquarters, this classic author-
itative guide is now up-to-date to reflect current practice and standards in the 70s.
Continuing in the philosophy of earlier editions, to be a source book and a standards guide
rather than a book of experimental techniques, the new 6th edition contains 657 9" x 12"
all-new plates with entirely new formating to permit the inclusion of much more infor-
mation than in previous editions.

Architectural Graphic Standards will be published in November 1970 at $39.50 per
copy. But by ordering now in advance of publication you can take advantage of the special
pre-publication discount price the AIA has arranged for members: $33.50, a saving of $6.
To order, fill out and mail form below, or the prepaid card facing page 88 . (If payment accom-
panies order, we pay all postage and handling.) Note: Pre-publication orders will be the
first shipped by the publisher in November.

ORDER FORM

Please send copy(s) of Architectural Graphic Standards at the special $33.50 per copy
pre-publication price, to be shipped immediately upon publication in November 1970 to ad-
dress below.

Name Title

Firm

Address ,

City , State Zip

Amount of payment enclosed Bill me
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SEAlTlQHT 'remouldedMembrane VAPOR SEAL

WITH Plasmatic Corn

RUGGED
7 PLY

CONSTRUCTION

Mildew, chipped paint, cracked plaster,
musty smells, masonry efflorescence,
window condensation and floor failures
are all costly effects of excessive mois-
ture migrating into the structure from
the site. Eliminate these problems during
original construction with the application
of a true vapor seal . . . PREMOULDED
MEMBRANE with PLASMATIC Core.
Properly installed, it provides a perma-
nent, inviolate shield that completely iso-
lates the structure from the site. PRE-
MOULDED MEMBRANE Vapor Seal with
PLASMATIC Core provides a constant
water-vapor transmission rating of only
0.003 grains/per square foot/per hour.

Over the years, the dependable waterproofing-vaporproofing qualities
of PREMOULDED MEMBRANE Vapor Seal with PLASMATIC Core
have earned it the enviable reputation as the reliable vapor seal to
protect the tough jobs. On such projects as electronic control areas,
gymnasium floors, industrial white rooms, telephone exchange build-
ings, mechanical equipment rooms, etc., where absolute and perma-
nent protection is required, PREMOULDED MEMBRANE has become
synonymous with successful waterproofing.

Academic research proves that any structure built on or in the
ground will face the problem of moisture migration from the site—
the source of 80% of the moisture entering a structure. Doesn't it
then seem reasonable to provide every structure with the best water-
proof-vaporproof protection available? PREMOULDED MEMBRANE
Vapor Seal with PLASMATIC Core. Especially when you consider all
costs and find that the very best can be installed at a price comparable
or lower than many ineffective, so-called vapor seal materials.

W. R. MEADOWS, INC.
15 KIMBALL STREET • ELGIN, ILLINOIS 60120

For complete information,
request Catalog No. 6.

7
Mea

Other ATLANTA, GEORGIA
p/anf- YORK, PENNSYLVANIA

| WESTON, ONTARIO, CANADA
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EDWARD G. SCHARF & SON!
Construction Cost Consultam

DETAILED ANALYTICAL COST ESTIMATES

First 6 Months 1970

APARTMENTS / TOWNHOUSES

Renovation of Townhouses, Washington, D.C., Harbridge House, Inc. 8 Units
Arlene, Washington, D.C., FHA, Arnold Schlein, McDonald, Williams & Marshall, AIA 9 Units
Denis Apartments Renovations, Washington, D.C. FHA Project 000-44085, Saul Denis,

McDonald, Williams & Marshall, AIA 22 Units
Elderly Housing, St. Louis Housing Authority, Turnkey MO 1-22, R. Elkington, AIA 32 Units
Staffordboro Townhouses, Stafford, Virginia, Virginia Mortgage Banking Co. 45 Units
Keene Mill Station, Fairfax, Virginia, Fleisher Development Corp./Barber & Ross 49 Units
Kimberly Gardens, Sec. II, Laurel, Md., Jacobs/Brown/Gildenhorn, Turnkey MD 15-4, Prince George's

County Housing Authority, Armstrong & Salomonsky, AIA 50 Units
Patrician Towers, Rehoboth Beach, Delaware, Charles Fairchild & Co., Florance & Cohalan, AIA 52 Units
Elderly High Rise, Winooski (Vt.) Housing Authority, Turnkey, VT 6-2, Harper-Drake, AIA 52 Units
D.C. Frontier Housing Development Townhouses, Washington, D.C., Charles Bresler, Bryant & Bryant, AIA r~ " "
Sousa Square, Washington, D.C., FHA, Horning Bros., Duane, Duane & Cahill, AIA 109 Units
Elderly/Family Housing, Presque Isles (Me.) Housing Authority, Turnkey, ME 4-1, Anderson Nichols, AIA 110 Units
Langston Lane Apts., Washington, D.C., Dormic Constr. Co., Edmund Dryfuss, AIA 118 Units
Family/Elderly Housing, Alamogordo (N. Mexico) Housing Authority, Turnkey NM 4-2

John Cornell, Burran Assoc., AIA 150 Units
Family Housing, Petersburg (Va.) Housing Authority, Turnkey VA 20-3, Spigel, Carter, Zinkl & Herman, AIA 150 Units
Elderly Housing, Prince George's County, Md. FHA Project SH-MD-14 D.C. Church Homes, Inc./Savage,

Fogarty, Brinker Constr. Corp., Robt. A. Willgoos, AIA 192 Units
Meade Village, Anne Arundel County (Md.) Housing Authority, Turnkey MD 18-2, Tilman Rosenblatt,

Lawrence A. Mennefee, Jr., AIA 200 Units
Burwood Village, Anne Arundel County (Md.) Housing Authority, Turnkey MD 18-1, Tilman Rosenblatt,

Lawrence A. Mennefee, Jr., A/A 200 Units
University Housg, St. Louis (Mo.) Housing Authority, Turnkey MO 1-20, Schwartz & Henmi, AIA 201 Units
Elderly High Rise, Lowell (Mass.) Housing Authority, Turnkey MASS 1-6, Peabody Constr. Co., Inc.,

Geo. Earl Ross, AIA 208 Units
Elderly Apartments, Brockton (Mass.) Housing Authority, Turnkey MASS 24-7, Housing Development Co.,

Damon, Worley, Cady & Kirk, AIA 318 Units
Edgewood Terrace, Washington, D.C. NCHA, Turnkey, DC 1-46, Mid-City Developers, Bucher-Meyers, AIA 334 Units
Parkview, St. Louis (Mo.) Housing Authority, Turnkey MO 1-19, Jack H. Tyrer, AIA 397 Units
Elderly High Rise, Brockton (Mass.) Housing Authority, Turnkey, MASS 24-6, Alco Universal, Inc.,

DeVries Assoc., AIA 400 Units
Modular Housing Concepts, Washington, D.C., Urban Systems Development Corporation, Div. of Westinghouse 450 Units
Rolling Brook Townhouses, Woodbridge, Va., Charles Fairchiid & Co., Bucher-Meyers, AIA 450 Units
Germantown Park, Germantown, Md. Mid-City Developers, Rogers, Taliaferro, Kostritsky & Lamb, AIA 675 Units

GOVERNMENTS—FEDERAL / STATE / LOCAL / FOREIGN

Subway Substation, Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, Norair Engr. Corp.,
DeLeuw, Gather & Co./Harry Weese, AIA $ 23,000

Monocacy Pine Cliff Park, Frederick County, Md., Joseph B. Nelson, AIA 75,000
Miscellaneous Improvements, Central Intelligence Agency, McLean, Va., Saunders & Pearson, AIA 100,000
NASA-ERTS Tracking Facility, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md., Bryant & Bryant, AIA 220,000
Marumsco Creek Park Community Center, Prince William County, Va., Johnson Page Construction Inc.,

Spector, Peake & Howell, AIA 250,000
White House Alterations, Washington, D.C., Saunders & Pearson, AIA 400,000
New Firehouse, Baltimore, Md., Constantine Courpas/Jhe Associated Architects & Planners 1,400,000
Fourth District Police Station House, Washington, D.C., McGaughan & Johnson, AIA 1,500,000
Parking Garage & Power Plant, State Circle Complex, Annapolis, Md., Albert Gipe Assoc./Wrenn Lewis &

Jenks, AlA/Henry Powell Hopkins, FAIA 2,000,000
Brazilian Embassy Chancery, Washington, D.C., Humphreys & Harding Constr. Co., Leo Daly & Co., AIA 2,500,000
Water Supply Improvement Project, Government of Guyana, South America, Harold T. Smith, Inc.,

Jas. M. Montgomery, Inc., Engineers 3,500,000

CHURCHES

Education Wing, Church of the Redeemer, Bowie, Md., Charles A. Richards, AIA 50,000
Park Road Community Church, Washington, D.C., Bryant & Bryant, AIA 220,000
Simmons Memorial Baptist Church School & Addition, Baltimore, Md., Sutton & Campbell, AIA 300,000
Christ Lutheran Church, Replacement Cost, Washington, D.C. 600,000
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PROBLEM:

STC-49

SOLUTION;

THCRMAFIBER =
Blanket ,

fbrSbund Control

Wall Partition
STC-59

CHANNEL

LAYERS
|y "

SHEETROCK
WALLBOARD

STUP

tSound Transmission (

It simply adds up to better sound isolation with THERMAFIBER* Blanke

Only slight increase in partition costs occur when THERMAFIBER Sou
Control Blankets are added. Yet lab tests (TL 67-212—TL 67-239) show drams
increase in sound control. • Get all the details. Sound out your U.S.G. rep
sentative. Or write us at 101 S. Wacker Drive, Dept. AIA-010, Chicago, III. 606i

UNITED STATES GYPSUM
*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.



AEROFIN LANDS
another LANDMARK

Each floor features multiple tempera-
ture control zones with individually reg-
ulated HEATING/AIR-CONDITIONING Iflllli

First National Bank Tower, tallest in Atlanta
and the largest office building in the Southeast is comfort-controlled by 207 Aerofin Coils.

This 41-story sentinel commands the commercial and cosmopolitan hub
of the entire Southeast — Atlanta.
Aerofin Heat Transfer Coils provide modular heating and cooling
control of over 1 million sq. ft. of floor space. Such massive comfort
conditioning starts with Aerofin's smooth tapered fin design (14 fins
to the inch). Positive fin/tube thermal bond delivers high capacity per-
formance—without eating up costly space.
Planning a new building? Improving an old one? Call for Aerofin's
widely used heat exchange technical help.

PROFESSIONALS AT WORK: Architect: Emery Roth
& Sons, New York—Finch, Alexander, Barnes, Roths-
child & Paschal, Atlanta • General Contractor: Henry
C. Beck Company, Atlanta & Dallas • Mechanical
Contractor and Air-Conditioning Contractor: Sam
P. Wallace & Company • Consulting Engineer: Joseph
R. Loring & Associates.

Type C
Cooling Coil

Also Types BNF steam
preheat and reheat—
and Type B Flexitube

steam reheat coils used.

CORPORATION • LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA
Aerofin is sold only by manufacturers of fan system apparatus. List on request.

AEROFIN OFFICES: Atlanta • Boston • Chicago • Cleveland • Dallas • New York • Philadelphia • San Francisco • Toronto • Montreal
AEROFIN CORPORATION (CANADA) LTD., Gananoque, Ontario
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Fabrication and installation ease of

stainless steel flashings
proved in new Eugene, Oregon,

department store job.

•



•I

e stainless sheets marked up here for press
rk, were formed by the mechanical con-
ctor, Temp-Control Corp., Portland.

Pre-forming JalTEX stainless steel sheets at the
Temp-Control Corp. plant. Edges for joining were
crimped one-half inch for flat-seam joining.

Pre-formed stainless sheets are
ready for shipment to the job site.

stacked

Pre-formed parts of Type 304, 26 gauge JalTEX
stainless steel were delivered to the site by the
mechanical contractor.

Formability, corrosion resistance and com-
patability with other materials were reasons
why dead-soft JalTEX stainless steel was
specified for through-wall counter flashing,
base flashing, gutters, parapets and roof
capping for the Meier & Frank Co. depart-
ment store in the new Valley River Shop-
ping Center in Eugene, Oregon.

Robert Wynkoop, local branch manager
of Temp-Control, mechanical contractors,
reported that this was the first job his com-
pany had done with JalTEX stainless. "It
is so much easier in forming and installa-
tion that JalTEX stainless steel must be
costing us less in production time and
effort," Wynkoop stated.

All forming was done in Temp-Control's
Portland plant. Sections were bent to con-
form to gutters, parapets and the like. In-
stalled gutter sections were held by stain-
less steel clips secured with stainless steel
nails, eliminating the need for nailing
through metal. Conventional solder was
used for strong joints.

Pre-formed flashings were easily positioned
prior to joining.

MEIER & FRANK CO.
a Div. The May Department Stores Co.

ARCHITECT:
Bear, McNeil, Bloodworth & Hawes

PROJECT ARCHITECT:
Seaton B. Griswold

ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT:
Peterson & Smith

DESIGN CONSULTANTS:
Raymond Loewy/William Snaith, Inc.

MECHANICAL CONTRACTOR:
Temp-Control Corp., Portland, Ore.

STAINLESS STEEL DISTRIBUTOR:
Esco Corp., Eugene, Ore.

JalTEX:
304 Stainless, .018", 2B Finish

Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation
Stainless and Strip Division

21000 Mound Road, Warren, Michigan 48090 STAINLESS
Circle 136 on information card



Do you have that special feel-
ing each new creation is your
dream project? Are you the kind
of man who cares about the per-
fect blend of functional and
aesthetic values in the buildings
you design? If you are, then you
arethe kind of man who probably
already knows Watson well. You
know Watson because Watson
makes the bank and court-house

equipment that is flexible enough
to meet your specifications, re-
gardless of the nature of your
design. You know Watson, be-
cause Watson reliability will keep
your clients satisfied for many
useful years. So go ahead. Be a
dream chaser. Watson is there to
help.
Watson Manufacturing Company
Jamestown, New York 14701

WATSON

Are you aDream Chaser?
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We have something to hide.

It's out of sight. An Albina
window washing system
doesn't fracture the design
of today's clean-lined
buildings.

Albina's l ow-p ro f i l e Uni-
Track® carriage and scaffolding
roll away, then move to posi-
tion on built-in tracks or road-
way when ready for use. Fast.
Inconspicuous.

And safe. The system meets
the nation's toughest safety
regulations—New York State's.
With BSA approval number
5525. That's another important
reason you'll find so many Man-
hattan buildings equipped with
Albina powered scaffolding.

Circle 221 on information card

The power is provided by a
pair of Albina Climbers®. Con-
trols for both vertical power
units are mounted in the center
of the safety rail so one man
can operate both controls to
assure level raising and lower-
ing of the platform. The vertical
control is a spring-loaded

switch—always in "stop" posi-
tion unless it's pressed down.
A fai l-safe system prevents
movement as well as overload-
ing of the p la t fo rm. Cable
drums are equipped with posi-
tive control level-wind mecha-
nism for added safety.

All Albina scaffolding equip-
ment compl ies wi th ANSI
standards for powered plat-
forms.

Let Albina engineers help
you design a safe "hideaway"
window washing system for
your buildings. For specifica-
tions and engineering data, see
your local authorized dealer, or
write Albina.

ALBINA ENGINE AND MACHINE WORKS
A Division <i/ 1>ILLI>'GHA.M CORPORATION

2100 N. Albina Ave.
Portland, Oregon 97208
503/294-1131



Bold Bid
For
Big Business

Denmark, a nation of less than 5 million, has
embarked upon an airport project which will
cost close to an estimated $500 million — a
project which proves that the Danes are plot-
ting a steady course as an air nation.

From the looks of it, there wasn't any red
tape to cut when the question of a new jet-
port for Copenhagen came up in Denmark.
The Danes all seemed to agree that no matter
the cost, such a facility is a basic need.

In February 1969, the Minister of Public
Works presented a bill to the Danish Parlia-
ment, suggesting the location of a new air-
port. In April, the bill was approved; in May,
four engineering firms were selected as con-
sultants; in August, their preliminary report
was ready; in October, they sent their final
report to the Airport Planning Committee
and now, generalized designs, runway con-
figurations, estimated cost and timetables
have been developed; forecasts of passen-
ger and cargo traffic have been made.

With such speed, one would expect con-
struction to get started within a year or two.
But that's not how the Danes have figured it
out. Design of the terminals will begin only
in 1975 and the airport itself will open in
1985. The reason for this is planning that
makes economical sense:

Kastrup, Copenhagen's present airport, is
due for expansion which will carry it up to
1985. That year, it will have reached its ab-

DENMARK

' SWEDEN

SALTHOLM
MALMO

solute capacity. Income from Kastrup, after
payment for the expansion, will go to the
Saltholm fund. Therefore, in order to get
this fund as large as possible and also in or-
der to get the fullest return possible on
the investment for expansion, Kastrup will
be used as long as feasible.

With an opening date for Saltholm as
early as 1980, income from Kastrup would
still be so low that the new facility would
start out with a deficit that would not even
be absorbed after the 10th year of operation.
Given five more years, with a 1985 opening,
Saltholm will have a fund from Kastrup so
much larger that the airport will yield a
working profit in its second year.

Hoping that Norway and Sweden would
take part in the venture, Denmark invited the
two to participate. The three nations have,
after all, been the so-called United Nations
of the Air since shortly after World War II,
when they formed Scandinavian Airlines
System. But the two declined, so now, Den-
mark undauntedly goes the long way alone.

When it opens, Saltholm will be able to
accommodate about 40 million passengers
annually, which is about 25 percent over the
estimate for Copenhagen. The ultimate ca-
pacity is set at 60 million.

The Danes, then, are moving into a posi-
tion which will place them well ahead in the
air-game for years to come. And while get-
ting there, they can sit back and follow the
international development in the field, reap-
ing other nation's experiences with airport
layout.

However, the consultants to Saltholm and
SAS, which contributes almost 70 percent to
Copenhagen's air traffic, have naturally
formed some opinions about terminal design.
Their interest centers around two main
types: the linear, in a chain configuration,
and the satellite (see AIA JOURNAL, Sept.,
pp. 40 and 35, Houston Intercontinental and
Dallas/Fort Worth Regional Airports). The
former, with centralized functions and con-
nections to planes through short fingers, is
most suitable for collective surface transpor-
tation; the latter, with decentralized func-
tions and direct connections to planes, is best
suited for individual land traffic.

Whichever is chosen, the individual units

will be of moderate size, each capable of
handling 5 to 8 million passengers yearly.
Cost of the plans would be about the same.

According to Henrik Kiby, SAS project
manager for Saltholm, the use of mobile
lounges has not been considered so far. This,
he thinks, is mostly because of the general
opinion that they lead to increased running
expenses for passenger handling and also be-
cause of the severe difficulties foreseen with
this system in connection with the handling
of large capacity aircraft and unwanted traf-
fic on the Tarmac. In the final analysis of
terminal type, Kiby says, their possible use
will be reconsidered.

Saltholm, an island which consists of lime-
stone under 3 feet of moraine clay and sand,
is located between Denmark and Sweden
and presently occupied by two families. Its
size is 5.8 square miles but it will be built out
to almost double that with 535 million cubic
feet of sandy soil to provide for the seven
runways it will have when completed.

A tunnel about a quarter of a mile long
will connect Saltholm with the Copenhagen
area; its six lanes will be blended into the
roadsystem in and around the Danish capi-
tal. One lane in each direction will be re-
served for high-speed buses, which will stop
at strategic points in the city. The require-
ment for a rapid transit system on rails is,
the airport consultants agree, not likely to
occur during the present century. However,
in order to keep traffic in line with the road-
system of greater Copenhagen, public trans-
port will be encouraged and private cars will
most likely have to pay toll for use of the
tunnel.

When Kastrup operations have been trans-
ferred to Saltholm, the intention is to make
a Copenhagen area/Saltholm/Sweden bridge
connection. The entire traffic capacity of the
tunnel will be needed for the airport traffic
and the bridge, it is expected, will mainly
carry local traffic.

Not only the new airport but also the
bridge will bring industrial and commercial
development to the region. And Saltholm,
built from the start for supersonic transports,
stands every chance of becoming Europe's
major air gateway for passengers as well as
for cargo. BESS BALCHEN

Site of Denmark's
new airport, now in
planning stages, is
the island of Salt-
holm between Den-
mark and Sweden.
Plan shows one sug-
gestion for facility,
which will handle 60
million passengers a
year when completed.
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Not all conductive tile
shrinks after installation

Precision-cut Condulite*not only dissipates electrostatic charges,
but it also guards against bacterial contamination
between tiles. Even after years of cleaning with harsh chemicals
and heavy traffic, you still have a smooth, sanitary floor.

The secret is our special formulation that resists shrinking. In
addition, it resists dents . . . prevents chipping and
cracking . . . provides quiet underfoot comfort. . . stays good
looking years longer.

What's more, Condulite is faster and easier to install.
There's no need for added labor and materials costs for copper
stripping. Our special adhesive is both an adhesive and
a conductor.

When installed according to directions, Condulite meets the
requirements of the NFPA Standard 56, Section 252

and Federal Specifications SS-T-312. Listed by Underwriters'
Laboratories, Inc., each Condulite installation is backed
by a five year written guarantee.

Available in six colors, Condulite is ideal for operating
rooms, intensive care units, and laboratories . . . wherever
maximum safety, minimum maintenance, and lasting
durability are mandatory.

For more information and samples of the
conductive tile that won't shrink, call or write the
Burke Floor Covering Division, or your
local Burke Representative.

BURKE RUBBER COMPANY
2250 South Tenth St. / San Jose, Calif. 95112 / (408) 297-3500

There's Condulite, for example.



Let's Be Seated-
More
Comfortably

Hard, sterile and impersonal — that's how
passengers describe most airport departure
lounges. Max Jacobson, architectural student
at the University of California at Berkeley,
whose interest in such lounges was sparked
by Robert Sommer's "The Lonely Airport
Crowd" in Air Travel, April 1969, con-
ducted an interview with air travelers and
presents here some ideas for improvements.

Why don't air terminals have comfortable,
friendly holding gates for the travelers? Most
airlines — and certainly mo'st at the smaller
terminals — don't provide more than what
amounts to storage rooms, and along with
them a feeling of loneliness and alienation.

No doubt one could suggest that econom-
ics, ease of maintenance or lack of imagina-
tion are the deterrent factors. But perhaps
these factors are irrelevant if we cannot state
with some assurance that passengers would
indeed want pleasanter departure lounges.
What is lacking, maybe, is knowledge about
the users' feelings and preferences. However,
when terms are heard such as impersonality,
loneliness, alienation and sterility in connec-
tion with the waiting lounges, the time has
come when the user must be consulted.

Consequently, we asked travelers to de-
scribe how they felt about the holding gate
they were sitting in (a gate at a West Coast
airport) and then to describe their ideal imag-
inary lounges. The room we visited is about

Parallel seating is good for storage of pack-
ages and bundles but bad for intimate, even
casual, conversation. Better seating fixtures
and arrangements are suggested at right.

55x25 feet; it has beige walls, white ceiling,
white linoleum floor and fluorescent lighting.
It has 35 yellow plastic form chairs, four in
a row, back to back. The entire wall facing
the apron is composed of curtain wall glass
and plastic panels. Michelangelo Antonioni
could probably use this room as the set for
one of his movies.

In our interview, we depended mainly on
a semantic-differential or forced-type ques-
tionnaire, in which the subject is offered a
number of bipolar word pairs with a seven-
step graduated scale between them. This tech-
nique is biased toward those who are quite
competent with the English language; on the
other hand, it enables the average subject to
express rather personal feelings anonymously
and therefore encourages him to respond
honestly.

The essence of the answers from the 36
passengers interviewed was that they found
the lounge both hard and impersonal. They
expressed desire for a soft and personal
lounge, at the same time more active and po-
tent (the opposite of sterile).

Sex or age made no difference in the an-
swers; neither did the purpose of the travel-
ers' trips. The only significant difference was
that women were more interested than men
in having their ideal lounge "precise."

How can lounges be improved to make
passengers feel that they are in a more hu-
man space?

The use of warm colors and the introduc-
tion of softer materials such as carpeting on
the floor and a warmer lighting overhead
would help. But primary culprit is the paral-
lel, back-to-back seating. Although the first
goal of the airlines is to have a functional air-
port, it sti l l should not be difficult (or ex-
pensive) to provide holding gates with:
• conversation areas for groups of up to four
people
• some degree of identity and consequently
some degree of privacy
• a place or places for temporary storage of
coats and small parcels.

Finally, the seating must be flexible enough
to accommodate the mix of group sizes oc-
curring at each departure without requiring
excessive janitorial service.

The conditions which promote conversa-
tion between people are quite specific: The
conversants will either want to sit facing one
another directly or at some angle toward each
other so that visual contact is maintained
without neck strain. The distance between
them should be less than 5Vz feet but no
more than 2V2 feet. The conditions which
promote a feeling of privacy are dependent
on the degree of crowdedness in the room.
However, if two strangers don't wish to con-
verse but must sit quite close, they will prefer
to sit at an angle away from each other, if not
back to back.

The parallel seating so often found in pub-
lic waiting spaces simply does not allow for
either comfortable conversation or for ade-
quate privacy. If two people in these parallel
seats want to converse, they must twist
around to face each other and simultaneously
lean back so that they can see each other
without crossing their eyes. More often, one
person will simply give up and stand in front
of the seated friend. These difficulties are
compounded in groups of three or four.

That parallel seating doesn't provide ade-
quate privacy between adjacent seats is dem-
onstrated by the frequent empty seats be-
tween occupied end seats. Also, occupants
of parallel seating will often place their coats
or parcels on the next seat to prevent some-
one from sitting so close. (The distance per
se is not the critical factor. Back-to-back
seats do provide adequate privacy.)

An alternate scheme would involve group-
ing seats around low tables and allowing the
seats to rotate 90 degrees to the right and
left. This arrangement is completely flexible,
allowing for any mix of group sizes. It pro-
vides good conversation configurations for
any size group and allows for privacy be-
tween groups and for single travelers. Fur-
ther, no straightening up is required after
departure.

Since the passenger is indeed sensitive to
his surroundings, the lounge designed with
his comfort in mind will be perceived as a
personal space. When he finds that his need
for privacy is respected, his attitude toward
waiting—and probably the airline — will
change. He will get a respite from the stress
and alienation of modern public life. D
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Instant
side-by-side
product
comparison
on microfilm?

Da tan

16-Division
CSI Format
reference

Spec-Data®
sheet reference
(if available)

Catalog
section
reference

-DOORS, WINDOWS &
HOOD DOORS

FLUSH
SOLID

DATA...CART/FRAME

-CATALOG CART/FRAME

MARKET AREAS

TRADE NAMES

,DIMENSIONS — HEIGHT,FT-IN
(MAXIMUM) --WIDTH, FT-IN

--THICKNESS,IN

VARIATIONS — PLAIN
--SASH/LITE
--LOUVERED
--DECORATOR

CORE CONSTRUCTION
--SOLID CORE
--HOLLOW CORE

MATERIALS — CORE
--FACING
--EDGES
--STILES/RAILS
--PANELS

COLOR/FINISH
PREFINISHED
U N F I N I S H E D
SANDED
SEALED/PRIMED
PLASTIC-LAMINATE FACED
COATED

UNIQUE/SPECIAL FEATURES

SOUND TRANSMISSION

SELECTOR GRID
UILDING PRODUCT FILE

DICATES OTHER CUSTOM VARIATIONS AVAILABLE

MORGAN COMPANY
601 OREGON STREET
OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN
54901

MORGAN COMPANY
601 OREGON STREET
OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN
54901

PAI N E LUMBER CO., DIV.
OF GENERAL PLYWOOD CORP.
P.O. BOX 1403,
LOUI S V I L L E , KY. 40201

SPEC DATA SPEC DATA SPEC DATA

CATALOG'.'.'.'.'.'.zooY/YiTz "CATALOG"""""zoo' i /Visz "CATALOG~~.~~.~~.Vooz/oYis

SOFTWOOD/PARTICtE/FIBRE
VENEERS, LAMINATES,0'LAY
HARDWOOD/PINE

M I N E R A L
HARDWOOD V E N E E R S
FIREPROOFED HAROWOOD

WOOD/MINERAL
VENEERS/PLASTIC
HATCHED HARDWOOD

PREFINISHED
UNFINISHED
SANDED
SEALED/PRIMED
PLASTIC-LAMINATE FACED

PREFINISHED
UNFINISHED
SANDED
SEALED/PRIMED SEALED

PLASTIC-LAMINATE FACED

PREFITTING AND
P R E M A C H I N I N G A V A I L A B L E

P R E F I T T I N G AND
PREMACHINING AVAILABLE

PREFITTING ANO
PREMACHINING A V A I L A B L E

Generic
product
descriptors

Manufacturers'
product data

The Building'Products File sim-
plifies and speeds the selection of
construction products with the
unique Product Selector feature,
the most efficient time and cost
saving information system
available. Through computer
technology, primary product
characteristics have been
extracted from manufacturers'
catalogs, stored in computer data
banks, and reproduced on micro-
film allowing you to search by
product characteristic.
The Building Products File also

includes a Manufacturers' Index,
Brand Name Index and a Catalog
Section of 150,000 pages of catalog
data as well as Spec-Data sheets.
Over 3,000 manufacturers (5,000
by late 1970) are represented and
coded to the 16-Division CSI
Format for Construction
Specifications.

Developed jointly by The Con-
struction Specifications Institute
and Information Handling Services
Division of Indian Head Inc.
Save time and dollars tomorrow—

request a personal demonstration
today!

I am interested in a personal demonstration.

n S Have your
3

Name

Firm Name

Address

City

representative call for an appointment.

Firm Type

Phone

State

Title

Zip

• nf ormation
• HANDLING SERVICES

Division of Indian Head Inc.—Dept. B
5500 South Valentia Way
Denver Technological Center
Englewood, Colorado 80110
Call collect (303) 771-2600 Ext. 290 A



Architectural
Inquiry
Highlighted

Research papers on industrialized housing,
behavioral patterns, urban transportation
and other subjects will be presented at the
annual Architect-Researcher's Conference in
Cincinnati on November 1-3. Further infor-
mation regarding the papers, abstracted here,
may be obtained from the authors.

Architectural Research in Britain. Geoffrey
Broadbent, Portsmouth Polytechnic, Eng-
land.

Architectural research in Britain before
the Oxford Conference in 1959. The devel-
opment groups. The development of research
standards by bringing researchers from other
fields such as environmental physics, psy-
chology, sociology, etc. Research at various
levels: spasmodic, descriptive, predictive.
Formulation of new architectural theories.
Work of the RIBA Research Committee
with discussion of paper on strategies for
architectural research. Application of re-
search results into practice. Some case
studies: Cambridge; University College, Lon-
don; Strathclyde; Portsmouth; etc.

Are the New European Building Systems
Applicable to US Housing Needs? Helmut
Schulitz, University of California at Los
Angeles.

The introduction of well-known European
building systems to the US is based on the
erroneous assumption of similarities between
the financial, technological and sociological
situations in the US and Europe. The exist-
ing European systems were designed to over-
come the pressing postwar housing needs,
and many still apply technologies and man-
agement techniques of 20 years ago. A "new
generation" of European building systems is
now being developed which is little known
in the US. The new concepts differ from the
older systems in their ability to adapt to
changing user requirements, physical deteri-
oration, functional obsolescence and reuse.
This paper examines these new systems and
their applicability to the US.

Behavioral Research for Architectural Plan-
ning. Lawrence Wheeler and Ewing Miller,
University of Arizona and Ewing Miller As-
sociates.

Ten years of work are discussed in which
analyses of responses to constructed environ-
ments have been performed by a psycholo-
gist on behalf of a firm of architects. This
has involved campus residence halls, general
campus environmental factors and responses

of working people to physical factors in
many offices. More than 3,000 respondents
have contributed material for these projects.
The results have been instrumental in im-
proving building designs. Communication
between the behavioral scientist and the ar-
chitect has improved as a common vocabu-
lary developed and each professional could
understand the implications of his own work
in terms of the needs of others.

BIDS: A Regional Economic Information
and Analysis System for the Building Indus-
try. David S. Haviland, Rensselaer Polytech-
nic Institute.

One of the major problems facing owners,
architects, contractors, labor and others who
participate in the building industry is that
they must operate in a market about which
they have very limited information. A re-
gionally oriented, industrywide construction
information and analysis system which at-
tempts to provide some of this information
for industry decision makers is now under
development at RPI. The concepts behind
the project were presented to AR/5 in Wis-
consin two years ago; this presentation will
note progress and results to date.

Breaking the Box Barrier in Industrialized
Housing. Edward Allen, Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology.

A nonmodular, fully automated building
system is proposed as a preferred alterna-
tive to panel or box systems. A synthetic
multipurpose material is pumped in liquid
form to a moving placement device which
extrudes it as a course of solid material
bonded to previously placed courses. The
resulting single-piece structure includes
floors, walls and roof. Participation of the
user in design and construction is effected
through his creative interaction with the
computer system which controls the moving
placement device. An almost limitless range
of shapes and sizes of dwellings is made
available to the user, and no cost penalty is
incurred through the building of nonrepeti-
tious or irregular forms.

A Building System for Ghanaian Housing.
J.P.R. Falconer, Washington University.

One objective of Ghanaian research is the
exploitation of indigenous materials for im-
proved, less costly housing. This paper de-
scribes a cooperative program between the
University of Science and Technology, Ku-
masi, and Washington University, St. Louis,
directed at greater utilization of timber, the
most abundant yet least utilized local building
material. Design consists of an "open" fram-
ing system, forming a planning and building
unit of shop-fabricated posts, beams and
connections which facilitate horizontal and
vertical extensions by self-help and mutual-
aid methods. Roofing and walling alterna-
tives include traditional on-site techniques,
craft industry products and shop-fabricated
panel systems. A prototype was erected on
the Kumasi campus to test fabrication and
assembly procedures. Cost and performance
data were obtained on which to base recom-
mendations to industry and housing agen-
cies. Lessons learned here may be applica-
ble to other low cost housing projects.

Building Systems — Why Concrete? Samuel
Aroni, University of California at Los An-
geles.

Concrete has been used extensively in
building systems abroad, and its use in the
US is rapidly increasing. What are the prob-
lems and the advantages of concrete build-
ing systems? Consideration is given to a va-
riety of questions, including flexibility,
weight, joints, appearance, acceptance, un-
skilled labor, etc. What is the promise of new
developments? Fast setting cements could
speed up production and reduce costs; poly-
mer concrete and fiber reinforcement could
significantly improve mechanical properties
and durability; chemical prestressing could
reduce cracking; and aerated concrete tech-
nology could produce lightweight elements
of superior insulation. These questions and
directions of needed research are discussed,
with various illustrated examples.

Controlled Density Concrete for Housing
Construction. William H. Wilson, University
of Oklahoma.

Conventional concrete weighs about 145
pounds per cubic foot with a strength of
3,000 psi. To prevent condensation from
forming, an exterior wall would have to be
20 inches thick. Reducing the density to 70
pcf can produce a 6-inch wall without con-
densation with strength adequate for wall
bearing structures three floors high. Light
aggregates, chemical gas cells, air cells and
combinations can produce controlled den-
sity concretes. With proper mix design,
shrinkage controls and precasting techniques,
low cost housing can be manufactured as a
systems design process. A pilot building is
presently under construction in Teheran,
Iran. Other US projects are presently being
designed. Research has been underway since
1964 in Oklahoma.

Denning the Facility Needs of a Regional
Data Processing Center: A Programmer's
Workbook. William F. Winslow, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute.

The programmer's workbook is designed
to assist 12 local planning teams in program-
ming essentially similar to regional educa-
tional data processing centers in New York
State. Viewing the facility programming
process as a translation from educational ad-
ministrative and operating needs to the phys-
ical space required to house those needs, the
workbook leads the programming team
through several interconnected steps. Early
steps deal in terms with which a center's ad-
ministrators can identify: departments, staff-
ing patterns, specific activities, meeting needs
and hardware configurations. Later steps
translate this information to architectural
terms: spaces, square footages, door sizes,
acoustical barriers and other physical re-
quirements.

Demonstration of Techniques to Simulate
Exterior and Interior Spatial Environment.
Henry Wright, Kansas State University.

Demonstration of methods for simulating
exterior and interior architectural space with
special emphasis on natural and artificial
lighting and combinations of natural and ar-

continued on page 78
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New
lumber grading
rules are here:

On Sept. 1, new softwood lumber standards
became effective. Newly published grading
rules are uniform for all species of softwood
dimension lumber. PS-20-70 establishes
new lumber sizes and relationships between
unseasoned and dry lumber dimensions.

WWPA's new 1970 Rules are based on these
standards. They're just off the press, ready for
your use. Mail the coupon for more information
or a copy of these rules. Do it today!

Enclosed is $1 for a copy of WWPA's new 1970
Grading Rules.

G Please send free product catalogs and other
materials based on the new standards.

Western Wood Products Association
Yeon Building
Portland, Oregon 97204/w\J
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Public
Service

of
Canada

HISTORICAL
ARCHITECT

Department of Indian Affairs
and Northern Development

OTTAWA
Salary to $17,200

The National Historic Sites Service of the Depart-
ment of Indian Affairs and Northern Development
requires an Historical Architect as Assistant Head
of the Architectural History Section in Ottawa.
The successful applicant will: plan and direct the
work of the Canadian Inventory of Historic Buildings,
a long-term program designed to identify and record
Canada's surviving architectural heritage; direct the
preparation of architectural analyses of historic
structures and of research into the origins and de-
velopment of architectural styles.
Basic qualifications are university graduation from a
course of recognized standing in architecture, with
additional training or experience in restoration archi-
tecture or history of architecture. The ability to direct
staff and supervise research is essential. Additional
training in the field of history would be an asset.
Candidates must be eligible for certification or regis-
tration as professional architects in Canada.
For further information, please forward application
and detailed curriculum vitae to: APPLIED SCIENCES
PROGRAM, PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF
CANADA, OTTAWA 4, ONTARIO, CANADA, Tele-
phone: (613) 996-3990 quoting reference number
70-230-5.

FOR LEARNING LABORATORIES

SPECIFY AUDIO

AUDIO-TUTORIAL SYSTEMS* equipment is a

must for individualized instruction laboratories.

When you are called upon to design a school or

college, educational technology will have to be built

into the learning/living spaces. Over two hundred

schools, universities, and junior/community col-

leges use AUDIO-TUTORIAL SYSTEMS® equip-

ment. We'd like to tell you why we think you should

specify our equipment. We design solely for the

educational market and we do our own installa-

tion and service to offer you a complete system.

AUDIO-TUTORIAL SYSTEMS®

Division of Burgess Publishing Company

426 S. 6th St., Minneapolis, Minn. 55415
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Inquiry from page 76

tificial lighting. These techniques were de-
veloped with the use of a Heliodon and a
snorkle camera that was perfected under a
research grant from Smith, Hinchman &
Grylls. Methods have been devised which
enable a student to actually "get into" models
of convenient size, view them from the
usual eye level and analyze a space relative
to the light level within the interior models.
This space simulation technique permits stu-
dents to form more relevant value judgments
between design alternatives. Color slides and
the snorkle camera will be used to demon-
strate these techniques.

Egress Arrangements in University Resi-
dences. R. S. Ferguson, National Research
Council of Canada.

Some results of a study program which ex-
amines historical, social and technical as-
pects of building regulations are reported.
The program's purpose is to develop con-
cepts or assumptions which help to solve
the practical problems arising in the develop-
ment and use of Canada's national build-
ing code. A primary assumption acknowl-
edges building as an environmental control.
A corollary is that regulations apply only
where building as a control fails. These fail-
ures can be remedied by specific knowledge
which, experience shows, replaces regula-
tion. Some specific problems and solutions
related to university residences, including
the concept of "suite," generic plans and
occupancy characteristics, are discussed.

The Grid House: A Prototype Low Cost
Self-Help Housing System. Richard S. Le-
vine, University of Kentucky.

The Grid House concept incorporates
ideas about construction, space planning and
community organization. The house is de-
fined by three-dimensional perimeter con-
crete grid walls in which all functions are
housed. The grid walls define large interior
spaces that become community or family,
social spaces not having to serve particu-
larized functions. The approach to construc-
tion is the maximum localization of the
building process. A few basic raw materials
are delivered to the site together with the in-
dustrially made, reusable forming system.
Forms walk up grid walls as they are cast.
The simple process uses unskilled labor and
the nature of the system encourages growth,
from dwelling to community.

Judicial Facilities Study. A. Benjamin Han-
dler, University of Michigan.

This paper describes a study designed to
develop performance standards for all the
facilities concerned with the administration
of justice. Recently completed, it was jointly
sponsored by The American Institute of Ar-
chitects and the American Bar Association
and financed by the Ford Foundation. The
paper deals with the scope of the study, how
the problem was analyzed and the results
obtained. It consists of the following: nature
and scope of the problem; theoretical and
conceptual framework; and methodology
employed to derive facility requirements
from a study of the judicial system, its com-

ponents and specialized procedures. Among
the topics discussed are: analysis of objec-
tives; critical examination of operations; ac-
tivity, people and space identification; move-
ment and other communication patterns;
spatial dispositions; environmental criteria;
and spatial quantities.

"My House": Scattered Site Equity Housing.
Joel P. Zingeser, Caudill Rowlett Scott (on
leave with the National Bureauof Standards).

A description of the areas of investigation
data gathering and analysis approach and
findings of a study conducted for the City of
Hartford Redevelopment Agency. The pur-
pose was to determine the feasibility of de-
veloping 235/236 housing on five vacant,
scattered sites. Areas of investigation in-
cluded: the families, the neighborhoods, the
economics of housing, site analysis and the
regulations governing housing. The data
gathering and analysis approach included:
direct meetings, field notes, a tote board ana-
log, housing activity cards sessions, "draw-
my-house" sessions, neighborhood meetings,
school enrollment analysis, housing confer-
ence, "squatters" (brainstorming sessions)
and a computer model for simultaneous cor-
relation of program, land use and economic
factors. The findings indicated the unique-
ness of the moderate income family in Hart-
ford, the history, characteristics and con-
cerns of the neighborhoods, the cost of hous-
ing, the physical problems of developing the
vacant sites and the means of implementing
the 235/236 program.

On the Development of Functional Design
Methodology for Health Care Facilities.
Ernest W. Parti, Carnegie-Mellon University.

The process of designing health care fa-
cilities is evolving from intuitive methods to
more formal computerized procedures in
order to satisfy the increasingly restrictive
and complex functional requirements for
modern health care. This paper presents a
general framework for the functional design
of health care facilities in which the specific
problem of designing general hospitals is
discussed. This functional design process is
examined with regard to general procedures
of decomposing the hospital system into its
elementary component parts, methods for
determining relationships between these parts
and techniques of synthesizing the parts into
innovative design.

Operation GREAT: Computer Application
to Architectural Design. Sheldon Lee Anon-
sen, Ellerbe Architects.

Interactive computer graphics is a tool
which has immense potential for use by ar-
chitects in the design process. It permits the
architect to make design decisions in real
time while being assisted by the computer in
maintaining desired functional requirements.
It also permits continuous cost control during
the design process. In an effort to determine
the feasibility of using interactive graphics
in our current practice, Ellerbe Architects
initiated and funded the research project
"Operation GREAT," using the facilities of
the Hybrid Computer Laboratory at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota. The results of this re-
search project were extremely favorable.

A Policy for Industrialization of the Building
Sector. Arthur D. Bernhardt, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.

This paper describes a policy for develop-
ing the mobile home industry and for using
this industry as a catalyst for radical indus-
trialization of the building sector. Aiming to
substantially increase the industry's efficiency
and responsiveness to user needs, an indus-
trial organization analysis along with explor-
atory and normative forecasts determines for
the industry its optimal politically feasible
development direction, indicating its future
role within the housing sector. A course of
action to effect this role is recommended. As
a case study, the paper outlines the future
role of the architectural profession and iden-
tifies criteria for the corresponding reorien-
tation of architectural education.

Research in Environmental Engineering.
Frank J. Powell, National Bureau of Stand-
ards.

Aspects of the research program of the
Environmental Engineering Section, Build-
ing Research Division, NBS, are given. Se-
lected current research efforts are presented
and discussed in terms of problem definition,
technical approach for study and experimen-
tation and progress achieved. Subject areas
include thermal performance of whole build-
ings, heating and cooling loads, mechanical
systems and controls, air movement and dis-
tribution, indoor air pollution and air clean-
ing and the computerization of environmen-
tal engineering problems.

Research in Joints and Jointing for Compo-
nent Building. Tibor Csizmadia, Washington
University.

The "open" system, about which there is
much talk and which implies Utopian cata-
logs of compatible building components, is
a long way off, mainly because of the prob-
lem of jointing. Under traditional circum-
stances, the project designer (architect or
engineer) decides upon the detailed form of
the "adjacent components" and presumably
does so in full recognition of the conse-
quences of his design decisions on jointing.
The manufacturers of the components, first,
and the assembly contractor, second, are
tied by his decisions. When the components
are standardized (in the specific sense of
being designed before and without refer-
ence to any individual project in which they
are used), the decisions are no longer focused
on one designer with centralized responsibil-
ity but are spread among a number of manu-
facturers. If standardization is taken to mean
the increased use of factory-finished building
components, not only must all the decisions
which affect joints and jointing be coordi-
nated but they must also be absolutely cor-
rect since the factory-finished components
cannot be adjusted on site.

Selecting Visual Properties of Architectural
Surfaces: A Psychological Approach. Clarke
A. Burnham and Clayford T. Grimm, Uni-
versity of Texas.

Within the architectural profession there
is no rational technique, i.e., no methodology
derived from systematic research either to
guide the architect in his expression of a de-
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sign concept or to assess the extent to which
that concept is expressed in the spatial forms
and the visual properties of the material sur-
faces of a building. The psychological ap-
proach here employed involves matching the
connotative meaning of the design concept
with the connotative meaning of visual prop-
erties of architectural surfaces. Psychologi-
cal relationships between measurable physi-
cal properties of architectural surfaces and
psychological responses to these physical
properties have been investigated by the se-
mantic differential.

The mobile home industry and its relation
to industrialization has broad implications
for the architectural profession.

Some Thoughts on the Direction of User
Requirements Research. Charles Masterson,
Bosti, Buffalo.

This analysis seeks to develop user re-
quirements information in a form that can
be effectively used in the design and con-
struction process of a major program builder
($2.5 billion of space). Conventional analyti-
cal techniques are basically reductionist in
character. They have depicted the man/en-
vironment system as a simple linear feedback
structure — a relationship that is not cor-
roborated cither by research or by actual ex-
perience. The author recommends holistic
rather than parametric research on the man/
environment interaction. User manipulable
systems of building and direct user-specified
designs for the environment are evaluated
for their payoff potential.

Strip Highway Project. Frank S. Kelly, Uni-
versity of Tennessee.

A five-month research program sponsored
by a federal Title 1 grant, the Strip Highway
Project was conducted by students and fac-
ulty of the University of Tennessee's School
of Architecture. Selected as representative of
US "strips," Knoxville's highways were stud-
ied in terms of their historical development,
land use characteristics, traffic patterns, vis-
ual definition and order. From this back-
ground, practical solutions applicable to ex-
isting highway problems evolved in conjunc-
tion with concepts for avoiding future road-
way blight. Found to be a negative influence
on the highway environment, zoning was
carefully analyzed and a more effective or-
dinance written.

Studies on Housing of American Indian
Communities. Chester L. Sprague, Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology.

Three areas of study: historical develop-
ment of architectural and village forms of
pueblo-dwelling Indians; analysis of current
federal housing policies and achievements
leading to recommendations of new policies
with the goals of transforming the present
federally directed housing process with its
numerous fragmented acts of inefficient and
paternalistic benefaction into a more effi-
cient user accepted, directed and operated
housing process; and new designs for vil-
lages, buildings and equipment as related to
the housing problems of Alaskan native peo-
ples, both Eskimos and Aleuts.

Unified Transportation Systems and Future
Urban and Regional Development. Robert
M. Beckley, University of Wisconsin — Mil-
waukee.

This research, sponsored by the Graham
Foundation, was conducted in the belief that
new methods are needed for future planning
to consider adequately a new generation of
societal needs and transportation technolo-
gies and their impact on urban and regional
development. The study identified more than
100 forms of urban and regional transporta-
tion, developed methods for comparing
transportation systems using a standardized
data base, developed methods for describing
the physical effort required in interfacing
systems and the effort required in moving
through complex transportation networks.

Vertical Transportation in Highrise Campus
Buildings. Jeffrey L. Lyon, Computing Re-
search Systems Corporation (CRS2).

In order to provide meaningful data on
the cost and design of vertical transportation
systems in highrise campus buildings, CRS2
developed a deductive computer-based
model employing patterns of existing class
schedules at Manhattan Community Col-
lege. This model has been used to study
questions concerning the relationship be-
tween building parti, campus massing and the
generation of vertical transportation loads;
the degree to which the cost of the vertical
transportation system is dependent upon
building parti, campus massing and equip-
ment type; and the proper equipment D

The MIT Press has recently published the New York City Planning Commission's
six-volume Plan lor New York City, the first comprehensive plan ever prepared for
New York, a document containing 450,000 words of text, approximately 800 photo-
graphs, more than 750 charts and graphs, and more than 200 maps, many in full
color. Each volume measures 17 inches square. The volumes are priced at $15.00
each.
Plan for New York City
Volume 1: Critical Issues
Volume 2: The Bronx
Volume 3: Brooklyn
Volume 4: Manhattan
Volume 5: Queens
Volume 6: Staten Island
by the New York City Planning Commission edited by Peter S. Richards
The American Society of Planning Officials Newsletter says the Plan for New York
City "will be the yardstick by which all subsequent city plans will be measured."
The New York Times calls the Plan "a pragmatic document . . . Its approach and

objectives are based on a view and a kind of plan that is radically new." Times
critic Ada Louise Huxtable wrote, "It substitutes a social for a physical approach,
which is one giant step forward for New York and for planning in general."

The proposals are addressed to the people of New York City (and involve, by
extension, the survival of all large metropolitan centers) as well as to the planning
community. It is not a futuristic fantasy plan but is concerned with current, real
problems facing the city; it stresses objectives, goals, methods, and techniques.
Volume One, Critical Issues, appraises the city today and sets forth broad goals

and guidelines for its physical and social development. The focus is on four major
themes: New York as a national center, the city as an arena of opportunity, the
urban environment, and the role of government.
The subsequent volumes cover each of the five boroughs individually, neighbor-

hood by neighborhood. The Plan devotes a chapter to each of the City's 62 plan-
ning districts with a detailed report, photographs, land-use maps, and maps of
present and projected community facilities.
The MIT Press Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142
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DOOKS

Effects of Sonic Boom. John H. Wiggins
Jr., Palos Verdes Estates, Calif.: J. H.
Wiggins Co., 1969. 174 pp. $16.

With the SST, a political and sociological
issue of national and international import-
ance, authoritative information on the effects
of sonic boom should be welcomed. This
book, however, is limited to its physical
effects on structures. The author, a con-
sultant with the US Air Force Institute of
Technology and teacher of a course on sonic
boom analysis, states that he has prepared
the text "with an eye toward the architect,
engineer, insurance official, adjuster, air-
line official and government official."

The book includes chapters on theories
of the generation and propagation of sonic
boom shock waves, the development of
formulas for calculated overpressures of
booms and superbooms, the responses of
elastic structures to dynamic loads and the
behavior of typical building components
under stress. There follows a discussion of
the natural forces: shrinkage, settlement,
thermal expansion, water leakage and elastic
deflection, which can cause structural dam-
age. This presentation is elementary for the
architect but might be valuable to the lay-
man if it is recognized to an equal degree
that damage of the magnitude described and
frequency implied can be prevented by ade-
quate design and construction — the re-
sponsibility of the architect and contractor.
The book concludes with a section on
"Damage Inspection Tips" and a discussion
of litigation. There is an extensive bibliog-
raphy but it goes only to January 1968.

The report of the Environmental and
Sociological Panel of the President's Ad Hoc
Supersonic Transport Review Committee,
published in the Congressional Record of
October 31, 1969 (three months after the
date of Wiggins' book), states: "All avail-
able information indicates that the effects
of the sonic boom are such as to be con-
sidered intolerable by a very high percentage
of the people affected." Wiggins makes a
few passing references to noise problems,
such as pointing out in his "inspection tips"
that those who are physically shaken by a
boom may look for, find and attribute to
the boom damage which had previously gone
unnoticed. There is no formal recognition
of physiological and psychological damage
nor any attempt to extrapolate data based
on military overflights into estimates of the
effects of the increased traffic of the SST.
Referring to the inadequacy of available
test data, Wiggins recommends that more
cumulative damage tests be conducted with
a very high degree of accuracy, "for the
cumulative damage argument is prophesied
as being the biggest one that can be used in
the courtroom against an SST." (Author's
emphasis.) This is incredibly naive.

The book contains some information
which, if carefully evaluated, may be of
reference value to the specialist, although
the theoretical and empirical mathematical
analyses are, to this reviewer, carried to a
degree of refinement not justified by the
degree of accuracy with which it will be
possible to estimate the values of the vari-
ables concerned. The basis for establishing
boom overload values (expressed as static
loads in psf) is substantially less than that
available to establish code values for wind
and seismic stresses. Nevertheless, Wiggins
recommends using these values in court to
evaluate the probability that damage could
or could not have been caused by sonic
boom.

The value of this book, even to the spec-
ialist, will be contingent on its being used in
context with other information.

EDWARD A. MERRILL, AIA

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe: Drawings in the
Collection of the Museum of Modern Art.
Introduction and notes by Ludwig Glaeser.
New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1970.
31 plates. Limited edition, unbound sheets,
boxed, $75; spiral-bound edition, $20.

"Among the most compelling architec-
tural images ever made" is the accolade
given to some of the drawings of Ludwig
Mies van der Rohe in the collection of the
Museum of Modern Art in New York. Mies
was a master draftsman whose drawings
have been called also "the most beautiful
renderings of the century."

The Museum of Modern Art has pub-
lished a selection of the drawings from its
own Ludwig Mies van der Rohe Archive
which was established in 1969 as a repos-
itory for the architect's drawings and docu-
mentary materials. The plates present proj-
ects which were never actually built, since
with few exceptions only drawings of un-
realized work have found their way into any
collection. Each of the five projects, con-
ceived between 1921 and 1923, presented
architectural innovation through brilliantly
executed drawings. Three of these projects
are in this publication: the Friedrichstrasse
Office Building (1921), the Glass Skyscraper
(1921) and the Concrete Building (1922).

The book contains also fountain pen
sketches, described as being "as personal as
handwriting and as incidental as notebook

entries — which, in many cases, they actually
were." Drawings are grouped by technique
with the earlier sketches and pencil perspec-
tives at the beginning. The later drawings
are montages, combining cutout reproduc-
tions and hard-line studio drawings.

There is a revised chronology of Mies's
early work, confirmed by the architect be-
fore his death. Notes contain supplementary
material such as reconstructed plans and
illustrations of projects not included in the
plates.

The pages of both editions (one is a
limited edition of 125 copies with the sheets
unbound) are 18x24 inches, a size sufficient
to capture the spirit and proportion of the
plans. Framed, the plates would make a
stunning contribution to the walls of an
architect's office.

Blueprint for Professional Service Corpora-
tions. William J. Burke and Basil J. Zaloom.
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1970.
206 pp. $5.95.

Professional architects who have thoughts
about incorporating will find this book inval-
uable. It tells about advantages and pitfalls;
tax rulings; legal and accounting aspects;
pensions and profit-sharing plans; and many
other facets of incorporation difficult to find
elsewhere. The authors concede that advan-
tages and disadvantages of incorporation
cannot be stated universally for the entire
country, since state corporation laws vary
widely.

Standards for School Media Programs.
American Association of School Librarians
and the Department of Audiovisual Instruc-
tion, National Education Association. Chi-
cago: American Library Association, 1969.
66 pp. $2.

This replaces the 1960 school library
standards and 1966 audio-visual standards.
The designer of school libraries should have
this publication because it provides a frame-
work of guidelines to excellence, flexible
enough to meet every school's requirements.
The chapter on media center facilities is par-
ticularly pertinent for the architect.

The BOCA Basic Building Code. 5th ed.
Chicago: Building Officials Conference of
America, 1969. 504 pp. $12 hardbound, $10
paperbound, $14 loose-leaf with 16-ring
vinyl binder.

Approved changes in the BOCA code are
published annually in supplements; a new
edition, such as this one, is prepared every
five years and contains all approved changes
since the previous edition. For the first time,
the code is available in three different bind-
ings: hardbound, paperbound and loose-leaf.

Recommended Practice for Engineered Brick
Masonry. McLean, Va.: Structural Clay
Product's Institute, 1969. 337 pp. $7.50.

Written primarily for the practicing struc-
tural engineer, this manual will assist the
architect as well in the design of brick
masonry structural elements and systems.
The recommendations are based on test data,
current design practice and construction
experience. D
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The Programmed Door.
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Balanced Hardware by Gyro-Tech.
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A new balanced, back-checking,
fully adjustable entrance.

You program the entrance.
Latching, back-checking, and closing speeds can
be easily adjusted to your entrance requirements.
After all, what's perfect for the emergency hospital
entrance probably won't be right for Macy's De-
partment Store.
That's the door business. So the Natcor door ad-
justs to the situation.
Make a note of it. Natcor now offers a balanced
entrance line. It's adjustable. Three ways. And de-
pendable.
Further, like other Natcor entrance systems, this is
a door that can stand up to stout winds, harsh or
accidental mistreatment, and the onslaught of
year-in year-out traffic!

Obviously we'd like to hear from you. See our cata-
log in Sweets or write:

THE IVATCOR COMPANY
SINCE 1920

P.O. BOX 9321, NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37204
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events
AIA State and Region

Oct. 14-17: Central States Region, Skirvin
Hotel, Oklahoma City

Oct. 14-17: South Atlantic States Region, Co-
lumbia, S.C.

Oct. 14-17: Western Mountain States Region,
Western Look Guest Ranch, Tucson, Ariz.

Oct. 15-17: California Council of Architects,
Ahwahnee Hotel, Yosemite National Park

Oct. 15-17: Indiana Society of Architects,
Atkinson Hotel, Indianapolis

Oct. 15-18: Pennsylvania Society of Archi-
tects Forum, Lancaster

Oct. 19-22: New York and New England
States Joint Regional Conference, the Lau-
rels, Monticello, N.Y.

Oct. 22: Nebraska Chapter Fall Seminar,
Omaha Hilton Hotel, Omaha

Oct. 22-24: Kentucky Society of Architects,
Phoenix Hotel, Lexington

Oct. 22-25: Florida Association of Architects,
Sarasota Motor Hotel, Sarasota

Oct. 23-24: Illinois Council of Architects, Pe-
oria

Oct. 28-30: Texas Society of Architects,
Sheraton-Fort Worth Hotel, Ft. Worth

Oct. 29-31: Architects Society of Ohio, Stouf-
fer's Cincinnati Inn, Cincinnati

Nov. 4-6: North Central States Region, Rad-
dison South Hotel, Bloomington, Minn.

National
Oct. 11-14: Joint Transportation Confer-

ence (Transportation: An Interdisciplinary
Challenge), Sheraton-Chicago Hotel, Chi-
cago

Oct. 17-21: American Institute of Planners
Annual Convention, Minneapolis

Oct. 19-22: American Society of Engineers
Annual Meeting, Statler Hilton Hotel,
New York, N.Y.

Oct. 22-25: Industrial Designers Society of
America, Pocono Manor Inn, Pocono
Manor, Pa.

Nov. 1-3: Architect/Researcher's Confer-
ence, Stouffer's Cincinnati Inn, Cincinnati

Nov. 3-6: Industrialized Building Exposition
and Congress, Louisville, Ky.

Nov. 4-8: National Trust for Historic Preser-
vation Conference, Charleston Municipal
Auditorium, Charleston, S.C.

Nov. 15-18: National Conference on the Arts
and the Human Environment, Conference
Center, University Park, Pa.

Nov. 16-18: Component Editors and Execu-
tive Meetings, AIA Headquarters, Wash-
ington, D.C.

Nov. 18-19: Building Research Institute, Fall
Conference and Annual Meeting, Ameri-
can Hotel, Washington, D.C.

Nov. 27-29: Association of Student Chapters
Annual Forum, University of California,
Berkeley

International

Oct. 28-30: International Environmental De-
sign Conference, Mellon Institute, Pitts-
burgh

Dec. 14-18: World Congress of Engineers
and Architects, Hilton and Sheraton Ho-
tels, Tel-Aviv. D

NOW a
dumbwaiter

with an
MATOT

SAVES HOURS
of Nurses'Time

AT WESTLAKE
COMMUNITY

HOSPITAL

PROBLEM:
New all-private-room wing of
Westlake Community Hospital in
Melrose Park, Illinois needed a
dumbwaiter system that would
conserve the time of nurses and
pharmacists and be accessible to both
the existing and new hospital wings.

SOLUTION:
MATOT supplied a "smart" dumbwaiter,
installed by Goetz Elevator, Chicago,
with a built-in memory system that
tells it to deliver and pick up trays
at five patient floors and pharmacy.
Nurses needn't wait for arrival of
dumbwaiter. Trays are loaded and
ejected automatically with the
Guilbert "Cargomaster" through double
access doors that serve both the
existing and new wings. A light and
gong signal the nurses' stations when
a tray arrives. Not waiting for the
dumbwaiter saves hours of nurses'
time each week.

Matot develops specially-designed units
for problem areas and manufacture
all types of vertical lift equipment for
office, school, hospital, restaurant
and commerical buildings. Write
for descriptive brochure.

D. A. MATOT, INC.
1533 W. Altgeld, Chicago, Illinois 60614

312/549-2177
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letters

UDAT Program Called 'Superficial'

The report on the Urban Design Assistance
Teams ("Vehicle for Urban Improvement")
in the August issue was depressing.

I have some familiarity with Lynn, Massa-
chusetts, having spent the early part of my
l i f e there and having served on the City
Planning Board years ago. When I first saw
the report on Lynn, proudly on display at the
Boston convention, I was appalled at its un-
abashed superficiality.

Lynn is a once-prosperous industrial city
which for 50 years has been inflicted with
deep-rooted economic problems. A team of
architects, none of whom had ever been in
the city before probably, fly in, spend a day
and a morning looking at the city and talk-
ing to a few people before meeting to "for-
mulate ideas for recommendations." Of
course, their report is shallow, superficial and
si l ly . It could be nothing else.

More shocking than the platitudinous in-
anities presented as recommendations for
this hard-pressed city is the exposure of the
ignorance of the AIA and its individual mem-
bers of the real and tough social, economic
and political problems that are racking Lynn
and other American cities. These problems
are not going to be solved by a strict sign
ordinance nor by the replacement of shabby
and ugly street furn i ture nor by any other
form of exterior decoration passing under
the name of urban design.

Our cities are probably the most complex
inst i tu t ions ever created by man. Surely, the
concern of the AIA for the well-being of our
cities can find more significant ways of ex-
pression than through the simple-minded Ur-
ban Design Assistance Team program. I am
afraid that the present approach would find
a parallel if a team of physicians, sent out by
the American Medical Association, should
prescribe a package of cosmetics for a seri-
ously ill person after a casual look at the
patient. THOMAS W. MACKESEY, FAIA

Ithaca, N.Y.

Rebuttal by Two Chairmen

I am afraid that Mr. Mackesey, having recog-
nized the complexity of cities, has given up.
Or else he is looking for the easy applause
which goes to the winner of a hand-wringing
competition. Although not a participant in
last fall's Urban Design Assistance Team, I
myself had occasions to observe Lynn, Mas-
sachusetts, at close hand and, surely enough,
Lynn is one of the knottiest examples of the
old mill town which once lived for commerce
and which now, with much of its commerce
channeled elsewhere, is no longer sure what
to live for.

To say the foregoing is not to say that
Lynn, nor Mr. Mackesey, should give up
hope. His successors in the Lynn Planning
Department a generation later were among

the most enthusiastic sponsors of the Assist-
ance Team. It is appropriate to mention at
this point that a primary purpose of the teams
is to draw public attention to the constructive
forces already at work in the community
(often and hopefully including the AIA local
chapter).

It is unfair of Mr. Mackesey to imply
that street furniture was the focus of the
team's recommendations when a simple read-
ing of Mrs. Barr's excellent article would
clearly indicate the contrary.

Always subject to new interpretations and
emphases, the Urban Design Assistance
Teams are one of the most down-to-earth
programs ever sponsored by the AIA. Of all
the criticism, commentary and other feed-
back needed to keep the program healthy, I
am sure the most valuable will be that from
the communities visited and from others who
are on the urban firing line.

ROBERT S. STURGIS, AIA
Chairman, Urban Planning and

Design Committee
Cambridge, Mass.

Mr. Mackesey incorrectly describes the Lynn
Urban Design Assistance Team as "a team
of architects"; it was actually a diversified
quartet of which only one is a practicing ar-
chitect. One other is an architect who works
as a planner. The third team member is a
professional planner and the fourth a trans-
portation engineer. Further, the visit was not
so brief as insinuated and was preceded by a
reconnaissance and followed by at least one
return visit.

This well-rounded team dug much deeper
than Mr. Mackesey implies. It offered a large
number of recommendations dealing with
such questions as changing economy and
population, use of existing assets, redevelop-
ment of various kinds, new land uses, several
recommended architectural and urban design
studies, revision of the entire traffic system,
parking questions, cityscape matters and
grave governmental problems. Mr. Mackesey
missed all this and somehow reached the
conclusion that the team never went beyond
suggesting a sign ordinance and new street
fu rn i tu re (both of which are badly needed).

The Urban Design Assistance Teams have
made useful contributions by getting various
people to communicate who had not done so
before, by suggesting design possibilities
which had not been contemplated, by getting
people to recognize the assets of their com-
munities, by introducing the concept of ur-
ban design. They have not assumed the task
of planning cities, nor have they limited
themselves to cosmetics. Present plans are to
widen the scope by such methods as length-
ening the contract and offering assistance on
a subsidized basis. HENRY STEINHARDT. AIA

Chairman, Subcommittee, Urban Design
Assistance Team Program

Mercer Island, Wash.

Awards Programs/ Architectural Barriers

For more then 10 years, the Eastern Para-
lyzed Veterans Association and our 24
brother chapters have devoted a great deal
of time and effort toward a program to elimi-
nate architectural barriers, those obstacles
which deny the elderly and handicapped
adequate housing, education, employment
and recreation. During this period, our suc-
cesses in this program have only been meas-
ured by the sympathetic and close coopera-
tion of numerous members and chapters of
the AIA.

I was distressed, therefore, to see the
renderings of public buildings that received
the 1970 Community and Junior College
Design Awards as reported in the March
AIA J O U R N A L . I greatly admire the esthetic
values of these structures, but I could not
help but be appalled at the lack of considera-
tion for the physically handicapped.

Due to their impairments, the physically
handicapped are more reliant upon educa-
tion to become productive and respected
members of society than their nonhandi-
capped counterparts. As can be determined
by the descriptive copy, the aforementioned
designs have barred successfully at least 15
percent of the student population from use
of these schools. National statistics show that
30 million Americans are physically handi-
capped. The number increases daily through
advances in medical science.

I should like to call your readers atten-
tion to the New York State University Con-
struction Fund's checklist which stipulates
specifications relative to such structures. I
am hopeful that this information can be dis-
seminated in order to create a greater aware-
ness of the architect's role in designing
structures for use by the total population.

J. L. MANDELI.A
Architectural Barriers Coordinator

New York City

ED. NOTE: see ju ry chairman's comments, July, p. 66.

Architectural Gerontologists

It is with interest that I read the review of
Joseph D. Weiss' book, Better Buildings for
the Aged, by Dr. Virginia Stone in the May
issue. The call for more imagination in the
interior layout and design of buildings for
the elderly is well taken.

Having designed over 60 nursing homes,
convalescent hospitals and rest homes, as
well as housing for the elderly, we are well
aware of the design problems confronting
the architect in the field of geriatrics.

The two great influences, however, in pro-
moting advanced design in these buildings
are 1) the financing and 2) the client. With
tight money, high interest rates and a great
profit motive, the chances of innovations in
a proprietary owned facil i ty are practically
nil. If the profit motive is removed and the
client is a nonprofit organization, the op-
portunity of introducing more imagination
and new ideas is enhanced.

Dr. Stone's use of the term "architectural
gerontologist" intrigues me since it is the
first time I have ever heard the word "ger-
ontologist" connected with architecture. If
the suggestion is that there is a need for
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architects and other specialists in the field
of planning for the aged and infirm to gather
and to pursue further discussions and plan-
ning, I'm all for it. SOL S. RICHMOND, AIA

Cambridge, Mass.

More on Nantucket

Concerning your article on Nantucket in the
August issue, I should like to remind you
that this is not the first time Nantucket was
honored by the AIA.

In 1938, Everett Uberto Crosby, a "lay-
man," was selected as an honorary member
of the AIA for his successful work and
writings on the preservation of Nantucket's
unique architecture.

HENRY LEE WILLET, HON. AIA
Philadelphia

ED. NOTE: On August 10, the Smithsonian Insti tution
in Washington launched a traveling exhibition which
will circulate nationally and feature the work accom-
plished by the Historic Building Survey during six years
of recording an architectural study of Nantucket. The
national tour began at the Octagon where it will re-
main until November 1. The photographs and measured
drawings of Nantucket's dwellings and public buildings
are mounted on 24 panels. Arrangements for the exhi-
bition may be made through the Smithsonian's Traveling
Exhibition Service, Washington, D.C.

Two Fellow Architects on Eugene Mackey

I want to thank you for the article about
my father, Eugene Mackey, FAIA, in the
August issue. Viewing him as a parent, yet
also as a fellow architect, I feel fortunate

to have worked with him on existing proj-
ects. The Tate Library is unquestionably a
fine building, ranking with the Climatron
and the new Medical Sciences Building at
Washington University as examples of his
finest work.

The spirit and drive that we shared with
him was electric. Every aspect of design
was important and open to analysis. As
Harry Richman, AIA, said on occasion, my
father made everything a little more impor-
tant than it really seemed at the time, only
to be appreciated more when completed.

There is a story that illustrates my point.
In the design of the Medical Sciences Build-
ing (300,000 square feet, nine stories), the
mechanical ductwork and piping were de-
signed to go in shafts on the outside of the
building. There seemed to be two solutions
to this problem: the shafts could be round
or square. From a cost standpoint, the square
was less expensive; from a design standpoint,
the round was the better solution.

One of the large donors to the project
thought the shafts should be square, as did
many of the doctors. One evening my father
and one of the doctors went to the donor's
home. The host left the room to get refresh-
ments, and my father turned out the lights
leaving only a drafting lamp on. which lit
up the wooden model with the round shafts.
The stage was set. The donor returned, but
still was not convinced. He was asked to

pick up the model, close his eyes and run
his fingers over the round forms. As he was
doing this, my father said that since many
beautiful forms found in nature are round
he believed that the shafts as well should
have this appealing form. That was it. The
lights went on; the decision was made.

Today much architecture is performed as
a dull production-line affair. I feel that my
father showed us a way to make architecture
come alive as a human participating occa-
sion and event. EUGENE J. MACKEY m, AIA

St. Louis

The article in the August issue on Eugene
Mackey, FAIA. and the Fieldston School's
Tate Library perceptively reflects the char-
acter of the man who enriched the lives of
all of us who knew and worked with him.
It is both a special t r ibute to Eugene Mackey
and the AIA J O U R N A L for its insight into the
human as well as the architectural aspects of
the profession. HARRY B. RICHMAN, AIA

St. Louis

ED. NOTE: Richman , a pr incipal in the a rch i t ec tu ra l
firm of Murphy, Downey, Wofford & Richman, carr ied
the Tate Library to completion af te r the death of
Eugene Mackey in 1968.

The AIA JOURNAL encourages expressions
of opinions from its readers but reserves the
right to edit for length and style. Address
letters to the Editor at the Octagon.
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A mouse
has already
been saved

from
leukemia.
Help us

save a man.

For years, you've been
giving people with leukemia
your sympathy. But sympathy
can't cure leukemia. Money
can. Give us enough of that,
and maybe we'll be able to do
for a man what has already I
been done for a mouse.

American Cancer Society ̂ 8
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LOCK-DECK® DECKING HELPED CREATE THIS
INSPIRED UAW FAMILY EDUCATION CENTER

Potlatch invented Lock-Deck laminated decking, and the UAW's spectacular
Walter and May Reuther Family Education Center at Black Lake, Michigan,
takes full advantage of this unique building material. The beauty and the
ecology of the setting are preserved and complemented by the natural charm
of inland red cedar Lock-Deck walls and ceilings. The architectural drama of
soaring wall surfaces and wide-span structures relies on the integrity and
strength of exclusive long-length laminated decking. Nearly three-quarters
of a million board feet of Potlatch cedar Lock-Deck helped create this unique
achievement. We can do the same for you. Write for information.

Potlatch
WOOD PRODUCTS GROUP
P. O. Box 3591 • San Francisco, Calif. 94119

Architecture: Stonorov and Haws
Engineering: David R. Wittes
Construction: Henderson Brothers
For details see Sweei's Architectural file lc/Po.

Lock-Deck is available in 4 thicknesses and 2 face widths. Electro-Lam beams in all sections up to 162 sq. in., lengths to 60 ft.
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another fine floor from Azrock

The luxurious beauty of travertine is recreated in vinyl asbestos floor tile with translucent vinyl marbling
and exceptionally deep embossing. Four colors from nature in I/Id'' and 1/8" gauges, 12" x 12" size designerffor residential- and

commercial use. Put your imagination to work with .Custom .Travertine. For distinctive design, easy care, and long life,
there's no finer floor than Azrock. Specify it with confidence.

America's leading vinyl asbestos floor tile

Consult Sweet's File or write for samples. Azrock Floor Products, 551A Frost Building, San Antonio, Texas 78205
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